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Abstract

In this thesis, a search for pair produced vector-like T quarks in pp collision data from
the LHC at

√
s = 13 TeV is presented. The data were collected with the CMS detector

and correspond to an integrated luminosity of up to 2.6 fb−1. Vector-like quarks are
hypothetical new particles predicted by many extensions of the Standard Model in which
the Higgs boson is a composite state of an unknown strong interaction. Vector-like T
quarks are assumed to decay via three different decay modes to either bW , tZ or tH, with
branching fractions that are not fixed and can vary depending on the particular model
featuring vector-like quarks.

This search focuses on decays of the TT system in which at least one muon or electron
is present in the final state, and in which at least one of the T quarks decays to a top
quark and a Higgs boson. As the T quarks are expected to be quite heavy, their decay
products are significantly Lorentz-boosted in the reference frame of the TT system. The
subsequent decay products of the Higgs boson are then emitted with a very small angle
between them. This search is optimised for the main decay channel of the Higgs boson to
two bottom quarks and attempts to reconstruct the two b quarks within a single jet with a
large cone size. Dedicated jet substructure techniques, in combination with algorithms to
identify jets originating from the fragmentation of a b quark, are then used to reconstruct
the entire H → bb decay.

The event categories of this search are also combined with the categories of a search
for pair-produced T quarks that focuses on the T → bW decay. This approach provides a
high sensitivity to TT production for many different combinations of branching fractions
to the three possible decay modes.

No excess of the data above the expected background contribution from the Standard
Model is observed in any of the final event categories. Upper limits on the TT production
cross section are calculated at 95% confidence level and lower mass limits for vector-like T
quarks are set for various assumptions of their decays: for branching fractions correspond-
ing to an electroweak isospin singlet T quark, masses below 860 GeV are excluded, while
for an electroweak isospin doublet, T quarks are excluded with masses up to 830 GeV.
For other branching fraction combinations, lower mass limits are derived ranging from
710 GeV to 940 GeV. These exclusion limits are comparable to and for some branching
fraction assumptions even higher than exclusion limits set by the CMS experiment using
a data set corresponding to 19.7 fb−1 at

√
s = 8 TeV.





Kurzfassung

In der vorliegenden Arbeit wird eine Suche nach paarproduzierten vektorartigen T -Quarks
präsentiert, die pp-Kollisionsdaten des LHC Beschleunigers bei einer Schwerpunktsen-
ergie von 13 TeV nutzt. Diese Daten wurden mit dem CMS Detektor aufgezeichnet und
entsprechen einer integrierten Luminosität von 2, 6 fb−1. Vektorartige Quarks sind hy-
pothetische neue Teilchen die in vielen Erweiterungen des Standardmodells vorhergesagt
werden, in welchen das Higgs-Boson ein zusammengesetztes Teilchen einer unbekannten
starken Wechselwirkung ist.

Diese hier vorgestellte Suche konzentriert sich hauptsächlich auf Zerfälle des TT -Systems,
in welchen wenigstens ein Myon oder Elektron erzeugt wird und mindestens ein T -Quark
in ein Top-Quark und ein Higgs-Boson zerfällt. Da man erwartet, dass T -Quarks sehr
hohe Massen besitzen, folgt, dass deren Zerfallsprodukte einen hohen Lorentz-Boost im
Schwerpunktssystem des TT -Systems besitzen. Die resultierenden Zerfallsprodukte des
Higgs-Bosons haben daher häufig einen sehr kleinen Austrittswinkel. Diese Suche ist opti-
miert für den Hauptzerfallskanal des Higgs-Bosons in zwei Bottom Quarks und versucht,
diese beiden b-Quarks in einem einzigen Jet mit einem großen Radius zu rekonstruieren.
Desweiteren werden speziell dafür vorgesehene Substrukturmethoden verwendet um, in
Kombination mit weiteren Algorithmen zur Identifizierung von Jets aus der Fragmen-
tierung eines b-Quarks, den kompletten H → bb Zerfallsprozess zu rekonstruieren.

Die Ereigniskategorien, die in dieser Suche definiert sind, werden außerdem mit den
Kategorien einer weiteren Suche nach paarproduzierten T -Quarks kombiniert, die sich auf
T → bW Zerfälle konzentriert. Diese Vorgehensweise ermöglicht eine hohe Sensitivität für
TT -Produktion für zahlreiche Kombinationen des T -Quark Verzweigungsverhältnisses zu
den verschiedenen Zerfallskanälen.

In keiner der finalen Ereigniskategorien wird ein Exzess der Daten über dem erwarteten
Standardmodelluntergrund beobachtet. Obere Ausschlussgrenzen für den TT -Produktions-
wirkungsquerschnitt werden mit einem Konfidenzniveau von 95% berechnet. Untere Gren-
zen auf die Masse von vektorartigen T -Quarks werden unter Annahme verschiedener
Verzweigungsverhältnisse gesetzt: Für den Fall, dass T -Quarks in einem elektroschwachen
Isospin-Singlet erscheinen werden Massen unterhalb von 860 GeV ausgeschlossen. Unter
der Annahme, dass T -Quarks in einem elektroschwachen Isospin-Doublet realisiert sind,
werden Massen bis 830 GeV ausgeschlossen. Untere Ausschlussgrenzen für weitere Kom-
binationen der Verzweigungsverhältnisse des T -Quarks werden berechnet, diese reichen je
nach Annahme des Verzweigungsverhältnisses von 710 GeV bis 940 GeV.

Diese Ausschlussgrenzen sind vergleichbar mit und teilweise sogar stärker als Gren-
zen, die in mehreren Suchen am CMS Experiment bei einer Schwerpunktsenergie von√
s = 8 TeV und mit einem Datensatz, der einer integrierten Luminosität von 19, 7 fb−1

entspricht, durchgeführt wurden .
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1 Introduction

The search for a fundamental mechanism to describe the laws of nature has passed through

many different stages over the last century. From the development of quantum mechanics

at the beginning of the 20th century until the formulation of the Standard Model of particle

physics in the 1970s, there have been both times in which theorists could barely keep up

with new observations and phases in which the prediction of new particles preceded their

actual discovery by many years. The culmination of this process was the discovery of the

Higgs boson by the ATLAS and CMS collaborations almost 50 years after its postulation

in 2012 which marked the end of an era dedicated to the validation of the Standard Model.

The discovery of the Higgs boson has now initiated a new stage in the high energy

physics and the current situation is in some ways quite different from previous times.

In the past, physicists were often confronted with direct measurements contesting their

theories e. g. when the development of particle accelerators and novel measuring resulted in

an unforeseen discovery of a large number of new particles. The Standard Model, however,

agrees with the outcomes of a large number of high energy experiments to an enormous

precision, yet, it faces problems that the majority of physicists believe can only be solved

if new, unknown mechanisms exist.

One of its open questions is, for instance, why there is such a huge difference between

the electroweak scale and the gravitational scale. In any physical theory obeying the

principle of naturalness, such large discrepancies are excluded by symmetries within the

theory. While there are symmetries in the Standard Model that protect the masses of the

fermions and massive gauge bosons, there is none that keeps the mass of the Higgs boson

at its observed low value. The only way to explain this in the current formulation of the

Standard Model is by fine-tuning the bare Higgs boson mass with an immense accuracy

which contradicts the idea of naturalness.

Many extensions of the Standard Model introduce new particles to avoid this fine tun-

ing. While some of the most prominent theoretical models, which are supersymmetric

extensions of the Standard Model, postulate bosonic partners of the SM quarks that serve

this purpose, a wide range of alternative models predict fermionic partners. These new

resonances are expected to have masses around the TeV scale if they were to restore the

naturalness of the electroweak scale without introducing new sources of fine tuning. It

would therefore be possible to observe them at the LHC already with a relatively small

data set after its upgrade to a centre-of-mass energy of
√
s = 13 TeV. Consequently, the

first data set collected after the restart of LHC in 2015 is of high significance in the search
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for extensions of the Standard Model motivated by the idea of naturalness.

This thesis presents a search for such fermionic resonances, so-called vector-like T

quarks, in proton-proton collision data from the LHC. The first data set produced in

2015 at
√
s = 13 TeV is studied which was recorded by the CMS experiment and corre-

sponds to an integrated luminosity of up to 2.6 fb−1. Jet substructure techniques are used

in this search to identify hadronically decaying Higgs bosons with very large transverse

momenta, which are possible decay products of a T quark. The main background pro-

cesses arise from tt̄ + jets and W + jets production and are estimated from simulation,

with corrections applied to account for differences observed between data and simulation

in dedicated control regions.

This thesis is structured as follows: the phenomenological properties of vector-like

quarks are introduced in Chapter 2 along with an introduction of the Standard Model

and an overview over theoretical models that incorporate these new particles. The LHC

and the CMS experiment with technical details about its subdetectors are then described

in Chapter 3. Chapter 4 provides a brief summary of Monte-Carlo simulation techniques

to compute expected yields and the shape of various observables for many physical pro-

cesses. The most important algorithms to reconstruct hard scattering processes occurring

in proton-proton collisions are outlined in Chapter 5. In Chapter 6, the search for vector-

like quarks is described in detail, including an outline of the search strategy, the estimation

of background processes and systematic uncertainties, and a discussion of the final results.

This search is then combined with a complementary analysis searching for vector-like T

quarks decaying to a bottom quark and a W boson to increase the sensitivity for other

decay modes of the T quark. The combination strategy and final results are presented

in Chapter 7. Chapter 8 finally summarises the contents of this thesis and provides an

outlook into future searches for such new resonances.

The author of this thesis has contributed to its content as outlined in the following: he

has been the main author of the search for vector-like T quarks decaying to boosted Higgs

bosons which is described in Chapter 6. This search resulted in a public preliminary result

released by the CMS collaboration [1]. He has worked as co-author in the combination of

that search with a complementary search for vector-like quarks which is outlined in Chap-

ter 7, contributing both to the estimation of correlated systematic uncertainties and to

the technical implementation of the combination. This combination, along with an update

of the preliminary result, has been published by the CMS Collaboration and submitted

to the Journal of High Energy Physics [2]. Additionally, he performed a study about the

impact of nuclear interactions on b tagging algorithms which is described in Section 5.7.3.

This study was performed in the scope of a campaign of the b tagging working group

within the CMS collaboration to improve the performance of b tagging algorithms for very

high-pT jets.



2 The Standard Model and possible extensions

2.1 The Standard Model of particle physics

All fundamental particles known to date and the interactions between them are described

in the Standard Model (SM) of particle physics. The Standard Model has been developed

over many years, starting in the 60s with a series of papers by Glashow, Weinberg and

Salam about the theory of electroweak unification [3–5]. It has had a remarkable success

since then, providing exact predictions about particle dynamics that have been experi-

mentally confirmed to an enormous precision. The latest milestone in its verification was

the proof of the Brout-Englert-Higgs mechanism [6–11] through the discovery of the Higgs

boson by the ATLAS and CMS Collaborations [12–14]. This section provides a brief intro-

duction into the particle content of the Standard Model and its mathematical formulation,

more detailed descriptions can be found in a broad range of review articles and textbooks,

e. g. in Refs. [15,16]. Throughout this chapter and the rest of this thesis, natural units are

used by setting c = h̄ = 1.

The particles in the Standard Model can be grouped into fermions and bosons with

half-integer and integer spin, respectively. The group of bosons comprise the gauge bosons

with spin 1 which mediate the three fundamental interactions between all particles in the

Standard Model: the electromagnetic interaction, which is mediated by the photon (γ) and

is responsible e. g. for the formation of atoms and molecules, the weak interaction, which

is mediated by the Z and the W± bosons and is responsible e. g. for radioactive β-decays,

and the strong interaction which is mediated by the gluon (g) and binds together quarks to

form hadrons. A fourth hypothetical gauge boson is the graviton which mediates the grav-

itational force and would have a spin of 2. It is, however, not yet possible to incorporate

gravity into the Standard Model. The final particle in the group of bosons is the afore-

mentioned Higgs boson with spin 0 which is a consequence of the Brout–Englert–Higgs

mechanism by which the Z and W± bosons as well as the fermions acquire their masses

(this is described in more detail in Section 2.1.3).

The fermions in the Standard Model can again be divided into two groups, the quarks

and leptons, which provide the fundamental constituents of matter and differ by the in-

teractions they are subject to. For both, quarks and leptons, six different particles exist

distinguished by their flavour which are grouped into three generations. There are three

up-type quarks with an electromagnetic charge of +2e/3, the up (u), charm (c) and top (t)

quarks, and three down-type quarks with an electromagnetic charge of −1e/3, the down
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(d), strange (s) and bottom (b) quarks. In the leptonic sector there exist three charged par-

ticles, the electron (e), the muon (µ) and the tau lepton (τ) with electromagnetic charges

of +1e and three neutrinos, the electron-, muon- and tau-neutrino (νe,µ,τ ) which are un-

charged and only interact via the weak force. In the Standard Model, they are regarded

as massless, though recent observations of neutrino oscillations indicate that they have a

non-zero mass [17–21]. For each fermion in the Standard Model, there exists in addition

an anti-particle with the exact same mass, but opposite-signed quantum numbers. An

overview over the particle content of the Standard Model can be found in Fig. 2.1.

The Standard Model is described mathematically as a quantum field theory so that

elementary particles correspond to excitations of fundamental fields. The dynamics of

these fields are described by the Lagrangian density (or simply Lagrangian) L. From this,

one can derive relativistic wave equations for each type of particle e. g. the Dirac equation

for spin-1/2 particles

iγµ∂µψ −mψ = 0 (2.1)

where ψ is a Dirac spinor and γµ are the gamma matrices.

In the limit of weak interactions between the fields, decay rates and scattering cross

sections can be calculated perturbatively. These quantities are proportional to the matrix

element (ME) describing the transition probability between the in- and out-states ψi and

ψo

|M|2i,o = 〈ψi|S|ψo〉2. (2.2)

Here, S is the scattering matrix which can be directly related to the corresponding in-

teraction terms in the Lagrangian using the Feynman rules. These processes can also be

graphically represented through Feynman diagrams. The matrix element can be calculated

perturbatively by expanding it in powers of the coupling constant of the corresponding

interaction.

Including higher-order terms in the perturbation series of such a calculation increases

the accuracy of the calculation and corresponds to adding external legs and internal loops

in the corresponding Feynman diagram. These loops can lead to divergent terms (so-called

ultra-violet divergences) which can be eliminated by using renormalised quantities instead

of the “bare” ones. The renormalised quantities depend on a chosen renormalisation

scale µR which is introduced in the renormalisation procedure. If an infinite number of

orders would be included in the calculation of a given process, the outcome would be

independent of the chosen renormalisation scale. This is, however, unfeasible and usually

only the first few orders of the perturbation series are included in such a calculation. As a

result, the renormalised parameters exhibit a dependency on the chosen renormalisation

scale, an example for which is the “running” of the electromagnetic coupling constant αem.

Usually, the renormalisation scale is set to the energy scale of the physical process under

consideration.
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Figure 2.1: Particles in the Standard Model, grouped into quarks, leptons, gauge boson
and scalar bosons, along with their masses, electromagnetic charges and values for spin.
Taken from Ref. [22].

The SM Lagrangian is invariant under local gauge transformations which form the Lie

group

SU(3)C × SU(2)L × U(1)Y

where the subgroups SU(3)C and SU(2)L × U(1)Y describe the strong force and the

electroweak interaction, respectively. The strong interaction and the particles that it

couples to, quarks and gluons, are described in Section 2.1.1. The electroweak interaction,

which unifies the electromagnetic and weak forces, is described in Section 2.1.2. The

Brout-Englert-Higgs mechanism that leads to the breaking of the electroweak symmetry

and creates mass terms for the gauge bosons of the weak interaction is described in more

detail in Section 2.1.3.
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2.1.1 Quarks and the strong interaction

Quarks are the only particles in the Standard Model that are subject to all fundamental

interactions, including the strong interaction. They appear in nature as bound states

of the strong interaction which is described by a field theory referred to as Quantum

Chromodynamics (QCD). Each quark carries either a red, blue or green colour charge (or

anti-red, anti-blue or anti-green) and transforms as a triplet under the QCD gauge group

SU(3)C . This gauge group is formed by eight generators represented by the Gell-Mann-

matrices T a that correspond to eight coloured gluon fields Gµa where a = 1 . . . 8. The

kinetic and interaction terms of the QCD Lagrangian then read as

LQCD = q̄iiγµ(∂µ − igST aGµa)qi −
1

4
GµνG

µν (2.3)

with

Gµν ≡ (∂µGνa − ∂νGµa + gSfabcG
µ
bG

ν
c )T a (2.4)

where qi are the quark fields with i running over all quark flavours, mi are their masses, gS

is the strong coupling constant and fabc are the structure constants of the SU(3) group.

QCD is a Non-Abelian theory which and consequently, no gluon in the colour singlet

state and all gluons are self-interacting. This is consistent with the absence of experi-

mental evidence for uncoloured gluons in nature. This is important as this has various

phenomenological implications and amongst others opens a variety of particle production

processes at the LHC via gluon fusion.

An important feature of the strong interaction is that its renormalised coupling constant

gS is inversely proportional to the energy scale of the physical process. As a result, at

low energies, gS becomes very large and results in a strong binding force between quarks

which is known as confinement and cannot be calculated perturbatively anymore. At high

energies, however, gS gets very low so that quarks are in principle free particles, an effect

referred to as asymptotic freedom. In nature, quarks never appear as free states but are

always contained in bound states like mesons or baryons. At colliders it is possible to

produce separate quarks which, as they travel onwards, create a shower of light bound

states in a process which is referred to as hadronisation. Such a shower can be measured

in suitable detectors and is commonly known as jet.

The coupling of quarks to the weak force after electroweak symmetry-breaking is propor-

tional to the elements of the Cabibbo–Kobayashi–Maskawa (CKM) matrix [23, 24] which

determines the mixing of the mass eigenstates of the quarks q and the electroweak eigen-

states q’: d
′

s′

b′

 =

|Vud| |Vus| |Vub||Vcd| |Vcs| |Vcb|
|Vtd| |Vts| |Vtb|


ds
b

 = VCKM

ds
b

 (2.5)
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The best-fit values for its parameters, assuming unitarity and the presence of only three

quark generations, are [25]

VCKM =

0.97427 0.22534 0.00351

0.22520 0.97344 0.0412

0.00867 0.0404 0.999146

 (2.6)

Quarks can therefore transform from one flavour into another one through a charged weak

current. It can be seen that each quark preferentially decays to the next lightest quark

with a branching ratio that is determined from the elements of the CKM matrix.

2.1.2 The electroweak interaction

The electromagnetic and the charged weak interactions are described by the gauge groups

U(1)em and SU(2)L, respectively. The generator of the U(1)em group corresponds to the

photon while two of the generators of the SU(2)L group correspond to the W± bosons. The

subscript L denotes the fact that the charged weak interaction only couples to fermions

with left-handed chiralities and naturally, the neutral weak interaction would be expected

to follow the same behaviour with its mediator, the Z boson, corresponding to the third

generator of the SU(2)L group. However, the Z boson has been observed to couple to

both left- and right-handed fermions with differing coupling strengths. To resolve this

contradiction, the concept of electroweak unification has been developed according to which

the Z and γ bosons are mixtures of the gauge bosons of a unified interaction.

This unified force, referred to as electroweak interaction, is described by the symmetry

group SU(2)L×U(1)Y . There are four generators of this group and correspondingly, four

vector fields, the Bµ and the Wµ
i (with i = 1 . . . 3). The generators corresponding to the

Wµ
i fields can be represented by the three Pauli-matrices Ti. Left-handed quark and lepton

fields transform as doublets under the SU(2)L group (which is referred to as weak isospin).

A quark doublet consists of an up-type and down-type quark of the same generation and

a lepton doublet consists of a charged lepton and its associated neutrino. Right-handed

fields transform as singlets under SU(2)L and there are no right-handed neutrino fields as

they have never been observed in nature. Furthermore, all fields have a weak hypercharge

YW = 2(Q−T3) that determines their coupling to the gauge field of the U(1)Y Bµ, where

Q is the electromagnetic charge and T3 is the third component of the weak isospin.

The physical states of the gauge bosons observed in nature emerge after a breaking of

the electroweak symmetry group SU(2)L × U(1)Y . This breaking, referred to electroweak

symmetry breaking, is mediated by the Brout-Englert-Higgs mechanism which is described

in more detail in Section 2.1.3.

The W± bosons correspond to the W1,2 bosons before electroweak symmetry breaking
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while the γ and Z bosons are mixtures of the B and W3 bosons given by(
γ

Z

)
=

(
cos θW sin θW

− sin θW cos θW

)(
B

W3

)
(2.7)

where θW is the so-called Weinberg angle.

The Lagrangian of the electroweak sector before spontaneous symmetry breaking is then

given by

LEW = ψ̄Li/DLψL + ψ̄Ri/DRψR −
1

4
(BµνB

µν +WµνW
µν), (2.8)

with

/DL ≡ γµ(∂µ + g′YWB
µ − igWT iWµ

i ),

/DR ≡ γµ(∂µ + g′YWB
µ),

Bµν ≡ ∂µBν − ∂νBµ,

Wµν ≡ (∂µW ν
i − ∂νW

µ
i + gW εijkW

µ
j W

ν
k )T i,

where ψL and ψR are left- and right-handed SM fermionic fields, g′ and gW are the coupling

constants of the gauge fields Bµ and Wµ
i , respectively, and εijk is the structure constant

of the SU(2) Lie group.

2.1.3 The Brout-Englert-Higgs mechanism

Gauge invariance of the Lagrangian would require all gauge bosons to be massless. While

this is the case for the photon (and also the gluon), the W± and the Z bosons are observed

to be massive particles with masses of 80.385±0.015 GeV and 91.1876±0.0021 GeV [25], re-

spectively. Furthermore, the differing mass terms between quarks (and leptons) belonging

to the same SU(2)L doublet violate the gauge symmetry of the U(2)L × U(1)Y group.

This contradiction is resolved by introducing a formalism referred to as Brout-Englert-

Higgs mechanism to induce the spontaneous breaking of the electroweak symmetry group.

In this mechanism, a new complex doublet field called the Higgs field is introduced

Φ =

(
φ+

φ0

)

which is associated with the Higgs potential

V (Φ) = µ2Φ†Φ + λ(Φ†Φ)2.

If the parameters µ2 and λ are chosen such that µ2 < 0 and λ > 0, the Higgs potential is

symmetric with respect to the origin but has a degenerate minimum at a non-zero value.
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Consequently, the Higgs field obtains a vacuum expectation value (VEV) in its ground

state

v =

√
−µ2
2λ
≈ 246 GeV.

This non-zero VEV corresponds to a spontaneous breaking of the symmetry of the Higgs

potential. According to Goldstone’s theorem [26–28], this results in three massless so-

called Goldstone bosons that correspond to three of the four degrees of freedom of the

Higgs field. These three Goldstone bosons become the longitudinal degrees of freedom

of the W± and Z bosons. The remaining fourth degree of freedom of the Higgs field

corresponds to a new particle with mass mH =
√

2µ which has spin 0 and is referred to

as Higgs boson. This field is invariant under gauge transformations and by choosing a

unitary gauge, the gauge bosons of the weak interaction acquire mass terms

mW =
gW v

2

mZ =
gW v

2 cos θW
.

Besides the weak gauge bosons, the Higgs boson can couple also to itself and to the fermions

in the Standard Model. The couplings to fermions are referred to as Yukawa couplings

and generate mass terms for the fermions that do not violate the SU(2)L symmetry of the

SM Lagrangian. The masses are given by

mf =
yfv√

2

and are thus proportional to the individual Yukawa couplings yf for each fermion.

The Higgs boson has a large number of decay modes, with branching fractions shown

in Fig. 2.2 as a function of the Higgs boson mass. At the observed value of 125 GeV, the

dominant decay mode is H → bb with a branching fraction of 58%, followed by the decays

H → W+W−, H → gg and H → τ τ̄ with the values 22%, 8.6% and 6.3%, respectively.

These branching fractions result from the couplings and thus partial decay widths being

proportional to the masses of the corresponding particles. For the decay mode to two

W bosons, the available phase space is rather limited as the two W bosons cannot be

produced on-shell, thus reducing the corresponding branching fraction. The H → gg

decay is mediated by a loop diagram as there is no direct coupling of the Higgs bosons to

gluons. The same applies to the decay mode to two photons which has a very low branching

fraction but, due to the very clear signature with low background contributions, provides

a discovery channel with large sensitivity.
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Figure 2.2: Branching fractions for various decay modes of the Higgs boson as a function
of the Higgs boson mass. Taken from Ref. [29].

2.2 Shortcomings of the Standard Model

Despite the enormous success of the Standard Model, which has been confirmed in many

experiments to a high precision, it has some imperfections and fails to explain all phenom-

ena observed in nature. Some of the most important of these shortcomings are summarised

in the following, followed by a discussion of several approaches to resolve them.

Dark matter According to Kepler’s law of planetary motion, the velocity of an astronom-

ical object on an orbit around a massive centre (like a star in a galaxy or a galaxy

in a galaxy cluster) is proportional to
√
M(r)r−1 where r is the radial distance and

M(r) is the mass contained within the orbit. Astronomical observations of many

galaxies have shown that the velocity is nearly constant over a large range of the

radial distance r, implying a mass density ρ(r) ∝ r−2. This, however, cannot be

explained by the accumulated mass of the luminous matter observed in these galax-

ies alone which indicates the existence of additional non-luminous matter which is

commonly referred to as dark matter (for a good overview over dark matter, see e. g.

Refs. [30, 31]).

Dark matter particles can therefore only couple weakly to SM particles and further

cosmological observations imply that they also have to be weakly self-interacting [32].

Potential candidates for dark matter in the Standard Model would be the neutrinos
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as they have these properties and are found to have non-vanishing masses. How-

ever, they cannot alone explain the large abundance of non-luminous matter which

indicates the existence of an unknown type of matter [33].

Baryogenesis The generation of nucleons in the early universe, which are the basic con-

stituents of the bulk of existing matter, occurred through a process referred to as

Baryogenesis. The CPT -symmetry of the SM Lagrangian then implies that matter

and anti-matter would be produced in equal shares in this process. This is, however,

in contrast to the large abundance of matter in the universe, which is the funda-

mental basis of our own existence. To explain this large asymmetry and incorporate

Baryogenesis in a model describing the evolution of the early universe, three neces-

sary conditions were described by Andrei Sakharov [34]. The first of these conditions

is that a Lagrangian describing particle dynamics in the early universe must include

terms that violate Baryon number conservation. Secondly, the C- and CP -symmetry

of this Lagrangian must be broken as well. As a third condition, the rate of a baryon-

generating process has to be slower than the rate of the expansion of the universe.

The Standard Model partially satisfies these requirements by having CP -violating

terms in the CKM matrix but not to an extent that could alone explain the observed

matter/anti-matter asymmetry [35].

Naturalness One of the most widely debated subjects in the context of elementary particle

physics over the last few decades is the idea of naturalness. This states that small

parameters in an effective field theory – which the Standard Model is expected to be

– correspond to an enhancement of the symmetry of the theory if the parameters are

set to zero (see e. g. Ref. [36] for one of the first accounts of this topic). While this

is true for the masses of gauge bosons and fermions in the SM Lagrangian, which

are protected by gauge and chiral symmetry, respectively, there is no corresponding

symmetry to keep the Higgs boson mass as low as it has been observed. Writing down

the higher-order expansion of its renormalised mass results in quantum corrections

of the form

∆mH ∝ y2fΛ2

where yf is the Yukawa coupling for a fermion f and Λ is the cutoff scale up to

which the Standard Model is considered to be valid. If one sets Λ to the Planck

scale MP , thus assuming that there are no new physical dynamics up to this scale1,

all quantum corrections have to cancel each other out with an enormous precision

to keep the Higgs boson mass at its observed low value. This requires an immense

1Above the Planck scale, there must exist new dynamics since at this energy scale, the strength of
gravity becomes comparable to the other fundamental forces and can no longer be neglected in a fully
comprehensive field theory.
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fine tuning of the bare mass term of the Higgs boson which is usually considered as

unnatural and also referred to as Hierarchy problem.

There are many solutions proposed to resolve some or all of the problems of the Standard

Model. One suggestion is the idea of the multiverse (see e. g. Ref. [37]) which assumes

that the universe we are living in is just one of many simultaneously existing universes

that happens to satisfy all necessary conditions to enable our existence (this does not have

to be the case in other universes). This is in principle an application of the anthropic

principle which justifies unnatural parameters in a theoretical framework by the fact that,

if they would not have the values that we observe, we would not exist and therefore also

not be able to make such observations [38].

The most widespread belief is, however, that there is a more fundamental theory than

the Standard Model in which the aforementioned problems are resolved e. g. by introducing

new symmetries. In such a theory, the Standard Model is an effective field theory describ-

ing interactions and particle dynamics at low energies. The consequence is then that

new physical dynamics, commonly labelled as physics beyond the Standard Model, exist at

higher energy scales that might, however, be observable in current collider experiments.

A variety of theoretical frameworks exists which describe such new physical dynamics

and which include new particles, interactions and symmetries. Some of the most popu-

lar among these models are supersymmetric extensions of the Standard Model in which

each SM particle has one or more supersymmetric partners with a spin differing by 1/22.

Bosonic partners of the SM fermions can then e. g. cancel loop corrections to the Higgs bo-

son mass, thus resolving the previously described hierarchy problem. Furthermore, many

supersymmetric models feature at least one stable, weakly interacting particle which is a

natural candidate to explain dark matter.

Due to the very large number of free parameters in supersymmetric models, there is

an immense number of possible realisations of this theory, not all of which, however, can

resolve all of the previously listed problems of the Standard Model. A considerable portion

of this parameter space has also already been excluded in direct searches at the LHC (see

e. g. Ref. [40] for a summary of constraints on the supersymmetric parameter space after

the first data-taking period of the LHC at
√
s = 13 TeV).

It is therefore worth exploring alternatives to supersymmetric models and one of the

most prominent frameworks, referred to as Composite Higgs (CH) model or Compositeness,

is presented in Section 2.3. A common feature in many of these alternative models are

vector-like quarks (VLQ) which are hypothetical new particles that are likely to have

masses around the TeV scale if they exist. These particles are the main target of the

searches presented in Chapters 6 and 7 and are described in detail in Section 2.4.

2A detailed review of supersymmetric models can e. g. be found in Ref. [39].
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2.3 Composite Higgs models

The basic idea of Composite Higgs models was laid out in a series of papers in the 80s [41–

47] which proposed that the Higgs boson is not an elementary particle but a composite

state of an underlying strong sector. This section gives an overview over these models

and is based on Refs. [48–50] which provide detailed reviews about a broad range of CH

models.

An equivalent mechanism, referred to as chiral symmetry breaking, is already realised

in the Standard Model. This is briefly described in Section 2.3.1 in order to explain the

fundamental idea of CH models. These are then outlined in Section 2.3.2 along with some

of their general properties. Section 2.3.3 describes a popular feature of many CH models to

generate mass terms for the SM fermions, referred to as partial compositeness. Finally, in

Section 2.3.4 a particular set of models incorporating compositeness is described, so-called

warped extra dimension models.

2.3.1 Chiral symmetry breaking in QCD

Chiral symmetry breaking refers to the symmetry of the strong sector of the SM La-

grangian under chiral transformations that belong to the group SU(2)L×SU(2)R, denoted

as chiral symmetry. A quark condensate with a VEV proportional to the confinement scale

ΛQCD of QCD3 leads to a spontaneous breaking of this symmetry and consequently creates

three Goldstone bosons, the pions. As the quarks have, however, small but non-vanishing

masses and therefore explicitly break the chiral symmetry in the low-energy regime, the

pions are in fact pseudo-Goldstone bosons and have small masses themselves. As for

large energy scales above ΛQCD, chiral symmetry is approximately conserved – at least

in the part of the strong SM Lagrangian containing the light quarks u and d– it prevents

the masses of the light quarks and of the pions from obtaining loop corrections linearly

proportional to these scales.

2.3.2 General properties of composite Higgs models

The idea of a composite Higgs follows a similar principle as chiral symmetry breaking:

an additional strong sector is introduced corresponding to the symmetry group G which

is broken at the compositeness scale f to a subgroup H. In most CH models, the Higgs

boson is a Goldstone boson resulting from this symmetry breaking4. This requires that

3Below this scale, the strong interaction can in general not be explained perturbatively any longer due
to the increase of the coupling constant of QCD gS . This also leads to the confinement of hadrons and
to the formation of the mentioned quark condensate.

4There exist models (see e. g. Ref. [51, 52]) in which the Higgs boson is a generic bound state of the
new strong interaction instead of being a Goldstone boson of the spontaneous symmetry breaking of
the strong sector. These models are, however, not considered in the following as they tend to yield
predictions that are not compatible with observed properties of the Standard Model.
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the electroweak symmetry group SU(2)L ×U(1)Y is embedded in the unbroken subgroup

H and that there is at least one SU(2)L doublet corresponding to the Higgs doublet in

the coset G/H.

The SM fields for the fermions and gauge bosons are considered as external to the

new strong sector and are denoted as “elementary”. They break the symmetry of the

strong sector explicitly, generating a mass for the Higgs boson (which therefore becomes a

pseudo-Goldstone boson) and creating the Higgs potential through quantum loops. This

eventually gives rise to electroweak symmetry breaking and the generation of mass terms

for the W± and Z bosons through the non-vanishing VEV of the Higgs field.

There exists a variety of possible realisations of compositeness such as “Little Higgs” [53–

60] and “Holographic composite Higgs” models [61–64]. All such models can be charac-

terised by a set of parameters Λ, a and b that determine the leading terms in the radiatively

created Higgs potential [48]

∆V (h) =
y2SMΛ2

16π2

(
−a|h|2 + b

|h|4

2f2

)
(2.9)

where h =
√

2H is the Higgs field, ySM is a generic SM coupling e. g. the top Yukawa

coupling y2SM ∼ y2t and Λ, a and b have to satisfy the relations

(246 GeV)2 = v2 =
a

b
f2, (125 GeV)2 = m2

h = 4bv2
y2SMΛ2

16π2f2
. (2.10)

The Λ parameter approximately corresponds to the mass of additional bound states that

appear in CH models. If there would be no fine tuning at all in the final model, the

compositeness scale and the VEV of the Higgs field would satisfy

ξ =
v

f
≈ 1, (2.11)

setting the masses of the new bound states close to the Higgs boson mass. However,

electroweak precision tests and measurements of the Higgs coupling, which are discussed

in more detail in Section 2.4.2, imply ξ . 0.1. This introduces a moderate amount of fine

tuning of the parameters in the theory regardless of the particular realisation and places

new bound states at the TeV scale.

2.3.3 Partial compositeness and the generation of fermion masses

As the Higgs boson is not an elementary scalar in CH models, these models have to provide

a mechanism to generate Yukawa couplings between the SM fermion fields and the Higgs

field which would then become mass terms for the SM fermions. A mechanism realised

in many CH models is referred to as partial compositeness [62, 65–68]. This introduces
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mixing terms between the SM fermionic fields and fermionic fields of the strong sector,

resulting in effective couplings between the two sectors of the form

Lint ∝ λLψ̄LΨR + λRψ̄RΨL (2.12)

where ΨL,R are the fermionic fields of the new strong sector. These new particles must

have the same quantum numbers as the SM fermions they mix with and are often referred

to as their “partner” particles. The partners of the SM quarks are vector-like quarks which

are discussed in more detail in Section 2.4.

At low energies, the observed mass eigenstates of the SM fermions are then mixings

between ψL,R and ΨL,R where the mixing angles depend on the coupling strengths λL,R

and the masses of the new fermionic partners. In many models, the highest mixing is

expected for the right-handed top quark singlet tR so that this is considered a partially

composite particle while all other SM fermion mass eigenstates can be viewed as elementary

in good approximation [69,70]. This mixing gives rise to the mass terms of the SM fermions

and also creates effective Yukawa couplings of the SM fermions to the Higgs field.

2.3.4 Warped extra dimension models

A particular group of models in which compositeness is often realised are warped extra

dimension models (also referred to as Randall-Sundrum (RS) models). These models are

based on Ref. [71], detailed reviews abut this class of SM extensions can be found e. g. in

Refs. [62,72,73]. They assume that there is an additional compactified fifth dimension that

expands the four-dimensional Minkowski spacetime and follows an anti-de Sitter (AdS)

metric. In this metric, the infinitesimal line element is

ds2 = e−2kyηµνdxµdxν + dy2 (2.13)

where k is the curvature of the AdS metric, ηµν is the Minkowski metric, xµ and xν are the

coordinates of the four-dimensional Minkowski space and y is the added fifth dimension.

This means that the four spacetime dimensions are warped along the y-direction and their

curvature depends on the y-position in the fifth dimension. There are two so-called branes

at fixed points of the fifth dimension: an infra-red (IR) brane and an ultra-violet (UV)

brane, also referred to as Planckbrane. A solution to the hierarchy problem is then provided

by requiring that gravity has a large coupling strength on the UV brane which decreases

exponentially by a factor of e−ky on the bulk between the two branes. Practically, this

means that the Planck scale MP is in fact of the same order as the electroweak scale on

the UV brane and the large discrepancy between the two scales appears only close to the

IR brane. As only the Higgs field has to be localised near or on the IR brane to solve the

hierarchy problem, other SM fields can have trajectories anywhere in the bulk. As this
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could lead to new sources of fine-tuning to maintain a light Higgs boson, many RS models

adopt the framework of compositeness described in Section 2.3.2. This is realised in most

models by assuming a global SO(5)× U(1) symmetry in the bulk which is spontaneously

broken to SO(4) × U(1) near the IR brane due to the boundary conditions of the 5D

space [65].

Furthermore, according to a conjecture known as Ads/CFT correspondence [74], there

is an operator of a conformal field theory (CFT) associated to each field in the bulk. These

operators are identified with the fermionic operators Ψ introduced in Section 2.3.3 so that

partial compositeness is naturally incorporated in RS models to generate mass terms for

the SM fermions [62]. These fermionic resonances are often vector-like quarks which are

discussed in the following section.

2.4 Vector-like quarks

Composite Higgs models in which the SM fermions acquire their masses through the

mechanism of partial compositeness (see Section 2.3.3) predict fermionic resonances which

must have the same quantum numbers as their SM counterparts. The main difference to

the SM fermions is that they exhibit a vector symmetry under the electroweak symmetry

group SU(2)L × U(1)Y i. e. both left- and right-handed fields transform in the same way

under this symmetry group. For this reason, these new fermions are commonly referred to

as vector-like fermions. This property is necessary as otherwise, their mass terms would

have to be generated through effective Yukawa couplings to the Higgs field, equivalently

to the SM fermions. This is, however strongly disfavoured both by electroweak precision

measurements [75] and direct observations of the loop-mediated Hgg and Hγγ couplings

of the Higgs boson at the LHC [76].

The partners of the SM quarks therefore transform as triplets under the QCD gauge

group SU(3)C as well and are consequently assigned to the group of quarks. These vector-

like quarks are the target of the searches presented in Chapters 6 and 7 of this thesis5.

As already mentioned in Section 2.3.2, the constraint on the ratio of the Higgs VEV and

compositeness scale ξ . 0.1 motivates masses for these particles around the TeV scale

which would make them observable at the LHC at
√
s = 13 TeV. As will be explained in

the following, the lightest of these new quarks are most likely partners of third-generation

quarks, the T and B quarks.

Phenomenological aspects of vector-like quarks in general, and of T and B quarks in

particular, are discussed in Section 2.4.1, including production mechanisms and potential

signatures. Current constraints on phenomenological parameters of vector-like quarks,

most notably their masses, from both direct and indirect measurements are described in

5Vector-like leptons can appear as well in many models (see e. g. Refs. [77, 78]) but are not the focus of
the search presented in this thesis and therefore not considered in the following.
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Figure 2.3: Feynman diagrams depicting the possible pair production modes of vector-like
T quarks. They were created using the tools presented in Ref. [88].

Section 2.4.2. A detailed overview over vector-like quarks and their possible signatures at

the LHC is provided by Refs. [77, 79–81] upon which the following sections are based on.

2.4.1 Phenomenological properties of vector-like quarks

Since vector-like quarks have the same colour charge as their SM counterpart, they are

subject to the strong interaction with the same coupling strength as SM quarks. This

means that at hadron colliders like the LHC, they can be pair-produced via several strong

processes as is depicted in Fig. 2.3. The corresponding production cross section then only

depends on the VLQ mass which can be calculated analogous to SM qq̄ production. A

summary of the predicted cross sections in pp collisions at
√
s = 13 TeV, calculated at

next-to-next-to-leading order (NNLO) with the Top++2.0 program [82–87], can be found

in Table 2.1 for various VLQ masses.

Following the idea of partial compositeness, vector-like quarks mix with their SM part-

ners with the highest mixings expected for the partners of third generation quarks. This

is motivated by the large Yukawa couplings of third generation SM quarks and suggests

that their vector-like partners are the lightest new fermionic resonances with masses of

around the TeV scale [69,70,80]. As a consequence, most searches at the LHC, including

the searches presented in this thesis in Chapters 6 and 7, target such third-generation

quark partners and they are the main focus in the remaining section. These include the

T and B quarks, with electric charges of +2e/3 and −1e/3, and the more exotic X5/3 and

Y−4/3 quarks with electric charges of +5e/3 and −4e/3, respectively.

The mixing terms with SM quarks can be included by expanding the CKM matrix (see

Section 2.1.1) which incidentally could also introduce new sources of CP violation [89–92]

and thus potentially contribute to a solution of the Baryogenesis problem in the Standard
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Signal Mass [ GeV ] σ [fb]

TT (M(T ) = 700 GeV) 455± 19
19

TT (M(T ) = 800 GeV) 196± 8.5
8.1

TT (M(T ) = 900 GeV) 90.3± 4.0
3.8

TT (M(T ) = 1000 GeV) 44.0± 2.1
1.9

TT (M(T ) = 1100 GeV) 22.4± 1.1
1.0

TT (M(T ) = 1200 GeV) 11.8± 0.64
0.56

TT (M(T ) = 1300 GeV) 6.39± 0.37
0.32

TT (M(T ) = 1400 GeV) 3.54± 0.22
0.19

TT (M(T ) = 1500 GeV) 2.00± 0.14
0.12

TT (M(T ) = 1600 GeV) 1.148± 0.087
0.072

TT (M(T ) = 1700 GeV) 0.666± 0.056
0.045

TT (M(T ) = 1800 GeV) 0.391± 0.037
0.029

Table 2.1: Predicted cross sections of pair production of vector-like quarks at various mass
points calculated at NNLO. T quarks are used as an example in this table but the cross
sections for other vector-like quarks (such as B quarks) with the same mass are identical.
Uncertainties include contributions from energy scale variations and the uncertainty in
the parton distribution function.

Model (see Section 2.2). The mass eigenstates of the SM top quark and its vector-like

partner, the T quark, can then be written as(
tL,R

TL,R

)
=

(
cos θuL,R − sin θuL,R
sin θuL,R cos θuL,R

)(
t′L,R
T ′L,R

)
(2.14)

where the fields t′ and T ′ denote the weak eigenstates and θuL,R are the mixing angles

between the SM and vector-like quarks. The mixing terms for partners of the SM b

quarks, the B quarks, take a similar form with different mixing angles θdL,R.

These mixing angles can depend on the specific model in which vector-like quarks

appear and on their transformation properties under the electroweak symmetry group

SU(2)L×U(1)Y . They are also constrained experimentally by electroweak precision mea-

surements (see Section 2.4.2.2). If there are only SU(2)L doublets in the scalar sector of

the Lagrangian, which is the case in the SM Lagrangian for energies below the compos-

iteness scale, vector-like quarks can appear in one of seven possible electroweak isospin

multiplets which are summarised in Table 2.2 [93].

If vector-like quarks appear in doublets or triplets, their masses would be nearly de-

generate with a small splitting due to the mixing with third generation SM quarks [79].
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Singlets Doublets Triplets

TL,R, BL,R

(
X5/3

T

)
L,R

,

(
T
B

)
L,R

,(
B

Y−4/3

)
L,R

X5/3

T
B


L,R

,

 T
B

Y−4/3


L,R

Table 2.2: Isospin multiplet representations of the electroweak symmetry group SU(2)L×
U(1)Y in which vector-like quarks can appear. T and B denote vector-like partners of the
SM top and bottom quarks with electric charges of +2e/3 and −1e/3, respectively, while
X5/3 and Y−4/3 are exotic new fields without a SM correspondence and electric charges of
+5e/3 and −4e/3, respectively. The subscripts L,R indicate that they transform in the
same way under left- and right-handed transformations of SU(2)L×U(1)Y , thus the label
“vector-like”.

From this rather small splitting it follows that the decays from one vector-like quark into

another are strongly suppressed. The terms in the Lagrangian describing the couplings of

vector-like quarks to SM particles then take the following form [79,93,94]:

LW =− gW√
2
T̄ γµ(V L

TbPL + V R
TbPR)bW+

µ + h.c.

− gW√
2
b̄γµ(V L

bTPL + V R
bTPR)TW+

µ + h.c.

LZ =− gW
2 cos θW

t̄γµ(±XL
tTPL ±XR

tTPR)TZµ + h.c.

LH =− gWmT

2MW
t̄(Y L

tTPL + Y R
tTPR)TH + h.c.

(2.15)

In these terms, b, t and T denote the two third generation SM quarks and vector-like

T quarks, respectively, PL,R are the left- and right-handed projection operators 1∓γ5
2 ,

and V L,R
Tb,bT , XL,R

tT and Y L,R
tT are coupling coefficients that depend on the mixing angles

between the SM quarks and the vector-like quarks. The resulting couplings to left- and

right-handed vector-like quarks determine the cross section for the corresponding single

production mode (see Fig. 2.4) as well as the partial decay widths to their possible decay

modes. As a consequence, the allowed decay modes for the considered third generation

quark partners are

• X5/3 → tW+ and Y−4/3 → bW− for the exotic quark partners (due to electric charge

conservation),

• T → bW+, T → tZ and T → tH for the vector-like T quark,

• B → tW−, B → bZ and B → bH for the vector-like B quark.

Model-independent calculations [77,79,81,95] suggest the following, approximate branch-
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Figure 2.4: Feynman diagrams depicting possible single production processes of a vector-
like T quark via the neutral (left) and charged (right) weak interaction. Feynman diagrams
created using tools presented in Ref. [88].

ing fractions, depending on the multiplet representations of the T and B quarks under the

electroweak symmetry group:

Electroweak isospin singlet T , B: 50% for the T → bW and B → tW decay, 25% for the

T → tZ/tH and B → bH/bZ decays

Electroweak isospin doublet (T ,B), (X5/3,T ): 50% for both the T → tZ/tH decays,

100% for the B → tW decays (in case of the (T ,B) doublet)

Electroweak isospin doublet (B,Y−4/3): 50% for both the B → bZ/bH decays

For electroweak isospin triplets, vector-like quarks have very similar branching fractions

as in the isospin singlet or doublet cases. These are shown, along with an overview over all

assumed branching fraction combinations, in Table 2.3. They are also shown as a function

of the VLQ mass in Fig. 2.5 where it can be seen that this dependency is becoming

negligible for high VLQ masses.

Models incorporating the simplest CH realisation, also referred to as minimal CH mod-

els [96,97] suggest similar branching fraction combinations. In these models, the strong sec-

tor corresponds to a symmetry group SO(5)×U(1) which is broken down to SO(4)×U(1).

Thus, the branching fraction combinations for the electroweak isospin singlet and doublet

scenarios are used as benchmark points in the interpretations of the search results discussed

in Chapters 6 and 7.

These branching fractions were calculated assuming that the coupling coefficients in

the Z and H interaction terms in Eq. (2.15), XL,R
qQ and Y L,R

qQ , are of equal size, thus

producing symmetric branching fractions to the two decay modes. As this, however,

does not necessarily have to be the case (e. g. in models that do not incorporate partial

compositeness to generate mass terms for SM fermions), the results obtained in this thesis

are also interpreted for the entire range of possible branching fractions of T and B quarks.
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E.-w. isospin
multiplet/branching
fractions

T → bW/B → tW T → tZ/B → bZ T → tH/B → bH

Singlet T/B 50% 25% 25%

Doublet (T ,B) 0%/100% 50%/0% 50%/0%

Doublet (X5/3,T ) 0%/– 50%/– 50%/–

Doublet (B,Y−4/3) –/0% –/50% –/50%

Triplet (X5/3,T , B) 50%/0% 25%/50% 25%/50%

Triplet (T ,B,Y−4/3) 0%/50% 50%/25% 50%/25%

Table 2.3: Approximate branching fractions for vector-like T and B quarks assuming
different multiplet structures. Branching fractions for X5/3 and Y−4/3 quarks (if present)
are always 100% to tW and bW , respectively.
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Figure 2.5: Decay modes for vector-like T quarks (left) and B quarks (right) as a function
of the VLQ mass for various electroweak isospin multiplet scenarios. Taken from Ref. [98].
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2.4.2 Constraints on vector-like quark production

Experimental constraints on parameters determining the VLQ phenomenology can be

grouped into two categories, discussed in this section. As no evidence for vector-like quarks

has been observed yet in direct searches, upper limits on their production cross section

at 95% confidence level (C.L.) and corresponding lower mass bounds were derived which

are presented in Section 2.4.2.1. Furthermore, indirect constraints on various parameters

in VLQ phenomenology were found also in electroweak precision measurements which are

discussed in Section 2.4.2.2.

2.4.2.1 Constraints from direct searches at 8 TeV

Upper bounds on the production cross section of vector-like quarks are obtained mainly

from direct searches performed at the LHC with data collected at centre-of-mass energies

of
√
s = 8 TeV and 13 TeV. At 8 TeV, upper cross section limits on TT and BB̄ production

at 95% C.L. were derived by both the ATLAS and the CMS Collaborations. Searches with

the CMS detector found lower mass bounds ranging from 720 to 920 GeV for vector-like

T quarks and from 740 to 900 GeV for vector-like B quarks, depending on the assumed

branching fractions of the vector-like quarks [99,100]. The ATLAS Collaboration observed

similar bounds for VLQ pair production at 8 TeV, with lower mass limits ranging from

715 to 950 GeV for T quarks and from 575 GeV to 813 GeV for B quarks [101,102].

Single production of vector-like quarks has been studied by the ATLAS collaboration at
√
s = 8 TeV and upper limits at 95% C.L. have been set on the corresponding production

cross section [103–106]. Since the cross section for this production mode depends strongly

on the couplings of the hypothetical vector-like quark to the SM quarks, the interpretation

of these limits always depends on assumptions made for the strengths of these couplings.

Depending on these assumptions and the resulting branching fractions of the vector-like

quarks, lower limits on VLQ masses of the order ∼1 TeV were found. This does, however,

not mean that vector-like quarks with masses below these values are excluded in general

but only for the respective coupling strength assumptions.

2.4.2.2 Constraints from indirect measurements

Constraints on VLQ parameters can also be derived from measuring electroweak precision

variables in dedicated collider experiments. A good overview over these precision tests

can be found in Ref. [107].

Important observables are the oblique parameters Ŝ and T̂ which are form factors en-

capsulating possible corrections to the self-energies of the SM vector bosons [108,109] and

can be measured at e+e− colliders like LEP. In the Standard Model, these parameters

take the values Ŝ = T̂ = 0 so that any measured deviations from zero would imply new
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physics beyond the Standard Model. Corrections to these parameters in CH models can in

particular arise from loop corrections induced by vector-like quarks [70, 110, 111]. Bands

on the Ŝ and T̂ fitted from electroweak precision data [112] imply a rather large difference

between the compositeness scale and the Higgs VEV ξ . 0.1 [107] which motivates the

masses of new resonances such as vector-like quarks to be at the TeV scale or above (see

Section 2.3.2).

Another important observable is the ZbLb̄L coupling, which can be affected by a mixing

of the b with vector-like third-generation quark partners [113, 114]. Deviations of this

coupling from the expected SM value can be constrained at the level 10−3 [115, 116] and

can be interpreted as constraints on model parameters in various CH models. In the case

of minimal CH models, for instance, the measured values seem to disfavour models with

only one light VLQ electroweak isospin singlet [107].

Combining both the measurements of the oblique parameters and of the ZbLb̄L coupling,

limits can also be set on the mixing angles sin θu,dL,R from Eq. (2.14) as a function of the

VLQ mass. These limits range from 0.04 and 0.18 for vector-like quarks with masses that

have not yet been excluded by direct searches [79]. These bounds can play an important

role e. g. in the interpretation of results of searches for single production of vector-like

quarks, where the production cross section strongly depends on these mixing angles.

As vector-like quarks would also contribute to loop-mediated cross sections and decay

widths of the Higgs boson [117], which can be measured at the LHC, constraints on the

VLQ parameter space can also be derived from corresponding measurements. Although

such measurements at the LHC are not precise enough to directly discover vector-like

quarks [79], they set bounds on the magnitude of the compositeness scale of the order

f & 700 GeV for minimal CH models [118].
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One of the main experimental approaches to test the Standard Model, measure its pa-

rameters, and find hints at possible extensions is to study particle collisions at dedicated

accelerators. Many different types of accelerators exist that differ in their designs and the

types of particles they are colliding. In linear accelerators, the particles are accelerated on

a straight line by a static or dynamic electromagnetic field and brought to collision either

with a fixed target or with another accelerated particle. One of the most prominent col-

liders of this type is the Stanford Linear Collider which has been in operation for several

decades now.

A different type are accelerators in which the particles are held on a circular trajectory

by magnetic fields. This allows for higher collision energies as the acceleration path of the

particles can be arbitrarily extended. One of the earliest designs, is the so-called cyclotron

in which the magnetic field is static so that the radius of the accelerated particles becomes

larger with increasing velocity. This concept has been expanded to synchrotrons in which

the radius of the particles is kept constant, requiring a dynamic magnetic field adapting to

the particle’s increasing momentum. So-called storage rings are constructed in a similar

way but are designed to keep the particles at a constant kinetic energy by accelerating

them only to bring them to the desired energy and to compensate for eventual energy

losses. This facilitates long operating times and a collection of a large amount of data.

The type of particle being accelerated varies from collider to collider and depends on

the physical processes one would like to investigate. Electrons and positrons are collided

in the Stanford Linear Collider and were also used in the Large Electron-Positron Collider

(LEP) which operated at the CERN1 main site on the French-Swiss border close to Geneva.

These colliders allow for very precise measurements of SM processes but are limited to

relatively low energies as electrons at high energies emit a significant amount of energy

in form of synchrotron radiation. Hadron colliders can overcome these limitations and in

addition facilitate direct measurements of the strong interaction. This, however, comes

at the price of a limited knowledge about the initial state of the colliding particles due

to the inner structure of the hadrons. Proton-antiproton collisions were performed at

the Tevatron collider at Fermilab before it ceased operations in 2011. The Large Hadron

Collider (LHC) [119] at CERN is the most powerful particle accelerator which performs

either proton-proton (pp), lead-lead (PbPb) or lead-proton collisions at the highest centre-

of-mass energies to date.

1European Organization for Nuclear Research
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The analysis presented in this thesis uses data from pp collisions produced at the LHC

at
√
s = 13 TeV which were recorded by the CMS experiment [120] during the data-taking

period in 2015. The aim of this chapter is to provide an overview over the experimental

setup, describing the LHC in Section 3.1 and the CMS detector in Section 3.2.

3.1 The Large Hadron Collider

As mentioned in the introduction of this chapter, the LHC is a storage ring with a cir-

cumference of 27 km which performs proton-proton, lead-lead, and (for brief periods of

time) proton-lead collisions. It is described in detail in Ref. [119] and this section briefly

summarises its technical details. As the analysis presented in this thesis studies pp colli-

sions, other types of particle interactions are neglected in the following and unless specified

otherwise, “collision” always implicitly denotes a pp collision.

The LHC started in 2010 at a centre-of-mass energy of
√
s = 7 TeV for pp collisions and

continued operations at
√
s = 8 TeV from 2011 on before stopping for a series of major

upgrades at the end of 2012. The entire period between 2010 and 2012 is referred to as

LHC Run I or just Run I. It restarted in 2015 and is now operating at a centre-of-mass

energy of
√
s = 13 TeV. This current operation cycle is also referred to as (LHC) Run

II. Heavy ion collisions take place at dedicated runs usually at the end of each year and

are currently performed at a centre-of-mass energy of
√
s = 5.02 TeV. The protons (or

ions) used for collisions are first accelerated by the linear accelerator LINAC 2 to a kinetic

energy of 50 MeV before being injected into the Proton Synchrotron Booster (PSB) where

they are brought to an energy of 1.4 GeV. They further pass the Proton Synchrotron (PS)

and Super Proton Synchrotron (SPS), where they reach kinetic energies of 26 and 450 GeV,

respectively, before finally being injected into the LHC. There are four large experiments

at the LHC located at collision points of the particle beams:

• The ALICE experiment (A Large Ion Collider Experiment) [121] which focuses on

the analysis of PbPb collisions to study quark-gluon plasmas that are expected to

be produced at such large energies.

• The LHCb experiment (Large Hadron Collider beauty) [122] which is a forward

detector to study the properties of b quarks and in particular explores CP violating

parameters in the Standard Model, also to look for possible new sources and physics

beyond the Standard Model.

• Two multi-purpose detectors, ATLAS (A Toroidal LHC Apparatus) [123] and CMS

(Compact Muon Solenoid) which are designed for a large variety of measurements

and achieved a major success by providing evidence for the Higgs boson in 2012. A

more detailed description of the CMS experiment can be found in Section 3.2.
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Figure 3.1: The LHC with the four experiments located at it and its pre-accelerator com-
plex. Taken from Ref. [124].

A graphical illustration of the LHC facility with sketches representing the pre-accelerator

complex and the four experiments located at it can be found in Fig. 3.1.

Protons are grouped into bunches containing approximately 1.15 × 1011 particles and

currently up to 2, 808 bunches traverse the LHC at the same time. A collision of two

proton bunches is also referred to as bunch crossing. As the protons are travelling at ap-

proximately the speed of light, this results in a time interval or bunch spacing of 25 ns and a

collision rate of about 40 MHz. The protons travel inside two parallel beam pipes in a vac-

uum with a pressure of ∼ 10−13 atm in which they are held by about 9600 magnets. Dipole

magnets hold the protons on their circular orbit while quadrupole magnets (and magnets

of higher multipole order) keep the beams focused, in particular close to the collision

points, to increase the probability of bunch interactions. To maintain superconductivity

of these magnets, they are cooled down to an operating temperature of 1.9 K (−271.3◦C)

using superfluid helium-4. The particles are accelerated in eight radiofrequency cavities

per beam operated at a similar temperature, where the accelerating electromagnetic fields

oscillate with a frequency of 400 MHz. This oscillation is necessary to keep the particles at

a constant momentum and to avoid a dispersing of the bunches in longitudinal direction.

One of the key parameters of the LHC operation is the instantaneous luminosity it delivers
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to the four main experiments. This is defined as

L =
1

σ

dN

dt
(3.1)

where N is the number of interactions of a given process and σ is the corresponding cross

section so that the luminosity L provides a measure for the rate of physical processes

occurring in the particle collisions. For storage rings like the LHC, the instantaneous

luminosity is determined as follows:

L = Nbf
n1n2

4πσxσy
(3.2)

Nb is the number of bunches circulating in the accelerator, f is the orbit frequency of

each bunch, n1 and n2 are the number of particles in two colliding bunches, and σx and

σy are the transverse widths of the beams in the plane perpendicular to the beam axis,

assuming that the beam profiles follow Gaussian distributions. The quantities σx,y have to

be derived in dedicated measurements, so-called Van der Meer (VdM) scans [125]. In these

scans, the rate of a given observable sensitive to the luminosity is measured as a function

of the distance of the beams whilst varying this distance. In CMS, the Pixel Cluster

Counting method (PCC) [126] is used in which the mean number of pixel clusters per

collision detecting a traversing particle is counted. Having determined the values for σx,y,

the same observable can then be used during operation of the LHC to provide prompt

measurements of the instantaneous luminosity. The LHC has been designed to deliver

an instantaneous luminosity of L = 1034cm−2s−1. The peak luminosity for pp collisions

during the 2015 data-taking period was measured to be roughly 5.13× 1033 cm−2s−1 [127]

while in the 2016 data taking period, the design luminosity has in fact been surpassed

reaching a maximum value of L = 1.53× 1034cm−2s−1 [128].

An important quantity to indicate the total size of a collected data set is the integrated

luminosity L over a given time period, defined as

L =

∫
dtL (3.3)

Based on its value and using Eq. (3.1) one can then calculate the total number of events

of a certain process in a collected data set. The cumulative integrated luminosity over the

data-taking period in 2015 is shown in Fig. 3.2. The total integrated luminosity delivered

by the LHC corresponds to L = 4.22 fb−1 with the one recorded by the CMS experiment

being L = 3.81 fb−1. The actual data set used for physics analyses in CMS is most of the

times smaller since usually only recorded data are used in which the main magnet was

fully functional and all subsystems of the detector showed good performance.
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Figure 3.2: Cumulative integrated luminosity over the data-taking period in 2015 as de-
livered by the LHC (blue) and recorded by the CMS experiment. Taken from Ref. [127].

3.2 The CMS detector

The CMS detector is a multi-purpose experiment designed for a broad range of measure-

ments. These include precision measurements of SM parameters, for example the mass of

the top quark and the couplings of the Higgs boson, as well as searches for new particles

that would give hints at physics beyond the Standard Model.

A bunch crossing in the CMS detector produces a large quantity of outgoing particles,

the entirety of which is denoted as event. Physical processes of interest, i. e. with a

large momentum transfer or involving rare interaction processes, are referred to as hard

scattering process and usually occur with a considerably low rate compared to soft elastic

or inelastic scattering processes. Additional interactions of other protons within the same

bunch crossing are referred to as in-time pileup interactions (IT pileup). Contributions

in the detector from interactions in previous or subsequent bunch crossings, which occur

due to the finite signal decay time in the measuring devices, are referred to as out-of-time

pileup (OOT pileup).

To make inferences about the initial physical process, it is necessary to measure as many

of these particles as possible with a high accuracy. To ensure this, the CMS detector is

composed of four different components which are arranged in symmetric layers surrounding

the beam line (also called beam axis). These form several subdetectors that are responsible

for different steps in the reconstruction of individual events. They are, from innermost to
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Figure 3.3: A graphical sketch of the CMS detector with all its subsystems. Taken from
Ref. [129].

outermost

• the inner tracking system which is used to reconstruct the trajectories of charged

particles,

• the electromagnetic calorimeter (ECAL) which provides precise measurements

of the energy of electrons and photons,

• the hadronic calorimeter which measures the energy of hadrons,

• the muon detectors which detect muons that usually leave the detector before

decaying and support the reconstruction of their tracks.

A graphical illustration of the CMS detector is depicted in Fig. 3.3. More detailed descrip-

tions of these subdetectors and their performance can be found in the following sections.

The central feature of the CMS detector is a large, superconducting solenoid magnet

which is placed between the hadronic calorimeter and the muon detectors, providing a

magnetic field with a field strength of 3.8 T to bend the trajectories of charged particles

and measure their momentum . Three layers of iron are located in between the muon

chambers forming a return yoke to confine the magnetic field.

This section provides a summary over the functionality of the CMS experiment, a full

description can be found in Ref. [120]. It is structured as follows: In Section 3.2.1, the

coordinate system used to describe the geometry of the detector and the flight direction of
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particles is introduced. Section 3.2.2 contains a description of the tracker while the electro-

magnetic and hadronic calorimeters are described in Sections 3.2.3 and 3.2.4, respectively.

A description of the muon detectors is given in Section 3.2.5 and the Section 3.2.6 provides

a summary of the trigger system used in the CMS experiment.

3.2.1 Coordinate system

The nominal interaction point, at which the proton bunches are expected to collide, defines

the centre of the CMS detector and the origin of the coordinate system. The x-axis points

towards the centre of the LHC ring while the y-axis points vertically upwards towards the

surface. The z-axis is parallel to the beam axis in anticlockwise direction, completing a

right-handed coordinate system. The (x,y)-plane is also referred to as transverse plane

and the corresponding component of the momentum of a particle in that plane is defined

as the transverse momentum pT.

Usually, a cylindrical coordinate system is used in which r defines the distance from the

beam axis, φ is the azimuthal angle in the (x,y)-plane defined as tanφ = y
x and θ is the

polar angle measured from the positive z-axis. Normally, instead of θ, the pseudorapidity

η is used which is defined as − ln tan( θ2) as this is a Lorentz-invariant quantity for parti-

cles boosted in z-direction and massless particles. Based on η, each subdetector system

can be divided into a barrel region spanning roughly the range |η| . 1 and an endcap

region extending to higher values. The angular separation between two particles is usually

measured in terms of ∆R, which is defined as

∆R =
√

(∆η)2 + (∆φ)2 (3.4)

and is a Lorentz-invariant variable, too.

3.2.2 Inner tracking system

The inner tracking system or short tracker is responsible for the measurement of tracks of

charged particles from the pp collision, including electrons, muons, and charged hadrons.

It has a total diameter of 2.5 m and is 5.8 m long. As the magnetic field strength is known

to a good precision, the curvature of the tracks can be used to determine the transverse

momentum of a particle. Another important task of the tracker is to determine the

exact positions of a scattering processes within a bunch crossing, the so-called interaction

vertices among which the position of the hard scattering process is referred to as primary

vertex. Additional vertices due to decays of intermediate particles such as B-mesons can

be reconstructed as well and are called secondary vertices. More details about the exact

procedure to reconstruct vertices and tracks from the output of the tracker can be found

in Section 5.1.
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The tracking system is based on a large number of modules that contain small units of

silicon semiconductors. Charged particles passing through the material produce electron-

hole pairs in these units through ionisation so that they leave a trace of hits which is used

to reconstruct the corresponding particle track.

The entire tracker is subdivided into two parts: closest to the beam pipe and the nominal

interaction point is the pixel detector which is enclosed by the strip detector. These two

components differ by the size of the smallest silicon unit used to detect particle passages

to satisfy the varying requirements to the detector at different distances from the beam

axis. The acceptance region of the entire tracking system reaches up to a pseudorapidity

of |η| < 2.5.

The pixel detector is composed of in total 66 million silicon pixels distributed over

1,440 modules, each with a size of 100 × 150µm2. This relatively small size ensures a

low occupancy between 0.002–0.02% [130] and a high granularity which is necessary as

there is an immense track density close to the nominal interaction point (with about 1,000

charged particles per bunch crossing). In the barrel region, these pixel modules are placed

on three layers located at radial distances of 4.4 cm, 7.3 cm and 10.2 cm to the beam axis.

In the endcap region, two disks at each side of the detector are placed at |z| = 34.5 cm and

|z| = 46.5 cm, spanning from r = 6 cm to r = 16 cm. The complete pixel detector has been

replaced during the end-of-the-year stop 2016/2017 and is foreseen to be commissioned

for the 2017 data-taking period [131]. As upgrade, a fourth pixel layer has been added to

further increase the accuracy of the track and pixel reconstruction.

The strip detector consists of a total of 9.6 million strips with varying sizes from 10 cm×
80µm closer to the beam axis to 25 cm × 180µm at the outermost point of the tracker.

This is possible due to the lower track density further away from the nominal interaction

point and helps reducing the costs of the detector. The strip detector ranges from 20 cm <

r < 116 cm and has four layers in the so-called tracker inner barrel (TIB) and six layers

in the tracker outer barrel (TOB). It is completed by several disks in the endcap region,

three in the so-called tracker inner disk (TID) and nine in the tracker endcap (TEC) that

are located between 60 cm < |z| < 280 cm. A schematic view of the inner tracking system

with all its subcomponents can be found in Fig. 3.4.

Overall, the CMS tracking system performs exceptionally well, successfully reconstruct-

ing charged particle tracks with a pT > 0.9 GeV with an efficiency of 94% in the barrel

region and 85% in the endcap region [130]. In particular, the enormous granularity in the

pixel detector combined with a method called charge sharing, which exploits the energy

spread across multiple pixels, provides a so-called impact parameter resolution of 10µm

and 30µm in the transverse and longitudinal direction, respectively. The impact parame-

ter (IP) is defined as the distance between a track and a reference point (e. g. the primary

interaction vertex) at the point of closest approach. The total IP measures the distance
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Figure 3.4: A schematic view of the CMS inner tracking system. Taken from Ref. [130].

in three dimensions, while the transverse and longitudinal IPs refer to the distances in the

(x,y)-plane and in the z-direction, respectively.

3.2.3 Electromagnetic calorimeter

The ECAL is enclosed around the inner tracker, spanning from r = 129 cm to r = 177 cm

with the main task to detect electrons and photons and determine their energies. This is

of particular importance to measure physical processes that involve these particles (such

as H → γγ) but also to identify neutral pions as they almost exclusively decay to two

photons.

It has a homogeneous design and consists of more than 68,000 lead tungstate crystals

(PbWO4) that act both as stopping material (through their high density of 8.28 g cm−3)

and scintillators at the same time. The short radiation length of 0.89 cm and resulting

small Molière radius of 2.2 cm allow for a high granularity and compact design of the

ECAL. The length of a crystal is 230 mm which corresponds to 25.8 radiation lengths so

that the bulk of a photon’s or electron’s energy would be deposited inside a crystal.

The ECAL is separated into two blocks: the ECAL barrel (EB) which is made out of

61,200 crystals and uses silicon avalanche photodiodes to read out the scintillating light,

and the ECAL endcaps (EE), consisting of 7324 crystals with vacuum phototriodes as

scintillation detectors. The EB spans the area |η| < 1.479 and the EE from 1.653 < |η| <
3.0, meaning that there is a small gap not covered by the ECAL. In the EE, there is an

additional preshower detector (PS) ranging from 1.566 < |η| < 2.6 with the main purpose

to identify π0 → γγ decays. The structure of the CMS ECAL is schematically illustrated

in Fig. 3.5.

The energy resolution of the ECAL has been measured in test beams and can be
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parametrised by the following formula with the measured values inserted [132]

σ

E
=

12%

E(GeV)
+

2.8%√
E(GeV)

+ 0.3%. (3.5)

For electrons from Z boson decays, the energy resolution was found to be 2% in the central

region with |η| < 0.8 and 2–5% elsewhere, while for simulated photons in H → γγ, the

energy resolutions were found to be 1.1–2.6% and 2.2–5% in the barrel and endcap regions,

respectively [133].

3.2.4 Hadronic calorimeter

The HCAL is a sampling calorimeter composed of large segments of stopping material

(brass and steel) interspersed with tiles of plastic scintillators which are read out by photo

diodes connected to the scintillators via optical fibres. Its main purpose is to measure

the energy of hadrons and absorb as many outgoing particles as possible so that, ideally,

muons and neutrinos are the only particles that pass the HCAL. As the latter ones do

not produce any measurable signal in the detector and can therefore only be indirectly

measured from the total momentum imbalance in an event (so-called missing transverse

momentum, see Section 5.2), it is quite important that as many particles as possible are

absorbed in the HCAL.

It can be divided into four subcomponents: two of them, the hadron barrel (HB) which

spans |η| < 1.4, and the hadron endcap (HE) which spans 1.3 < |η| < 3.0, are still

contained inside the solenoid magnet and range from r = 177 cm to r = 295 cm. The

hadron outside (HO) is an additional layer of scintillators placed outside the solenoid to
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measure the remaining shower energy deposited after the HB. This is necessary as the EB

and HB do not provide a large enough absorption length to stop all hadronic particles

so that the solenoid magnet is employed as additional layer of stopping material. The

hadron forward (HF) is located close to the beam axis at a distance of 11.2 m from the

nominal interaction point on either side of the detector and covers the pseudorapidity

range 3.0 < |η| < 5.2. It ensures the absorption of the bulk of particles produced in the

bunch crossing and, as a consequence, receives by far the largest flux of particles. This led

to the choice of steel as absorber and quartz fibres as scintillating material as these are

more radiation hard materials. A graphical illustration of the HCAL structure is shown

in Fig. 3.6.

The total thickness of the HCAL corresponds to 10–15 nuclear interaction lengths λI ,

depending on η. The energy resolution of the HCAL barrel can be parametrised with the

equation ( σ
E

)2
=

(
87.7%√

E

)2

+ (7.4%)2 (3.6)

in which the corresponding values were found in test beam measurements for particles

with momenta between 2 and 350 GeV [135].

3.2.5 Muon system

The muon system is responsible for the identification of muons and (together with the

inner tracker) the measurement of their momenta. It is the outermost of all subdetectors

as muons are usually not absorbed by either of the calorimeters and have a decay length

far exceeding the dimensions of the CMS detector. The muon system plays an important

role as muons are often part of interesting and rare physical processes (e. g. in an H → ZZ
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process where both Z bosons decay into muons). Furthermore, it provides a very efficient

way to trigger these kinds of events.

The basic principle to detect the passage of a muon is through ionisation of gas contained

in multiple so-called chambers. These chambers are grouped together to form stations and

their design and position is chosen to match the geometry of the magnetic field which is

different in the barrel and endcap region. The entire muon detector system is placed in

between the iron return yoke which is also used as supporting structure to mount the

muon chambers.

In the barrel region, where the magnetic field is uniform and has a strength of 0.4 T, drift

tube chambers (DT) are used covering the area up to |η| < 1.2. Each chamber consists of

one anode wire at the centre and four electrode strips at the walls of the chamber. It is

between 1.9 and 4.1 m long, depending on its location and orientation, and has an area

of 42 × 13 mm2. There are four stations at different radial distances to the beam axis

that contain eight chambers to measure the muon coordinate in the (r,φ)-plane. The first

three stations (from inner to outer) contain four additional chambers to measure the muon

coordinate in the z-direction.

As in the endcap region, higher muon fluxes are expected and the magnetic field is

not homogeneous, Cathode strip chambers (CSC) are used in this region, ranging from

0.9 < |η| < 2.4, as they have shorter drift paths and are therefore better suited to these

conditions. The CSCs vary in their size, depending on their position in the detector,

having lengths between 1.7 and 3.5 m and spanning angles in φ-direction between 10◦ and

20◦. They consist of six layers, each of which contains 80 cathode strips running radially

outwards and measuring the muon coordinate in the (r,φ)-plane, and several groups of 16

anode wires oriented perpendicular to the strips and also providing a coarse measurement

of η. There are also four stations of CSCs at different radial distances to the nominal

interaction point.

So-called resistive plate chambers (RPC) are mounted in both barrel and endcap, span-

ning a pseudorapidity range up to |η| < 1.6. They have an excellent time resolution of

passing muons and are therefore mainly used for triggering. An RPC consists of four

Bakelite plates with the two outer gaps formed by the plates filled with gas and the inner

gap containing a readout strip which picks up the image charge induced by ionised gas

molecules. There are six layers of RPCs in the barrel region, two layers for each of the

first two DT stations and one for the last two stations, and one layer for each of the first

three CSC stations in the endcap region. A graphical representation of the muon system

is shown in Fig. 3.7.

The spatial hit resolutions achieved in the muon system is 80-120µm in the DT system,

40-150µm in the CSC system and 800-1200µm in the RPC system. The combined time

resolution in all three systems is 3 ns or better and they provide a very high detection
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Figure 3.7: A schematic view of the CMS muon system surrounding the inner tracker,
ECAL, HCAL and solenoid magnet. Taken from Ref. [136].

efficiency, resulting in an identification efficiency of the correct triggering bunch crossing

of 99.5% [136].

3.2.6 Trigger

At the design luminosity of L = 1034cm−2s−1 with a bunch spacing of 25 ns, the LHC

produces pp collisions at a rate larger than 1 GHz [137]. As the bulk of these collisions does

not feature any interesting physical processes and the computational storage capacities

are limited, a sophisticated trigger system is employed to keep only interesting events.

A detailed description of the CMS trigger system and its performance can be found in

Ref. [137].

There are two stages or levels in the process of triggering an event: at level one (L1),

events are selected based only on information from the detector subsystems and the in-

teraction rate is reduced to ∼ 100 kHz. Events passing the L1 trigger are the input for

the second stage, the high-level trigger (HLT), which performs a basic online event re-

construction in parallel with the data collection. Based on this information, events are

selected at a rate of ∼ 400 Hz for the offline reconstruction, which is usually carried out

after the data collection with a larger accuracy, resulting in much longer processing times.

The L1 trigger is completely implemented in custom hardware, mounted at different

locations in the CMS detector. It is split into two parts: the global calorimeter trigger

(GCT) combines information from the ECAL and HCAL (including the HF) and provides

candidates for electrons, photons, and jets (both from partons and τ leptons) as well
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as a first estimate for missing transverse energy. The global muon trigger (GCT) uses

information from all subsystems of the muon detector (DTs, CSCs and RPCs) to identify

muon candidates using fast pattern recognition and track finding algorithms. The output

of both triggers is then processed in the global trigger (GT) in which a trigger menu is

implemented that rejects or accepts events based on kinematic properties of the object

candidates reconstructed in the previous steps. In case of an event being accepted, signals

are sent to all detector subsystems to store more information about the event for further

evaluation in the HLT trigger. The latency time of the L1 trigger is 3.2µs during which

events are stored in readout buffers for further processing.

The HLT trigger is a software-based trigger running on a single-processor farm with

13,000 CPU cores as of 2012, allowing for a per-event reconstruction time of 175 ms. It

consists of a number of so-called HLT paths, each of which contains a series of selection

steps with increasing complexity aiming at a fast, coarse reconstruction of the whole event.

Information from all subdetectors are processed where the most time-consuming steps (like

track and vertex reconstruction) are performed as the last steps only if an event already

satisfies certain selection requirements. During the processing in the HLT trigger, several

physical objects can be reconstructed based on which events are accepted or rejected:

• Charged tracks are reconstructed using the Kalman filter algorithm [138] from

seeds consisting of two or three hits in the tracking system.

• Jets are identified using calorimeter information and reconstructed tracks using the

particle flow (PF) algorithm (see Section 5.2).

• The primary interaction vertex is identified either from jets (“coarse” primary

vertex) or, if no primary vertex can be found this way, with a gap-clustering algo-

rithm [130] using tracks reconstructed only from pixel hits.

• Photons are reconstructed from ECAL and HCAL information.

• Electrons are reconstructed in the same way as photons but with the additional

requirement of a matching charged track in the inner tracker.

• Muons are reconstructed from hits in the muon system that can be matched to a

charged track in the inner tracker.

• Hadronic τ leptons are reconstructed similar to jets using calorimeter and tracker

information and combining them in the PF algorithm.

Events that are accepted by the HLT trigger form the so-called primary physics stream

and are stored on disk and eventually sent to the CMS Tier-0 for the offline event recon-

struction.
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In order to measure parameters of the Standard Model or test the existence of new particles

in pp collisions, it is essential to compare the observed data with the theoretical prediction

of the physical processes under study. This prediction can be expressed e. g. in a differential

cross section as a function of a certain observable. One of the main ways to obtain this

expectation is to simulate the involved physical processes and the associated rates based

on their probabilities and generated random numbers. All necessary steps to do this can

be performed using dedicated software frameworks, so called event generators, which make

use of the Monte-Carlo technique (MC) for numerical calculations of the involved integrals

so that this step is also referred to as MC simulation.

The simulation of an entire pp collision event is usually carried out in two steps listed

below and described in more detail in this chapter:

Event generation This first step comprises the simulation of all physical processes within

a pp collision up to the final stable particles that can be measured in the detec-

tor. This includes the hard scattering process of two partons within a pp collision,

additional radiation from the ingoing and outgoing particles, the hadronisation of

outgoing partons, decays of unstable particles and additional scattering processes

within the same pp collision (underlying event). Pileup interactions are usually sim-

ulated separately and superimposed over the simulated hard scattering process to

get a realistic bunch crossing simulation. Several event generators exist for this

purpose which are introduced along with the above steps in Sections 4.1 to 4.4.

Excellent introductions into the whole event generation chain can be found e. g. in

Refs. [139,140].

Detector simulation The next step after having generated a full event topology with (al-

most) only stable particles, the detector response to these particles is simulated using

the GEANT 4 [141] software. This includes all subsystems of the CMS detector and

additional structures within it (e. g. the beam pipe) and encompasses possible arti-

facts and noise in these subsystems. This step is described in Section 4.5.

The first step in the event generation is the simulation of the hard scattering process

within a pp collision. The total cross section for the process pp → X can be related to

the partonic cross section of the parton-parton scattering ab→ X using the factorisation
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theorem [142]

σpp→ cd =
∑
a,b

∫
dxadxb fa(xa, µ

2
F )fb(xb, µ

2
F ) σ̂ab→ cd(xa, xb, Q

2, µ2R, µ
2
F ) (4.1)

where the cross sections σpp→ cd and σab→ cd can be either inclusive or differential cross

sections. The sum runs over all partons a and b that able to participate in the process with

xa,b being their fraction at the total proton momentum. fa,b are the parton distribution

functions (PDF) which provide probability densities to find the partons a, b at momentum

fractions xa, xb. Q
2 is the total momentum transfer in the process ab→ cd and µ2R is the

chosen renormalisation scale at which the partonic scattering process is evaluated. µ2F
is introduced as the so-called factorisation scale which defines the threshold between the

non-perturbative and perturbative regime so that additional emissions below this scale are

subsumed into the PDF and emissions above it are calculated in the following simulation

chain. Usually, µ2R and µ2F are set to the energy scale of the partonic process given by Q2

but as they are in principle not fixed, possible variations have to be taken into account as

systematic uncertainty (see Section 6.4.2).

The individual components of Eq. (4.1), the partonic cross section and the parton dis-

tribution functions, as well as parton showering schemes and underlying event calculations

are summarised in the following.

4.1 Matrix element calculation

The partonic cross section for the process ab → cd is directly proportional to the corre-

sponding matrix element:

σ̂ab→cd ∝ |M|2ab,cd (4.2)

This can then be calculated using the Feynman rules to a given order (see also Section 2.1).

In practice, the matrix element of a given partonic process has to be calculated numerically

which can be done using a variety of so-called ME generators.

Some generators that are widely used in the CMS Collaboration to calculate matrix ele-

ments are powheg [143–146], which provides calculations at next-to-leading order (NLO)

precision, and MadGraph ( aMC@NLO) [147,148] for calculations both at leading order

(LO) and NLO. These generators differ, amongst other things, by the matching scheme

that they apply to model the transition between the hard and soft energy regimes in a

scattering process (see below). Furthermore, powheg provides calculations only for a

fixed set of physical processes (e. g. tt̄ + jets production) while MadGraph is able to

incorporate additional processes from external sources. MadGraph is therefore often

chosen to simulate processes arising in new theoretical models.
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4.2 Parton distribution functions

The PDFs parametrise all effects up to the scale µ2F , including both low-energy and pertur-

bative contributions. As the soft part is, however, in the non-perturbative regime, the form

of the PDFs has to be determined phenomenologically from experiments. Their depen-

dence on the factorisation scale µ2F is given by the DGLAP1 evolution equations [149–151]

which, the limit of infinite orders in the partonic cross section calculation, should not

affect the resulting total pp cross section. Exemplary PDF distributions for two different

values of Q2 = µ2F can be found in Fig. 4.1.

The PDFs used in this analysis were calculated by the NNPDF collaboration [152]

using data from the HERA experiment [153] as well as from the ATLAS, CMS and LHCb

Collaborations recorded during LHC Run I. The provided PDFs (which are labelled as

NNPDF3.0 ) is supplemented by a set of 100 replicas which are obtained by repeating the

fit to extract the PDF with different seeds for the initialisation of the random numbers used

in the minimisation. These replicas are important in the determination of the systematic

uncertainty in the PDFs (see Section 6.4.2).

4.3 Parton showering and hadronisation

An ingoing or outgoing parton from the hard scattering process can radiate off one or

more additional gluons that carry away some of its initial momentum. These gluons

can themselves produce more radiation or split into quark-antiquark pairs, which again

can radiate off more gluons and so on. These radiated particles give rise to a cascade

of subsequent coloured particles from the initial parton which eventually stops at the

confinement scale ΛQCD after which these partons begin to form hadrons. All radiation

products from a sufficiently hard parton usually form particle clusters that can be measured

in a detector and reconstructed as so-called jets.

In principle, one could calculate this within in the corresponding matrix element by

including these radiation processes as higher orders in it. This is, however, practically

impossible due to computational limitations and instead, this process is approximated in

dedicated parton showering (PS) algorithms which follow empirical models.

These algorithms operate by iteratively progressing from the hard scattering scale down

to lower energy scales: it starts with the initial parton at a certain energy scale Q2
i and

radiates off an additional parton at a scale q2 based on the probability that no such

radiation occurs between Q2
i and q2. This probability is given by a Sudakov form factor

and certain splitting functions based on the DGLAP equations. This is repeated until

the generated q2 is below a certain cutoff scale Q2
0 up to which parton splittings are

considered as not resolvable by a detector any longer. The scale q2 is also referred to

1Acronym for Dokshitzer-Gribov-Lipatov-Altarelli-Parisi.
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Figure 4.1: Exemplary PDFs as a function of the momentum fraction x for several quark
flavours and gluons. The momentum transfer of the hard scattering process is set to
Q2 = 10 GeV2 (left) and Q2 = 104 GeV2 (right). Taken from Ref. [154].

as ordering variable and it is possible to choose a different observable (e. g. the angle

of radiated partons) for this instead of q2. The choice of the ordering variable usually

varies in different event generators. Parton showers originating from final state partons

are referred to as final state radiation (FSR). They can also be simulated for partons in

the initial state, so-called initial state radiation (ISR), in which case this is done by a

backwards evolution from the hard scattering process.

This process eventually stops through the formation of forming mesons and baryons, a

process referred to as hadronisation. As this occurs exclusively in the non-perturbative

regime, it has to be approximated using phenomenological models as well of which the

most popular ones are the Lund string model [155, 156] and the cluster model [157, 158].

Decays of hadrons with a rather short life time are also modeled in most event generators.

An additional difficulty arises if a certain final state topology in a given phase space

can be generated both in the ME calculation (by including an appropriate number of

radiated partons) and in the PS algorithm. To account for this possibility and avoid a

double-counting of these processes, so-called matching schemes are applied. For processes

simulated at LO, a procedure often used is the MLM scheme [159] while for NLO order,

one can use the FxFx merging scheme [160].

All these processes described above are usually simulated within one software framework

that is interfaced to a ME generator. Some of the most popular of these MC generators

are listed below:
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• Pythia [161,162] is used to model parton showering, in which it uses the transverse

momentum as ordering variable, and hadronisation based on the Lund String model.

It includes underlying event simulation and has also some generic matrix elements

stored which can be used to generate 2→ 2, 3 processes at LO. Therefore, it can also

be used to simulate the entire event chain and is often referred to as “multi-purpose”

event generator.

• Herwig++ [163] is a multi-purpose event generator similar to Pythia. It uses

angular ordering in the calculation of parton showers and the cluster hadronisation

model to simulate the fragmentation of partons. It can be interfaced to a standalone

software to simulate the UE and can compute 2→ 2 matrix elements at LO.

4.4 Underlying event

A pp interaction can, in addition to the hard scattering process, include further parton-

parton scattering processes which are referred to as multiple parton interactions [164].

These interactions are usually rather soft and can lead to additional jets in the final event

topology where these contributions are commonly referred to as underlying event. Jets can

also be produced by remnants of the scattering proton that do not undergo any further

interactions, though these are in most cases almost collinear to the beam axis so that they

can usually be ignored. The simulation of the underlying event is usually included in the

event generator performing the parton showering and based on empirical models, so-called

tunes.

4.5 Detector simulation

After the simulation of the entire scattering process including the hadronisation of partons,

a set of particles is forwarded to a detector simulation for which in this analysis, GEANT 4

is used. This models the entire geometry of the CMS detector and the response of all

subsystems, including possible noise and material interactions such as photon conversions

or nuclear interactions. It can furthermore simulate the decay of hadrons with a rather

short life time if they have not been decayed in the previous event simulation step (see

Section 4.3). The output of this simulation step should be identical to the actual digitised

output of the detector and can be passed on to the next step, the event reconstruction,

which is discussed in Chapter 5.
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Each recorded proton bunch collision produces an enormous amount of data in the form

of the outputs of all subdetectors. In order to analyse this data and study the underly-

ing physical processes, it is highly useful to reconstruct candidates for physical objects –

such as individual particles or jets – from this data. This chapter provides an overview

over some of the most important reconstruction algorithms which are also used in the

analysis presented in Chapter 6. It also describes measurements performed to test these

algorithms in data and simulation, and derive corrections (so-called scale factors) to ac-

count for observed differences. This step is of considerable importance as in order to

make any statements about the potential presence of new physics, one first needs a good

understanding about the used reconstruction algorithms and the validity of the simulation.

This chapter is organized as follows: in Section 5.1, the procedure to reconstruct the

tracks of charged particles using information from the inner tracking system is described

as well as the reconstruction of the interaction points of pp collisions. Section 5.2 then

discusses the particle flow algorithm used to reconstruct candidates and identify particle

types for individual particles arising from a bunch crossing. In Sections 5.3 and 5.4, the

identification criteria to define muon and electron candidates for the final event analysis are

outlined as well as measurements of their efficiency in data and simulation. Section 5.5

provides an overview over the clustering algorithm used to identify jet candidates and

calibration methods to match their energy to the initial parton as well as between data

and simulation. In the final two sections of this chapter, more sophisticated methods

are discussed to reconstruct candidates for elementary particles occurring only in rare

processes, namely to identify b quarks in Section 5.7 and heavy particles such as t quarks

and heavy bosons in Section 5.8.

5.1 Track and primary vertex reconstruction

5.1.1 General track reconstruction with the CTF algorithm

As charged particles leave a trace of hits in the pixel and strip detector layers of the inner

tracking system (described in Section 3.2.2), these hits can be combined to reconstruct

their tracks as so-called inner tracks. A high reconstruction efficiency and small momen-

tum resolution is crucial for a good performance of the CMS detector as the tracks provide

the highest energy resolution for electrons, muons, and charged hadrons. The track re-

construction is the first step in the complete event reconstruction upon which many other
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reconstruction steps depend. This section provides a short overview over the track recon-

struction at the CMS experiment, a detailed overview can be found in Ref. [130].

An important part of the track reconstruction is the identification of hit clusters in the

pixel and strip detectors from their electronic output. It is important to maintain a high

hit detection efficiency and good hit position resolution while simultaneously minimising

the contribution from electronic noise in the readout chips. This is done based on different

thresholds for the electronic charge for each pixel and using different algorithms in the

pixel and strip detectors which are explained in detail in Ref. [130].

The actual track reconstruction algorithm is based on an extension of the Kalman filter

algorithm (KF) [138] referred to as combinatorial track finder algorithm (CTF) [165–167].

It aims at finding patterns that are compatible with particle trajectories and starts from

so-called seed hits. It then extrapolates from these seeds based on probability densities of

various track variables to estimate the position of the next hit. A final particle trajectory

is provided by performing a least-squares fit of the detected hits which returns a χ2 that

can be used to evaluate the quality of the fit.

To reduce the computational complexity of this procedure, as there is usually a huge

number of tracker hits resulting in an immense combinatorial multiplicity, the CTF is

applied in several iterations. The goal is to progress from the easiest tracks to reconstruct

to the most difficult ones so that in each iteration, only a limited number of hits is consid-

ered which are then masked for the next iteration, significantly reducing the computational

overhead of the entire calculation. While the first iteration aims at reconstructing prompt

tracks with pT > 0.8 GeV that have at least three pixel hits, the number of pixel hits and

the assumed pT are reduced in each following iteration and in the fifth and final iteration,

low-pT tracks originating from outside the so-called beam spot are included. The beam

spot marks the centre of the estimated luminous region and is not reconstructed for each

event individually, but as an average over many events. The exact procedure to determine

the beam spot is described in Ref. [130] and its position is reconstructed with a precision

of approximately 50µm.

Within each iteration, the above procedure is used to find tracks which are then accepted

or rejected based on several quality criteria. These vary depending on the current iteration

number and include:

• a minimum number of hit layers,

• a maximum number of missed layers,

• a reasonably low χ2/ndof ,

• low transverse and longitudinal impact parameter significances |dBS
0 |/σd0 and |dPVz |/σdz

with respect to the beam spot and the closest pixel vertex, respectively.
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|dBS
0 | is the transverse impact parameter with respect to the beam spot and |dPVz | is the

longitudinal impact parameter with respect to the closest pixel vertex which is defined

as a pixel hit with at least three tracks associated. The corresponding IP significances

are the ratios of the impact parameter and their associated uncertainties σd0,dz so that a

high IP significance indicates a large probability that the track does not originate from

the primary interaction point. The exact requirements to keep a track after each iteration

are provided in Ref. [130].

5.1.2 Electron track reconstruction with the GSF algorithm

As electrons can loose energy when traversing the detector by emitting bremsstrahlung,

a special tracking algorithm is run to correctly determine their momentum and direction.

Seeds for these electron tracks are found based on two different approaches: in the ECAL-

based approach, seeding hits in the inner tracker are inferred from the positions of so-called

superclusters (these are energy deposits in the ECAL corresponding to bremsstrahlung

photons, see Section 5.2 for a more detailed description), in the tracker-based approach,

inner tracks are used as seeds that are compatible with the associated cluster energy from

the corresponding block. However, the emission of bremsstrahlung can lead to a small

number of hits used in the CTF algorithm and result in a large χ2 of the corresponding

fit, as the CTF algorithm is not suited for significant momentum losses of a track and

resulting kinks in its trajectory. Such poorly reconstructed tracks are therefore re-fitted

with a Gaussian sum filter (GSF) [168] algorithm to provide seeds in the tracker-based

approach as this can better handle energy losses of an electron due to bremsstrahlung. All

seeds from both the ECAL-based and the tracker-based approach are then used as input

for a final GSF fit. A more detailed description of the track reconstruction for electron

candidates, can be found in Ref. [169].

5.1.3 Primary vertex reconstruction

During the 2015 data taking period at
√
s = 13 TeV with a bunch-spacing of 25 ns, on

average 10 pp scattering processes occurred per bunch crossing. Identifying the hard

scattering process amongst these interactions with a high precision is therefore essential

to distinguish its associated tracks from the ones originating from IT pileup interactions1.

This position is referred to as primary interaction vertex or, short, primary vertex (PV).

As a first step, the positions of all pp interactions are attempted to be reconstructed after

the track reconstruction step using inner tracks. The tracks used for this reconstruction

have to fulfill the following requirements:

1In the following, only the contributions of IT pileup are considered as OOT pileup usually just results
in a small offset in the CMS subdetectors that is corrected for in all reconstruction algorithms. This
IT pileup will therefore be simply referred to as “pileup”.
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• They have to have transverse impact parameter significance |d0|/σd0 < 5 with respect

to the beam spot.

• They have to have at least two hits in the pixel layers and five hits in the strip

detectors.

• The fit of the particle trajectory must return χ2 < 20.

These tracks are then clustered based on the z-coordinate of their point of closest approach

to the beam spot with a deterministic annealing (DA) algorithm [170] and in each cluster,

a vertex is fitted with an adaptive vertex fitter (AVF) [171]. In the vertex fit, tracks are

assigned weights wi based on their estimated probability to really originate from the vertex

to render the fit more resistant against outliers. The number of degrees of freedom (ndof)

in this fit is then defined as the sum of track weights ndof = −3 + 2
∑
wi.

The vertex with the highest sum of transverse momenta of associated tracks
∑
p2T which

also has ndof > 4 is identified as the primary interaction vertex and all other vertices are

thus denoted as pileup vertices in the following.

The resolution of the vertex position depends on the number of tracks used to fit its

location and on the overall occupancy of the inner tracking system. For vertices which

are reconstructed from at least 50 tracks (which is often the case for hard scattering

processes, in particular for processes producing many jets), the resolution ranges from

10µm to 20µm.

If at least three tracks can be reconstructed that correspond to particles from a scattering

process, the efficiency of the vertex reconstruction described above is close to 100%. This

is, however, not always the case as the track reconstruction is not 100% efficient and many

scattering processes can produce uncharged particles or tracks that are outside of the

acceptance of the inner tracking system. Consequently, on average only approximately

70% of all pp interactions can be reconstructed as a vertex.

Both the track and vertex reconstruction algorithms provide an excellent momentum

and position resolution for charged particles, owing to a large degree to the high granularity

of the inner tracking system. As an example, it allows to reconstruct the K∗ → K0
Sπ
− →

π+π−π− and Ξ− → Λ0π− → p+π−π− decays by reconstructing the decay vertices of

the intermediate heavy hadrons from the charged daughter particles [172]. The resulting

invariant mass spectrum can be seen in Fig. 5.1 which shows clear peaks around the

masses of the K∗ and Ξ− resonances, illustrating the high precision achieved in the track

and vertex reconstruction.
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Figure 5.1: Invariant mass plots of the π+π−π− system around the K∗ resonance (left)
and of the p+π−π− system around the Ξ− resonance (right). Taken from Ref. [172]

5.2 Particle reconstruction with the particle-flow algorithm

The particle-flow (PF) algorithm [173, 174] reconstructs candidates for stable particles

that can be used for the following analysis. “Stable”, in this context, includes all particle

types with life times long enough that they will not decay before leaving the detector or

being absorbed by it. These particle candidates can then be directly used (in the case

of electrons, muons and photons) to reconstruct the initial physical process or used as

input for algorithms to reconstruct objects of higher complexity (such as jets, τ leptons,

interaction vertices etc.).

The PF algorithm operates iteratively, reconstructing particle candidates step-by-step

by combining information from all subsystems of the CMS detector. It uses as input several

basic elements, the most important ones of which are inner tracks and electron tracks

reconstructed with the GSF algorithm (see Sections 5.1.1 and 5.1.2) as the momentum

measurement from tracks provides in many cases the best resolution for the momentum

of a particle candidate.

Another important component are calorimeter clusters in the ECAL and HCAL which

are primarily used to identify neutral particles such as photons and neutral hadrons and

measure their energy and also complement the energy measurement from track information

for electrons and charged hadrons. These clusters are found in a two-step algorithm by

first finding “seed cells” that correspond to local energy maxima, and then attaching more

and more calorimeter cells to these if they measured an energy deposit well above the

noise in the detector. In addition to these clusters, so-called superclusters are identified in

the ECAL from energy deposits in calorimeter cells if their hit pattern is likely caused by
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an array of bremsstrahlung photons [169].

Another important basic element are so-called standalone-muon tracks which are re-

constructed from the hits in the muon chamber alone [175]. Usually, these tracks are

only considered if their extrapolated trajectory is compatible with the primary interaction

point, in order to reject muons from cosmic rays.

These individual components are then combined in the next step by a so-called link

algorithm to form several blocks, each one consisting of one ore more tracks (either in-

ner tracks or GSF tracks), zero or more (super-)clusters in both ECAL and HCAL and

zero or one muon track. Links between tracks and calorimeter clusters are constructed

by first extrapolating inner tracks to the calorimeters to find compatible clusters and

then extrapolating also tangents of these tracks to find clusters that could originate from

bremsstrahlung photons emitted by electrons. In addition to this, tracks that are com-

patible with an e+e− pair from the conversion of a bremsstrahlung or prompt photon are

linked to the corresponding blocks along with the calorimeter clusters that these tracks

can be extrapolated to.

After linking tracks to clusters, (super-)clusters in the PS, ECAL and HCAL are linked

together if they are close to each other in the (η, φ)-plane. Inner tracks and muon tracks

are then linked if they can be combined in a global fit with a reasonable χ2 [120].

These blocks are then used to provide candidates for all particle types, referred to as

particle-flow candidates. They are reconstructed in several iterations, after each of which

the blocks used to identify a PF candidate are removed from the list of blocks considered

for the next step. By starting with the computationally least expensive steps, this helps in

significantly reducing the time to perform all steps and maintain a time-efficient algorithm.

A summary of all PF candidates and how they are identified is listed below.

Muons Candidates for PF muon candidates are provided by blocks containing an inner

track linked to a muon track. In addition to this, there exist three different types of

muon candidates and PF muon candidates usually have to be independently identi-

fied as at least one of these types: Standalone muons are identified from standalone-

muon tracks that, as explained above, are reconstructed using only hits in the muon

chambers, while tracker muons are formed by inner tracks that, if extrapolated, are

compatible with at least one hit muon chamber. Finally, global muons are identified

from standalone-muon tracks and inner tracks that are compatible with each other

when being extrapolated. They are then associated with a global muon track recon-

structed from the combined set of hits in the inner detector and the muon chambers.

PF muon candidates usually have to be either global muons or, if they have a pT

below 10 GeV, tracker muons. Their momentum is then set to the momentum of the

inner track or, if it exceeds 200 GeV, from the track (either inner track, global muon

track or different combinations of inner tracker and muon chamber hits) returning
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the smallest χ2 when being fitted.

Electrons Suitable blocks to obtain PF electron candidates are selected if the energy

in linked HCAL clusters does not exceed the energy of ECAL clusters by more

than 10% and if there is at least one GSF track and in total not more than two

tracks in the block. All ECAL clusters linked either to track tangents or contained

within superclusters are associated to a PF electron candidate, as well as the GSF

track and all tracks of identified photon conversions. To eventually pass the PF

algorithm and be returned as a suitable electron candidate, various properties of the

corresponding block elements are combined in a multivariate procedure [174]. These

variables include, amongst others, the amount of energy radiated off the GSF track

and the offset between the extrapolated GSF track and the ECAL cluster location.

Finally, the energy and momentum of a PF electron candidate is then calculated

by combining all the information from the GSF track, photon conversion tracks,

and calorimeter (super-)clusters together. For low-pT and rather central electron

candidates, their energy is almost completely determined by the associated GSF

track while for high-pT or very forward electron candidates, the energy measured in

the ECAL becomes more important.

Charged hadrons PF charged hadron candidates are identified from blocks containing

inner tracks and clusters in both the ECAL and HCAL in which the momentum of the

tracks and the energy deposited in the calorimeters have to be compatible. To make

an accurate and reliable comparison, the energy deposits in the ECAL and HCAL

have to be re-calibrated using simulated charged hadrons [173] and only inner tracks

are considered with a relative uncertainty in their momentum less or equal than the

relative uncertainty in the calibrated cluster energy in the calorimeters. The energy

and momentum of PF charged hadron candidates is then taken directly from the

track using the charged pion hypothesis. At high energies or large pseudorapidities,

the momentum resolution of the tracks becomes worse and the four-momentum of

the charged hadron is obtained by combining track and calorimetric cluster energy.

In the very forward region outside of the tracker acceptance, their energy has to

be calculated entirely from the combined ECAL and HCAL energy deposits as no

distinction between charged and neutral particles is possible in this region.

Photons and neutral hadrons Isolated PF photon candidates are identified from ECAL

superclusters with an energy deposit larger than 10 GeV with no inner tracks or

other calorimeter clusters in the close vicinity. Similar to PF electron candidates,

the energy in linked HCAL clusters must not exceed 10% of the energy of the linked

ECAL clusters. Any remaining calorimeter clusters not linked to inner tracks give

rise to non-isolated PF photon candidates (e. g. from neutral pion decays) or PF
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neutral hadron candidates. This is also the case for calorimeter clusters associated

to PF charged hadron candidates if their energy exceeds the sum of the associated

track momenta with a difference larger than the energy resolution of the calorimeter.

Missing transverse momentum and energy As neutrinos couple only to the weak force

and almost never interact with other particles, it is in principle impossible to recon-

struct their momentum and energy as they do not produce any detectable signal.

The sum of all other particle momenta produced in the scattering process, however,

should be equal to zero. Therefore, the energy and flight direction of neutrinos can be

estimated at least in the transverse plane from the measured imbalance of the total

transverse momentum. This quantity, referred to as missing transverse momentum

is therefore defined as

~pmiss
T = −

∑
i

~pT,i (5.1)

where i runs over all PF candidates and ~pT,i are the corresponding transverse mo-

mentum vectors. Often, one is only interested on the magnitude of this vector which

is referred to as missing transverse energy and defined as

/ET = |~pmiss
T | (5.2)

Relative lepton isolation A variable called relative isolation is defined for a lepton as a

function of its pT by the equation

IPF(pT) =
1

pT

(∑
h±

ph
±

T +
∑
γ

pγT +
∑
h0

ph
0

T

)
(5.3)

where h±, γ and h0 refer to the charged hadron, photon and neutral hadron PF can-

didates, respectively. This variable is useful to distinguish leptons directly produced

in the hard scattering process from soft leptons produced e. g. in b quark decays as

the latter ones are usually surrounded by other particles from the hadronisation of

the quark.

If after the track selection and calorimeter cluster energy calibration – i. e. when identify-

ing charged hadrons – the total momentum from inner tracks exceeds the total calorimetric

energy by more than three standard deviations of the combined uncertainty in these quan-

tities, the PF algorithm tries to identify more PF muon candidates and/or remove tracks

that do not correspond to actual charged particles (“fake” tracks). This is done by relaxing

the selection criteria for global muons that are not yet identified as PF muon candidates

and by tightening once more the criteria for inner tracks.
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5.3 Muon identification

Prompt muon candidates (i. e. muons produced directly in the hard scattering process) for

the analysis presented in Chapter 6 are selected from the pool of PF muon candidates if

they meet certain requirements recommended by the CMS Collaboration [176]. In addition

to passing the selection criteria of the PF algorithm, they have to be reconstructed either

as a global or tracker muon with more than 80% of the hits in the tracker system being

valid hits. Furthermore, a muon candidate has to have a segment compatibility of at least

0.451 where this variable provides an approximate probability that a hit pattern in the

inner tracking system and in the muon chambers are caused by the same track. If this

requirement is not fulfilled, a slightly lower segment compatibility of 0.303 is required in

addition to a set of other requirements. These include that the muon candidate must be

reconstructed as a global muon, that the fits of the global track and to match the inner

track to the standalone-muon track return reasonably low χ2 values and no kinks in the

track are identified due to interactions with tracker material. The efficiency to successfully

identify a muon is around 99.5% while the probability to misidentify a hadron or a random

pattern of hits (combinatorial background) as muon is below 1%.

The efficiency of this identification efficiency can be measured in data and simulation

using a so-called Tag-and-Probe method [176, 177]. In this procedure, one first chooses a

distinct physical process which can be selected with a high purity (“tag”). By choosing a

suitable process, it is automatically ensured that events in the selected sample contain the

particle for which one would like to calculate the identification efficiency (“probe”) with

a high probability. The ratio between the “tagged” events and the subset of events that

pass the “probe” selection then provides the desired identification efficiency which can be

derived in data and simulation.

The efficiency of the muon identification procedure has been measured by the CMS

Collaboration using data from pp collisions recorded in 2015 at
√
s = 13 TeV and the

resulting scale factors are used in this analysis. This was done by selecting a sample

enriched in events from Z → µ+µ− decay processes by requiring one “tag” muon. The

other muon from the Z boson decay was then used as “probe” muon to perform the

measurement. As a further requirement, the invariant mass of the muon pair had to be

close to the mass of the Z boson. The exact composition of the data samples before and

after applying the “probe” selection was determined by fitting a function with several

components to the invariant mass spectrum of the dimuon pair. The ratio of the fitted

amplitudes parameters corresponding to actual Z → µ+µ− events before and after the

“probe” selection provided the identification efficiency.

The scale factors obtained in that measurement, given by the ratio of the identification

efficiencies in data and simulation, depend on the pT and η of the muon and were found

to have values between 0.96 and 0.995. As these correction factors are rather small this
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indicates a relatively good modelling of muons in the simulation.

5.4 Electron identification

To identify prompt electron candidates for the analysis described in Chapter 6 a set of

additional identification criteria [169] are applied on top of the requirements of the PF

algorithm (see above). They have to be distinguished both from charged hadrons and

non-prompt electrons which are produced in decays of certain hadrons. These include

• The lateral shower extension of the associated supercluster σηη has to be smaller

than 0.0101 in the barrel region and 0.0283 in the endcap region. σηη is defined as

the spread of the supercluster in η where ECAL cells are weighted with the logarithm

of their energy.

• The angular differences |∆η| and |∆φ| between the the GSF track and the associated

ECAL cluster of the electron candidate have to be lower than 0.0103 (0.00733) and

0.0336 (0.114), respectively, in the barrel (endcap) region.

• The ratio of deposited energies in the HCAL and ECAL has to be lower than 0.0876

in the barrel region and 0.0678 in the endcap region.

• The difference between the inverse of the supercluster energy ESC and the inverse

of the momentum p of the GSF track |1/ESC − 1/p| has to be lower than 0.0174 in

the barrel region and 0.0898 in the endcap region.

• The transverse and longitudinal impact parameters |d0| and |dz| with respect to the

primary interaction vertex have to be lower than 0.0118 (0.0739) and 0.373 (0.602),

respectively, in the barrel (endcap) region.

• Only two or less layers of the inner tracking system (including pixel and strip detec-

tor) may not contain hits associated to the GSF track.

• Electron candidates with tracks identified as originating from photon conversions

are rejected. This is determined if the innermost layer of the pixel detector does not

contain a hit associated to the track, if the track is part of a two-track system that

have the same tangent at the conversion vertex, and if other requirements based on

its transverse and longitudinal impact parameters are fulfilled.

These selection requirements result in an identification efficiency for prompt electrons of

approximately 80% and in a misidentification probability for charged hadrons or non-

prompt electrons (e. g. from B or D meson decays) of approximately 1%.
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The efficiency of these identification criteria has been measured as well by the CMS

Collaboration with pp collision data recorded in 2015 at
√
s = 13 TeV. The same “Tag-

and-Probe” method as explained in Section 5.3 (see also Ref. [169]) has been applied with

a very similar selection, targeting Z → e+e− events. To select a sample enriched in these

events, a trigger requiring a single isolated electron with pT > 24 GeV where the “Tag”

electron has to have an offline pT of greater than 25 GeV in the barrel and 30 GeV in the

endcap and fulfill tighter selection criteria than the ones listed above.

The same procedure to extract the efficiencies by fitting different functions to the in-

variant dielectron mass spectra is used as described in Section 5.3. The resulting scale

factors vary between 0.94 and 1.09 depending on the pT and |η| of the supercluster of the

electron candidate.

5.5 Jet clustering and reconstruction

Quarks or gluons emitted in a proton-proton collision cannot be detected as individual

particles in the detector as they hadronise soon after their production and create a shower

of charged and neutral hadrons. These particle showers can be measured in the detector

and reconstructed as jets by use of certain clustering algorithms. This is an important

step in the event reconstruction to accurately reconstruct the initial scattering process

and various algorithms exist for this purpose. The input to such algorithms can be the

four-momenta of an arbitrary set of particles. Usually, the PF candidates (see Section 5.2)

obtained after the initial event reconstruction steps are used as input (either in simulated

or actual data events) but one can also obtain generator jets by using four-momenta of

simulated particles directly.

A widely used clustering procedure is called sequential recombination which is based on

the following equations for objects marked by indices i and j:

dij = min
(
p2kT,i, p

2k
T,j

) ∆R2
ij

R2
C

diB = p2kT,i

(5.4)

An object can be either a single four-momentum or a cluster of four-momenta created in

a previous iteration. ∆Rij is the angular separation between the two objects and k and

RC are pre-defined parameters that influence the shape and size of the reconstructed jets.

The algorithm then proceeds in several iterations: in each iteration, the quantities diB

and dij are calculated for each object or pair of objects, respectively. An object i is now

clustered to the object j that has the smallest value for dij of all considered combinations

if dij < diB. If this is not fulfilled, the object i is denoted as jet and removed from the

pool of objects. These steps are performed until there are no more objects left so that
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all provided input four-momenta are clustered into jets. This provides a collinear - and

infrared -safe algorithm i. e. the resulting jets are not sensitive to very soft or low-angle

radiation from initial partons.

The direction, energy and momentum of any jet is then given by the sum of four-

momenta of all clustered particles. Each jet then also has a mass term (the jet mass)

which should however be treated with caution as this can significantly differ from the

mass of the initial parton (see also Section 5.8). Angular distances ∆R to other particles

or jets are measured with respect to the jet axis i. e. the three-momentum sum of all its

constituents.

The choice of the parameters k and RC defines the eventual topology of the recon-

structed jets. Choosing k = 1, in which case the clustering algorithm is referred to as kT

algorithm [178,179], results in low-pT particle candidates being clustered first. In the case

k = 0, for which the algorithm is called Cambridge/Aachen algorithm (C/A) [180, 181],

the clustering only depends on the angular separation of the particle candidates. In both

cases, the associated particle candidates and thus the shape and pT of the reconstructed

jets depend considerably on the soft constituents in an event. To reconstruct jets whose

properties mainly depend on their hard constituents, it is useful to set k = −1 in the jet

clustering algorithm, which is then referred to as anti-kT algorithm [182]. This produces

jets with a nearly circular cone size (corresponding to RC) around high-momentum parti-

cles which are usually the hardest particles from the initial scattering process. These often

carry the bulk of the momentum of an initial parton and constituents originating from

soft radiation from these partons have only little effect on the jet shape and momentum.

There are two types of jets used as standard in CMS analyses and in particular in the

analysis presented in Chapter 6 which are both reconstructed from PF candidates using

the anti-kT algorithm with different cone size parameters RC :

• jets with a cone size parameter RC = 0.4 are referred to as AK4 jets and are well

suited to capture all decay products from hard gluons and quarks up to the b quark

• jets with a cone size parameter RC = 0.8 are referred to as AK8 jets and are well

suited to capture the decay products from two or more close-by partons, e. g. the

two quarks from the decay of a Higgs boson with a large Lorentz boost (see also

Section 5.8)

In the analyses presented in Chapter 6 and Chapter 7, both types jets have to be within

the central part of the detector with |η| < 2.4 and AK4 jets must have pT > 30 GeV while

AK8 jets must have pT > 200 GeV. Furthermore, jets of both types have to pass a set final

requirements in order to ensure that no isolated electrons, muons or photons are identified

as jets since the jet clustering algorithm usually creates individual jets from such particles.

They have to consist of at least two PF candidates and the fraction of energy deposits

associated to neutral particles has to be below 99% of the total energy in both the ECAL
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and HCAL in order to avoid having a jet from a single particle. Furthermore, they must

contain at least one charged particle and the energy fraction of charged particles must be

below 99% and above 0% in the ECAL and HCAL, respectively.

After passing these requirements, a final cleaning step is performed to remove AK4 jets

that are reconstructed from prompt leptons that are not entirely isolated. This is done

by comparing each AK4 jet to prompt muons and electrons that are within ∆R < 0.4 of

the jet. For both types of leptons, a pT greater than 20 GeV is required and muons must

have |η| < 2.1 and pass the identification criteria outlined in Section 5.3, while electrons

must suffice |η| < 2.4 and pass the identification criteria described in Section 5.4. If the

energy fraction of the jet associated to PF muon candidates is within 10% of the energy of

a muon fulfilling these requirements, the four-momentum of the muon is subtracted from

the one of the jet and the above selection steps are repeated for the jet. Analogously, if

the energy fraction of the jet deposited in the ECAL is within 10% of the energy of an

electron meeting the previously described criteria, the same procedure is employed.

One problem in the jet reconstruction is the effect of pileup interactions as they can lead

to additional particle candidates being clustered into jets from the hard scattering process

that one is usually interested in. To reduce the contribution from additional interactions

in the bunch crossing, all particle candidates from with tracks not originating from the

primary interaction vertex (see Section 5.1.3) are removed from jets. This is referred to

as charged hadron subtraction (CHS) and applied to all jets in the analysis presented in

Chapter 6. However, as only charged particles from pileup interactions can be removed this

way, jets still usually have a contribution from neutral particles from pileup interactions.

This is also corrected for as is explained in the following.

5.6 Jet energy corrections

The energy of reconstructed jets usually has a strong dependence on the response of

various subsystems of the CMS detector such as the ECAL, as well as on the number

of pileup interactions in an event. This can be seen in Fig. 5.2 where the jet energy

response in simulated events, defined as the ratio of the energies of the initial parton and

the reconstructed jet, is shown. In order to get an accurate estimate of the energy of the

initial parton which produced the jet, several so-called jet energy corrections are applied

to reconstructed jets. These corrections are applied in multiple iterations, so-called levels,

so that first, the jet energy scales are corrected to match the corresponding energies of

the initial partons and then, so-called residual corrections are applied to jets in the data

to match the detector response in simulation. The procedure is described in detail in

Ref. [183] and is described in the following.
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Figure 5.2: Jet response for simulated events at
√
s = 13 TeV, defined as ratio of the initial

parton energy and reconstructed jet energy before any jet energy corrections. The response
is shown as a function of the jet |η| for jets with varying pT. Taken from Ref. [184].

5.6.1 Level-1 pileup corrections

These corrections aim at eliminating any contributions to the jet energy from pileup

interactions remaining after the CHS procedure. The correction factor for an individual

jet depends on its pT and η, as well as on its area A and the diffuse offset energy ρ in an

event. The jet area A is evaluated by adding a large number of extremely soft so-called

ghost particles to the event and re-running the jet clustering algorithm. The size of the

region in the (η, φ)-plane occupied by these soft particles clustered into a jet defines the

area for this jet. The diffuse offset energy ρ is calculated by defining a grid of cells in the

(η, φ)-plane and then computing the median of energies in these cells.

Based on these quantities, correction factors can be determined from simulated dijet

events by processing these once with and once without additional pileup interactions.

These correction factors are applied to jets both in simulated events and data. An addi-

tional scale factor is applied to simulated jets to correct for an offset between data and

simulation which is determined from so-called zero-bias data streams that are collected

with a trigger that randomly selects data events and therefore almost exclusively consists

of events with merely inelastic scattering processes.
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5.6.2 Level-2 relative & level-3 absolute

The next step of energy corrections is intended to provide a uniform jet response over

the whole η-range (level-2) and finally match the absolute jet energy scale to the one

from the original partons (level-3). This is derived in simulated multijet events by first

matching the initial partons from the hard scattering process to reconstructed jets if they

have ∆R < 0.2. Then, a jet response function is defined

Rptcl(pT,ptcl, ηreco) =
〈pT,reco〉
〈pT,ptcl〉

[pT,ptcl, ηreco] (5.5)

where “ptcl” and “reco” denote quantities from the simulated particle-level jet and re-

constructed jet, respectively. The average transverse momenta 〈pT,reco〉 and 〈pT,ptcl〉 are

calculated over a large number of events in bins of particle-level jet pT and reconstructed

jet η. This derived response function is then applied as correction factor to jets in both

data and simulation.

These corrections are also propagated to the missing transverse momentum through the

following formula

~pmiss
T,corr = ~pmiss

T,uncorr +
∑
i

~p iT,uncorr −
∑
i

~p iT,corr −
∑
i

~OiRC (5.6)

where pT,corr and pT,uncorr are the corrected and uncorrected jets and i runs over all jets

with pT,corr > 10 GeV.
∑

i
~OiRC provides the average residual level-1 correction due to

pileup and so that this does not bias the calculation of the missing transverse momentum.

5.6.3 Level-2 & level-3 residual corrections

Finally, residual corrections to match the jet response in simulation to the one in data are

applied in two steps: first, the relative jet response as a function of η is measured in a data

sample enriched in dijet events. One of these jets (the “tag” jet) has to be within |η| < 1.3

while the other one (the “probe” jet) does not have any η requirement. One can then

derive corrections using two response functions, one based on the direct comparison of jet

transverse momenta and the other one taking into account the hadronic activity in the

whole event along with the missing transverse momentum (referred to as MPF method):

RpTrel =
1 + 〈A〉
1− 〈A〉

RMPF
rel =

1 + 〈B〉
1− 〈B〉

(5.7)
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with

A =
pT,probe − pT,tag
pT,probe + pT,tag

B =
~pmiss
T · (~pT,tag/pT,tag)

pT,probe + pT,tag

(5.8)

where 〈A〉 is again measured over many events. From the ratio Rrel,MC/Rrel,data one can

then derive scale factors to correct jets in data and the associated missing transverse

momentum.

Residual corrections for the absolute jet energy scale as a function of pT are calculated

from events containing Z(→ e+e−/µ+µ−) + jet or γ + jet processes, making use of the

fact that the Z boson mass is well known and the energy measurements of electron, muon

and photon candidates are much more precise than jet energy measurements. Therefore,

the absolute energy of the associated jet can be calibrated by requiring that it is balanced

against the measured energy of the produced boson candidate. As these measurements

are usually statistically limited, the calculated energy corrections are extrapolated to jets

with higher pT by measuring multijet events so that the absolute jet energy scale is derived

in a global fit of all these measurements.

The resulting scale factors for the relative and absolute residual jet energy corrections

are shown in Fig. 5.3.

5.6.4 Jet energy resolution (JER)

The jet energy resolution (JER) is defined as the spread of the distribution of the ratio

pT,reco/pT,ptcl. This distribution usually follows a Gaussian function, except for very high-

pT jets where inactive ECAL regions and particles punching through the HCAL lead to

non-Gaussian tails. As this resolution in general differs between data and simulation and

is usually worse in data, simulated jets are smeared using the relation

pT,smeared = pT,ptcl + c(ηreco) · (pT,reco − pT,ptcl) (5.9)

where c(ηreco) is an η-dependent scale factor that needs to be measured. This correction

is also propagated to ~pmiss
T . This measurement is carried out in a similar way as in the

derivation of the level-2 and level-3 residual corrections, measuring the dijet balance and

the jet energy in γ/Z + jet processes, only this time using the width of the corresponding

response function and not its mean.
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5.7 Identification of jets originating from b quarks

5.7.1 The CSV algorithm

Jets originating from gluons or partons of different flavours leave a very similar similar

signature and there are no immediate ways to distinguish between them (like there are in

the PF algorithm to distinguish e. g. between electrons and photons). There are, however,

subtle differences between jets from quarks of different flavours2 that allow at least to

determine the probability that they are produced from the fragmentation of a c or b

quark. Such jets are referred to in the following as c or b jets, respectively. Identifying

b jets is particularly useful as b quarks emerge in many interesting processes (e. g. in the

decay of a top quark t→ bW ). This is due to the fact that these quarks have a relatively

long life time so that, depending on their pT, they usually decay after a few millimeters

after having hadronised to form a B meson (sometimes they can even reach the first pixel

layer). This produces displaced tracks with respect to the primary interaction vertex and

the excellent granularity of the pixel detector even allows to reconstruct the locations of

the decay of the corresponding B mesons as secondary vertices (SV). This information can

then be combined in so-called b tagging algorithms to help distinguishing b jets from c jets

2Techniques to distinguish between jets from quarks and gluons are discussed e. g. in Ref. [185].
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and jets produced by light quarks or gluons (so-called light jets).

A b tagging algorithm which is widely used in the CMS Collaboration and also in

the analyses presented in Chapters 6 and 7 is the so-called combined secondary vertex

algorithm (CSV) which was developed for LHC Run I [186] and has been modified for LHC

Run II [187]. It uses the information of all tracks in a jet and potentially reconstructed

secondary vertices and provides a so-called discriminator value ranging from zero to one

which usually takes high values for b jets and low values for light jets (c jets have values

in between and are in general hard to distinguish from b jets). To be considered for the

CSV algorithm, tracks must fulfill the following criteria [187]:

• they must have pT > 1 GeV,

• the χ2/ndof returned by the fit in the tracking algorithm must be below 5,

• they must have at least eight hits in the inner tracking system, two of them in the

pixel detector,

• they must have a transverse (longitudinal) impact parameter |d0|(|dz|) smaller than

2 cm (17 cm),

• the distance between the jet axis and the track at their point of closest approach

should be less than 0.07 cm,

• the decay length, defined as the distance between the primary vertex and the point

of closest approach between the jet axis and the track, has to be smaller than 5 cm.

These requirements ensure that the considered tracks have a good reconstruction quality

and are not too far from the primary interaction vertex e. g. originating from a pileup

interaction.

To reconstruct secondary vertices inside a jet, an algorithm referred to as inclusive sec-

ondary vertex finder (IVF) [188] is used. It pre-selects tracks within a jet with similar

requirements as the ones listed above with the main difference that the longitudinal im-

pact parameter |dz| should be less than 3 cm (other requirements are slightly loosened).

As a next steps, clusters of tracks are formed starting from so-called seed tracks that

have a total impact parameter of at least 50µm and a total impact parameter significance

greater than 1.23. The clustering is based on the minimum distance and the angle between

the seed tracks and other tracks. The AVF algorithm is finally used to reconstruct sec-

ondary vertices from these track clusters. Secondary vertices are then removed that have

a too large flight distance significance (FDS), which is defined as the distance between

the primary and the secondary vertex divided by the uncertainty in the secondary vertex

3The total impact parameter is defined in this context as the distance between the track and the primary
vertex at the point of closest approach.
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position. If the total FDS is larger than 0.5 or if the FDS in the transverse plane is larger

than 2.5, as it is then less likely that the vertex originates from the decay of a b quark.

More cleaning steps are then applied based on e. g. the compatibility of tracks with the

primary and secondary vertex until a final set of secondary vertices is obtained.

These tracks and secondary vertices are used as input to the CSV algorithm which

performs more cleaning steps (e. g. removing tracks compatible with the decay of a K0
S

meson). Several variables related to these input objects (e. g. the flight distance of the

secondary vertex or the impact parameter significances of the tracks) are fed into a neural

network which provides a discriminator value for each jet. The distribution of this dis-

criminator value for multijet events is shown in Fig. 5.4 where it can be seen that b jets

tend to have large values in contrast to jets from other sources. One can then choose a

minimum discriminator value above which a jet is labelled as b-tagged where the particu-

lar choice of the discriminator value allows to determine the selection efficiency for true b

jets (also referred to as b jet efficiency) and the misidentification rate for jets from other

sources. In the analysis presented in Chapter 6, two working points, labelled as loose and

medium [187], are considered which are defined by setting this threshold to values of 0.46

and 0.8, respectively. The corresponding b jet efficiencies they provide are approximately

85% and 70% and the misidentification rates for light jets are approximately 10% and 1%.

5.7.2 B tagging efficiency measurement

The efficiency of the CSV algorithm to identify jets from different quark flavours or from

gluons can differ between jets in data and simulation which needs to be taken into account.

Corresponding scale factors have been derived in a measurement of the b tagging efficiency

using data collected during the LHC data-taking period in 2015 at
√
s = 13 TeV [187].

The b and c jet efficiencies (also referred to as heavy-flavour efficiency) have been mea-

sured in a data sample enriched in processes involving these quarks by requiring the

presence of at least one jet with a muon within ∆R < 0.4 of the jet axis. This is often

the case for b and c jets as the corresponding B and D can produce muons in their decays.

The b and c efficiencies are then evaluated from the ratio of the number of b-tagged jets

containing a muon to the overall number of such jets. To improve the accuracy of this

estimation, instead of just counting the b-tagged and untagged jets, a fitting procedure

is employed, similar to the one described in Section 5.3 to derive the muon identification

scale factor. The b and c efficiencies are then taken from the ratio of the fitted amplitudes

of the components describing the b and c contributions before and after the b tagging

requirement. The distributions used in the fit are discriminating variables of other b tag-

ging algorithms, e. g. the transverse momentum of the muon relative to the jet axis or the

discriminator value of the jet probability b tagging algorithm [186].

To evaluate the misidentification rate for light jets (light-flavour efficiency), the so-
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called negative tag method [189] is employed which makes use of the signed track impact

parameters and SV flight distance in a jet. A track is defined to have a negative impact

parameter, if the scalar product between the jet direction and the vector pointing from

the primary vertex to the track at the point of closest approach is negative. Similarly,

the flight distance of a secondary vertex is assumed to be negative if the vector from the

primary to the secondary vertex points into the opposite direction than the jet. While

b and c jets usually produce tracks and secondary vertices for which these parameters

are positive, light jets usually have displaced tracks and secondary vertices due to poor-

quality tracks or combinatorial effects so that the corresponding parameters have positive

and negative values in equal shares. The standard CSV algorithm only selects tracks

and secondary vertices with a positive sign for their IP and SV flight direction to reduce

the misidentification rate for light jets. Temporarily removing this requirement, however,

allows to evaluate the misidentification rate by considering only jets with negative signs

for the track impact parameter and SV flight distance parameter values.

Individual jet correction factors f for b, c, and light jets are then extracted from the

previously described measurements. These correction factors range from 0.94 to 1 for b

and c jets and from 1 to 1.2 for light jets. Scale factors to reweight events in simulation

can then be derived from the b tagging efficiencies ε for b, c and light jets in simulation,

which also depend on the their pT and η, and the individual jet correction factors f with
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the formula

SF =

∏
i fiεi

∏
j(1− fjεj)∏

i εi
∏
j(1− εj)

(5.10)

where i runs over all tagged jets and j over all untagged jets. These scale factors are

applied to AK4 jets and subjets of AK8 jets (see Section 5.8) throughout the analyses

presented in Chapters 6 and 7.

5.7.3 Nuclear interaction study

Light jets are often misidentified as b jets by the CSV algorithm if they contain displaced

tracks or secondary vertices from any process other than the decay of a B meson. Such

processes include inelastic scatterings of hadrons, which are mostly pions, with nucleons

in the pixel detector material or the beam pipe. These scattering processes are referred

to as nuclear interactions. This is a rather frequent process as the accumulated tracker

thickness amounts up to 0.5 nuclear interaction lengths λI depending on the trajectory

of the initial hadron. This can be seen in Fig. 5.5 on the left where the tracker material

budget is shown in units of λI as a function of the η of a traversing pion. The resulting

probability of a pion undergoing a nuclear interaction is shown in Fig. 5.5 as a function of

the traversed tracker layers and can reach up to 25%.

Distributions of secondary vertices reconstructed with the IVF algorithm are shown

in Fig. 5.6 for approximately 3 × 106 data events recorded during the 2012 data-taking

period of the LHC at
√
s = 8 TeV. These vertices were reconstructed using the same

configuration as described at the beginning of Section 5.7.1, except for the requirement

on the flight distance significance which is omitted. A large concentration of secondary

vertices is seen close to the nominal interaction region which is mainly caused by decays of

short-lived B and D mesons. At a larger radial distance from the beam axis, the material

structures of the inner tracking system are visible, including the beam pipe at r = 3 cm,

the three pixel layers at 4 cm, 7 cm and 10 cm, and the pixel endcaps at |z| = 34.5 cm

and |z| = 46.5 cm. The distributions are shown after a coordination transformation in a

coordinate system which is slightly tilted with respect to the nominal coordinate system

described in Section 3.2.1. This is done in order to correct for an observed misalignment of

the beam pipe with respect to the inner tracking system [190]. This new coordinate system

is obtained by a transformation of the x- and y-coordinates given by x′ = (0.086 cm) −
0.0007 · z and y′ = (−0.197 cm) + 0.0007 · z. The beam pipe appears as a single line in

Fig. 5.6 after this coordinate transformation while the other parts of the inner detector

are rather smeared out, indicating that they are not aligned with respect to each other.

The fraction of nuclear interactions in the secondary vertex distributions in Fig. 5.6 is

not directly apparent, as they e. g. also contain photon conversions. Their contribution

to these distributions is therefore estimated in simulation. In this study, a simulated
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sample of approximately 3 × 106 tt̄ + jets events is used at
√
s = 8 TeV. The processes

producing secondary vertices, which also include decays of unstable particles and photon

conversions, are determined by first matching reconstructed to simulated tracks. This
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matching is based on a comparison of the “true” positions, where a simulated particle

traversed a layer of the inner tracker, and the resulting hit position on that layer as

simulated by GEANT. Secondary vertices can also be caused by an accidental combination

of two completely unrelated tracks which forms the so-called combinatorial background.

Therefore, the fraction of each contributing process to a vertex is defined as the ratio of

the sum of weights of its associated tracks to the sum of weights of all track contributing to

the vertex. These weights are the ones determined during the fitting of the reconstructed

vertex to mitigate the impact of extreme outliers to the vertex position (see Section 5.1.3).

If the fraction of a given process is above 50%, the reconstructed vertex is assigned to this

process.

The distribution of secondary vertices in the studied simulated sample is split into several

contributing processes, as shown in Fig. 5.7. It can be seen that the majority of secondary

vertices close to the nominal interaction point is caused by the decays of unstable particles

such as B, D and K0
S mesons, but also that above 2.5 cm, both nuclear interactions and

photon conversions become more important. Vertices from the latter process can also be

seen between the pixel layers. This is due to the fact that photon conversions are mostly

reconstructed from only two tracks, resulting in a broad resolution of the reconstructed

vertex along the flight direction of the initial photon.

An intriguing feature of this distribution is that close to the layers of the pixel detector,

not only vertices from material interactions are accumulated but also vertices from decays

of unstable particles. The reason for this effect is that the tracks from particles decaying

close to a pixel layer do often not produce separate hit clusters but instead a single one.

This so-called cluster merging then biases the reconstructed vertex position towards the

pixel layer. This issue can, however, be resolved in a procedure referred to as cluster

splitting by exploiting the direction of the jet associated to the vertex to recover separate

pixel clusters.

To test the impact of nuclear interactions on the b jet efficiency and the light jet misiden-

tification rate of the CSV algorithm, these parameters are measured in simulated multijet

events at
√
s = 13 TeV, in which tracks associated to nuclear interactions are excluded

from the reconstruction. In a first step, such tracks are identified if they are used to recon-

struct a secondary vertex located on either the beam pipe or one of the pixel layers. If they

are located on a pixel layer, the tracks are re-fitted using the cluster splitting method pre-

viously mentioned. If the secondary vertex remains on the pixel layer or if it was located

on the beam pipe in the first place, both the associated tracks and the secondary vertex

itself are removed from the collection of tracks considered for the b tagging algorithm.

The performance of the CSV algorithm is measured in multijet events with a very large

momentum transfer in the hard scattering process between 3 and 3.5 TeV. This results in

a sample of events containing many jets with a high pT, which is used since improvements
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in b tagging from rejecting nuclear interactions are expected particularly in this highly

boosted regime. The results are shown in Fig. 5.8, where the b tagging efficiency of the

CSV algorithm is plotted against the misidentification rate for light jets4. It can be seen

that rejecting nuclear interactions by removing tracks from secondary vertices close to the

detector material does result in an improved performance of the CSV algorithm over a

broad range of the b jet efficiency.

These results are already promising and future implementations of the CSV algorithm

could well profit from a nuclear interaction rejection procedure, particularly in the regime

of highly boosted b quarks. It is conceivable that such a method will soon be realised,

possibly in combination with other techniques to improve the performance of b tagging

algorithms in the high-pT phase space (e. g. methods to identify meson decay chains con-

taining b→ c→ s quark decays). This will be of particular importance for future searches

for new particles, as new resonances are already excluded up to considerably high masses

and b quarks produced in the decays of very massive particles are expected to have excep-

tionally high transverse momenta.

4Both the b jet efficiency and the light jet misidentification rate can be varied by changing the discrimi-
nator value threshold to tag jets as b jets.
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Figure 5.8: The light jet misidentification rate is shown as a function of the b jet efficiency
for two different cases: black dots indicate the performance of the default CSV algorithm,
red dots denote the CSV performance with cluster splitting applied and nuclear interaction
tracks and vertices removed. The efficiencies are derived in multijet events with a very
large momentum transfer in the hard scattering process between 3 and 3.5 TeV

5.8 Jet substructure identification

Heavy particles like top quarks, W , Z and Higgs bosons, when they decay exclusively

into lighter quarks, can be identified by reconstructing these quarks in separate AK4

jets and then calculating the invariant mass of all these jets. This, however, becomes

increasingly difficult as the more boosted the initial heavy particle is. In this case, the

decay products of the heavy particle become more and more collinear so that they often

cannot be reconstructed as two separate AK4 jets anymore. Instead, another strategy has

been developed within the CMS Collaboration which is to reconstruct all decay products

of a boosted heavy particle within a single jet (referred to as heavy-particle jet) and then

look into the inner structure of this jet. These so-called jet substructure techniques were

first employed during LHC run I at
√
s = 8 TeV [191,192] and since then have been refined

for LHC run II [185,193].

The improvement of the reconstruction efficiency for a hadronically decaying heavy

particles with large pT by using single jets with a larger cone size can be seen in Fig. 5.9.

This shows the efficiencies in simulated events to reconstruct the decay products of a

hadronically decaying W boson for two cases, once where a single C/A jet is used with a
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Figure 5.9: Efficiencies to find a reconstructed C/A jet with RC = 0.8 within ∆R < 0.1
of a simulated W boson (black circles) and to find two anti-kT jets with RC = 0.5 within
∆R < 0.1 of the generated quarks from a W boson decay (red circles). Both efficiencies
are shown as a function of the pT of the generated W boson. Taken from Ref. [192].

cone size of RC = 0.8 and once where two anti-kT jets with RC = 0.5 are used. It can be

seen that for large pT, in the former case, a single jet with a large cone size can be found

in almost 100% of the cases close to the generated W boson while this probability drops

to almost 0% if two jets with smaller cone sizes are used.

In order to capture all final state particles after the hadronisation of all these decay

products, a cone size RC larger than 0.4 is chosen for this jet. This cone size can vary

depending on the exact strategy adopted, but in most analyses carried out at the CMS

experiment (including the one in Chapter 6) it is set to 0.8 so that AK8 jets are re-

constructed. Various so-called grooming techniques exist that aim at removing soft and

wide-angle constituents within these jets so that ideally, only the hard decay products from

the initial quarks from the heavy particle decay remain. This allows to use the groomed

jet mass to discriminate between heavy-particle jets and jets from generic QCD processes

(QCD jets) as before grooming, their jet mass is strongly influenced by soft radiation and

can be quite large as well.

Grooming algorithms that have already been used in analyses at CMS at
√
s = 8 TeV

include filtering [194], trimming [195], and pruning [196, 197]. A relatively new algo-

rithm which is used in the analysis presented in Chapter 6 and many other analyses at
√
s = 13 TeV is referred to as softdrop algorithm [198]. This algorithm provides a good

discrimination power between heavy-particle jets and QCD jets [185] and has the addi-

tional advantage that the resulting jet mass can be directly compared to analytic calcula-
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tions [199,200]. It also divides jets into up to two so-called subjets which for heavy-particle

jets very often correspond to the initial quarks from the heavy particle decay.

The algorithm starts by reclustering all constituents of an AK8 jet with the C/A al-

gorithm to sort the order of clustering according to the angular separation of the jet

constituents. To divide this jet into subjets, it is iteratively declustered by applying the

following steps in each iteration:

1. Reverse the last step of the C/A clustering algorithm, splitting the original jet j into

two subjets j1 and j2.

2. If j1 and j2 satisfy the condition

min(pT,j1 , pT,j2)

pT,j1 + pT,j2
> zcut

(
∆R(j1, j2)

RC

)β
(5.11)

define j as the final softdrop jet with the subjets j1 and j2. RC is the cone size

parameter of the original jet and zcut and β are pre-defined parameters corresponding

to a soft threshold and an angular parameter, respectively.

3. Otherwise, define j as the subjet with the larger pT and repeat the procedure.

4. If j cannot be further declustered, define it as final softdrop jet with itself being the

sole subjet.

The parameter zcut is set to 0.1 while β is set to zero, in which case the softdrop grooming

algorithm is identical with the modified mass-drop tagger [199]. Using the C/A algorithm

to recluster the jet allows to remove wide-angle radiation first while the softdrop condition

Eq. (5.11) selects two subclusters which most of the time correspond to the hard decay

products of the initial quarks. To reduce the impact of pileup interaction, the CHS method

(see Section 5.1.3) is applied before performing the grooming algorithm outlined above.

One can now use the jet mass and further selection steps to define tagging algorithms

that provide a high selection efficiency for processes involving boosted heavy particle

decays and a good rejection power for generic multijet processes. Such selection steps

include the use of further substructure variables such as:

N-subjettiness The N -subjettiness variable τN [201] quantifies the compatibility of a jet

with an N -prong structure. Jets originating from the decay of a heavy particle into

N daughter particles have low values for τN but large values for τM where N 6= M .

The ratio τ2/τ1 is then sensitive e. g. to hadronic W boson decays where the two

emitted quarks are reconstructed within one AK8 jet.

Subjet b tagging b tagging (see Section 5.7) can be applied to the subjets returned by

the softdrop algorithm. This provides a high sensitivity e. g. for H → bb decays or

top quark decays.
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Tagging algorithms making use of the above methods are used in the analyses presented

in Chapter 6 and Chapter 7 and are discussed in detail there.

Jet mass scale and resolution measurement

To evaluate the performance of several grooming algorithms, they are applied to candidate

jets for hadronic W boson decays in a data sample enriched in tt̄ + jets events [185]. This

is achieved by requiring a single lepton, at least one b-tagged AK4 jet, a missing transverse

energy /ET > 40 GeV and at least one AK8 jet with pT > 200 GeV in addition to further

kinematic selection criteria. The CHS method is applied to the AK8 jet which is further

groomed with the pruning algorithm. A final selection step is applied by requiring an N -

subjettiness ratio for the AK8 jet τ2/τ1 < 0.45 which provides a data sample with a large

fraction of tt̄ + jets events in which the AK8 jet corresponds to a hadronically decaying

W boson.

The jet mass distribution of the AK8 jets in events passing this selection can be found

in Fig. 5.10. By fitting a multi-component function including a Gaussian term to this

distribution, one can extract the jet mass scale and resolution in data and simulation

and compute a scale factor to correct for resulting differences. This measurement was

performed in a similar way also for AK8 jets groomed with the softdrop algorithm [202]

and found to be consistent with the result obtained for pruned AK8 jets. Both the jet

mass scale and resolution found to agree within 2% between data and simulation which is

taken into account as systematic uncertainty as explained in Section 6.4.1. The jet mass

resolution was found to be compatible between data and simulation within its uncertainty

of 10.3% which is taken into account as systematic uncertainty as well.

5.9 Pileup reweighting

Many physical observables can have a dependency on the number of pileup interactions,

even after performing steps to mitigate their contributions (e. g. by applying CHS or level-

1 jet energy corrections). In order to avoid discrepancies between data and simulation due

to differing pileup contributions, a procedure referred to as pileup reweighting is applied

to match the simulated pileup distribution to the observed one.

The number of pileup interactions in a data event is estimated from the total inelastic

cross section σie of a proton-proton collision and the approximate instantaneous luminosity

per bunch crossing which is averaged over time intervals of ∼20 s. This has the advantage

over simply comparing the number of reconstructed vertices in data and simulation that

this calculation does not depend on the vertex reconstruction efficiency (which itself can

depend on many factors that can differ in data and simulation). The cross section σie is

estimated to a value of 69 mb with a relative uncertainty of 5% while the instantaneous
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Figure 5.10: Jet mass distribution of AK8 jets passing the selection described in the main
text. Solid curves indicate the fit performed to this distribution in data and simulation
while the dashed curves show the corresponding fit components denoting the background
components. Taken from Ref. [185].

luminosity per bunch crossing can be estimated using the pixel counting method (see

Section 3.1).

The first step in the pileup reweighting procedure is then to produce a histogram re-

flecting an estimated distribution of the number of pileup events over a given data-taking

period. This is done by calculating the expected number of pileup interactions per bunch

crossing with the method described above and filling the histogram accordingly. A simi-

lar histogram can be produced using simulated events but this time filling in the actual

number of “true” interactions per event which is naturally known in simulation. When

finally performing an analysis and evaluating simulated events, weights can be calculated

per event based on the number of “true” interactions in that event and the ratio of the

corresponding bins in the two histograms one has produced earlier.
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Vector-like quarks are motivated by a wide range of hypothetical extensions of the Stan-

dard Model (as discussed in Sections 2.3 and 2.4) and offer a very attractive test of such

models. In particular, the vector-like partner of the top quark, the T quark, is expected

to have a mass around 1 TeV if it is realised in an extension of the Standard Model which

resolves the hierarchy problem. This would make its observation possible already with the

first data set of pp collisions produced by the LHC in 2015 at
√
s = 13 TeV.

This chapter presents a search for pair produced T quarks over a broad mass range with

at least one boosted, hadronically decaying Higgs boson in the decay chain of the T quark

and one charged lepton in the final state. In Section 6.1, the general analysis strategy is

outlined. In Section 6.2, the data sets and simulated samples used to perform this search

are introduced. The event selection and categorisation criteria are then presented in Sec-

tion 6.3 and systematic uncertainties in the simulated samples are discussed in Section 6.4.

In Section 6.5, the modelling of background processes is described and Section 6.6 finally

contains a discussion and statistical interpretation of the selected data.

The results presented at the end of this chapter have been published by the CMS

Collaboration and submitted to the Journal of High Energy Physics as part of the combined

search for VLQ pair production presented in Chapter 7 [2]. Some of the figures in that

reference are therefore shown in this chapter as well.

6.1 Analysis strategy and overview

Pair production of vector-like T quarks can be the dominant production mode up to very

high T quark masses if the couplings of vector-like quarks to SM quarks are small and the

single production cross section is low as a consequence (see also Section 2.4). In addition

to this, pair produced T quarks with a high mass provide very distinct final states with a

large number of high-pT particles for which the expected contribution from SM processes

is very low. This production mode is therefore well suited for a discovery of T quarks.

Though the main focus of this search is T quark pair production, the final result of this

search is also interpreted for signal models predicting BB̄ production, as such events can

also result in final state signatures that this search is sensitive to (e. g. for BB̄ → bHtW

processes).

Depending on the theoretical model in which T quarks appear and the corresponding

branching fraction scenario, a sizable portion of T quarks can decay to a top quark and
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a Higgs boson. If, for instance, the T quark is assumed to transform as a doublet under

the electroweak gauge group, the branching fraction for the T → tH decay is 50%. This

search is optimised for this decay mode by taking advantage of the characteristic signature

of the resulting final state.

As vector-like quarks with masses below 700 GeV have already been excluded by searches

at the LHC using the data collected at
√
s = 8 TeV (see also Section 2.4.2), this search only

considers T quarks with masses above 700 GeV. In this mass regime, the decay products of

the T quark usually have a large Lorentz boost in the TT system, resulting in transverse

momenta greater than 300 GeV which often leads to the subsequent final state particles

being very collimated. To maintain a high sensitivity for TT production at such high

masses, dedicated analysis techniques are used that were particularly developed for such

challenging event topologies.

One lepton is required in the event selection to reduce the background from multijet pro-

duction which, as a consequence, constitutes only a minor fraction of the final background

composition. This lepton often originates from the decay of the top quark produced in

association with the Higgs boson. The lepton and the bottom quark from the top quark

decay often become very collimated as can be seen in Fig. 6.1 in the left plot. This requires

the choice of dedicated triggers and lepton identification criteria in order to maintain a

high signal efficiency, which is explained in detail in Section 6.3.1.

The goal in this search is to identify hadronic Higgs bosons decaying to two b quarks

as this is the decay mode of the Higgs boson with the largest branching fraction (see

Fig. 2.2). The two b quarks from the Higgs boson decay can also become very collimated

as is illustrated in the right plot in Fig. 6.1 which shows the distribution of the angular

separation ∆R between the decay products of the Higgs boson. This separation often

takes values below 0.8 even for the lowest considered mass point. In many cases, it is

therefore not possible to reconstruct the b quarks in two separate AK4 jets and instead,

they are attempted to be reconstructed in a single AK8 jet.

The softdrop algorithm (see Section 5.8) is used to identify subjets within an AK8 jet

and reject events with high-pT AK8 jets arising from other sources e. g. from a high-pT

gluon produced in a multijet event. Applying the CSV b tagging algorithm (see Section 5.7)

to these subjets allows to identify the two b quarks with a high efficiency while rejecting

a considerable portion of background processes. This whole procedure is referred to as H

tagging and explained in more detail in Section 6.3.3.

Two variables are defined that provide a high sensitivity to TT events: HT, which is the

sum of transverse momenta of all AK4 jets with pT > 30 GeV in an event, and ST, which

is the sum of transverse momenta of the pT-leading lepton, the missing transverse energy

/ET and the HT in an event. These variables usually take very large values for TT events

as the two T quarks often produce final states with a large number of high-pT particles.
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Figure 6.1: Distribution of the maximum ∆R between any two of the decay products of
the top quark from a T → tH decay (left) and ∆R between the b quarks from a Higgs
boson decay (right). The right plot is published in Ref. [2].

ST is therefore used to discriminate signal-like from background-like events and for the

final statistical interpretation of the data.

The main backgrounds in this search arise from tt̄ + jets production with subdominant

contributions from multijet and W + jets production. Single top, DY+ jets and diboson

production are considered as well but constitute only minor backgrounds after the final

event selection. All background processes are estimated from MC simulations. The mod-

elling of the main backgrounds from tt̄ + jets and W + jets production is evaluated in

independent control regions. Discrepancies between the data and simulation are observed

in these regions and are corrected using per-event correction factors derived in these con-

trol regions. These correction factors are based on HT, the exact procedure for this is

explained in more detail in Section 6.5.2.

6.2 Data sets and simulated samples

This section contains information about the data sets and simulated samples that are used

in this search. In Section 6.2.1, the data from proton-proton collisions that are analysed

in this search are described and in Section 6.2.2, the simulated signal and background

samples that are used to compare the data to are outlined.

6.2.1 Data sample

In this search, the full data set recorded with the CMS detector in 2015 is studied with

a time interval between two proton bunches of on average 25 ns. Only events passing

either a single-electron or a single-muon trigger are considered. The data samples consist

of multiple so-called runs that correspond to continuous LHC operation cycles and are

labelled alphabetically.
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Only data events are considered in this search for which all CMS subdetectors and in

particular the solenoid magnet were fully operational and none of its sub-systems were

malfunctioning. This is ensured in a data certification procedure which includes several

quality requirements both during the data-taking itself (online monitoring) and during

the event reconstruction from the detector output (offline quality management) [203].

In addition to this, data events are rejected in which the beam spot position was not

reconstructed correctly. This affects only events selected by an electron trigger in this

search as the beam spot position is not used in the muon trigger. The integrated luminosity

corresponding to the data collected with the single-electron trigger is therefore slightly

lower than the one collected with the single-muon trigger.

After applying these quality filters, the collected data sets correspond to total integrated

luminosities of L = 2.62 fb−1 in the muon channel and L = 2.53 fb−1 in the electron

channel, respectively. The associated uncertainty of this measurement is 2.3% [126] and is

propagated to the final result as systematic uncertainty which is explained in Section 6.4.

All data sets studied in this search with their corresponding integrated luminosities are

listed in Table 6.1.

However, it is possible that data events that are affected by signals not originating

from the hard scattering process pass both the trigger selection and the data certification

process. Dedicated event filters are therefore used to reject such events which include

• events with spurious signals in the detector caused by beam interactions with residual

gas molecules (beam halo),

• events with “noise” patterns in the HCAL,

• events in which energy deposited by traversing particles could not be detected due

to masked crystals in the ECAL,

• events without at least one reconstructed primary vertex (see Section 5.1.3).

6.2.2 Simulated event samples

Signal and background processes are generated using various MC event generators to

simulate the matrix element (ME) of the hard scattering process (see also Section 4.1).

W +jets (with W → `ν) and DY+jets (with DY → `` and m(``) > 50 GeV) processes are

generated with MadGraph 5.2.2.2 [147] at LO. powheg v2 [143–146] is used to simulate

tt̄ +jets events at NLO order as well as single top quark events associated with a W boson.

Single top quark production in the s- and t-channel is simulated with the MadGraph

aMC@NLO generator [148] at NLO. Pythia 8.212 [161, 162] is used for the simulation

of W−W+, W±Z or ZZ events, which are grouped together in this search and denoted

as diboson process. Pythia is also used to simulate multijet events produced via the
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Data set Integrated luminosity L
Single electron, run C (Aug 2015) 17.27 pb−1

Single electron, run D (Sep 2015 - Nov
2015)

2512.60 pb−1

Single muon, run C (Aug 2015) 17.27 pb−1

Single muon, run D (Sep 2015 - Nov
2015)

2603.40 pb−1

Table 6.1: Data sets used in this search and their corresponding integrated luminosities.

strong interaction. These are generated inclusively in Pythia but filtered afterwards for

certain processes that are more likely to pass the single-lepton selection in this search.

This way, multiple samples are provided with the following properties: so-called soft-

lepton samples contain events in which c or b quarks are produced that decay to either

an electron or a muon in the process with a pT of at least 10 and 5 GeV, respectively.

E.-M.-enriched samples provide events with signatures that are likely to be misidentified

as electrons in the reconstruction e. g. π0 → γγ processes in close proximity to charged

hadrons. The production cross sections for these processes are calculated by multiplying

the corresponding inclusive cross sections with the efficiency εf of the filters used to select

such events.

In the particular phase space of this search, the finite size MC samples can become a

problem if only a small number of simulated events pass the event selection, thus leading

to an increased statistical uncertainty in the background prediction. Therefore, in order

to increase the number of simulated background events in the phase space of this search,

for some background processes, several samples are produced that correspond to “bins” of

a certain kinematic variable. For the background from tt̄ + jets production, for example,

three different samples are used: an inclusive sample without any prior generator require-

ments, one sample in which the invariant mass of the two generated t quarks is required

to be between 700 GeV and 1000 GeV and one sample in which the invariant mass of the tt̄

system is at least 1000 GeV. For W +jets and DY+jets production, samples are used that

are binned according to the generated HT
1 per event. For multijet production, samples

are used that are binned in p̂T which is defined as the momentum transfer in the hard

scattering process.

A summary of all simulated background samples along with the event generator used

to produce them can be found in Table 6.2. These samples are listed together with the

cross sections which were used to derive their normalisation. For some processes, these

cross sections were computed in dedicated calculations, in which case the corresponding

reference and the order of the matrix element calculation is provided in the table. The cross

1The generated HT is defined as the sum of the transverse momenta of all partons from the matrix
element calculation.
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Data set name σ/pb ME generator

Single top, s-channel 3.36 (NLO) [205] MadGraph aMC@NLO (NLO)
Single top, t-channel 70.69 (NLO) [206,207] MadGraph aMC@NLO (NLO)
Single top, ass. with W boson 71.2 (approx. NNLO) [205] powheg v2 (NLO)
tt̄ + jets, inclusive production 831.76 (NNLO) [82] powheg v2 (NLO)
tt̄ + jets, m(tt̄ + jets) ∈ [700, 1000] GeV 76.605 (NNLO) [82] powheg v2 (NLO)
tt̄ + jets, m(tt̄ + jets) > 1000 GeV 20.578 (NNLO) [82] powheg v2 (NLO)
Multijet, Soft-lep.(µ)-enriched, p̂T ∈ [80, 120] GeV 2758420 * 0.03844 (εf ) Pythia 8.212
Multijet, Soft-lep.(µ)-enriched, p̂T ∈ [120, 170] GeV 469797 * 0.05362 (εf ) Pythia 8.212
Multijet, Soft-lep.(µ)-enriched, p̂T ∈ [170, 300] GeV 117989 * 0.07335 (εf ) Pythia 8.212
Multijet, Soft-lep.(µ)-enriched, p̂T ∈ [300, 470] GeV 7820.25 * 0.10196 (εf ) Pythia 8.212
Multijet, Soft-lep.(µ)-enriched, p̂T ∈ [470, 600] GeV 645.528 * 0.12242 (εf ) Pythia 8.212
Multijet, Soft-lep.(µ)-enriched, p̂T ∈ [600, 800] GeV 187.109 * 0.13412 (εf ) Pythia 8.212
Multijet, Soft-lep.(µ)-enriched, p̂T ∈ [800, 1000] GeV 32.3486 * 0.14552 (εf ) Pythia 8.212
Multijet, Soft-lep.(µ)-enriched, p̂T > 1000 GeV 10.4305 * 0.15544 (εf ) Pythia 8.212
Multijet, Soft-lep.(e)-enriched, p̂T ∈ [80, 170] GeV 3221000 * 0.01183 (εf ) Pythia 8.212
Multijet, Soft-lep.(e)-enriched, p̂T ∈ [170, 250] GeV 105771 * 0.02492 (εf ) Pythia 8.212
Multijet, Soft-lep.(e)-enriched, p̂T > 250 GeV 21094.1 * 0.03375 (εf ) Pythia 8.212
Multijet, E.-M.-enriched, p̂T ∈ [80, 120] GeV 2800000 * 0.125 (εf ) Pythia 8.212
Multijet, E.-M.-enriched, p̂T ∈ [120, 170] GeV 477000 * 0.132 (εf ) Pythia 8.212
Multijet, E.-M.-enriched, p̂T ∈ [170, 300] GeV 114000 * 0.165 (εf ) Pythia 8.212
Multijet, E.-M.-enriched, p̂T > 300 GeV 9000 * 0.15 (εf ) Pythia 8.212
W (→ `ν)+ jets, gen. HT ∈ [100, 200] GeV 1345 * 1.21 (k-factor [204]) MadGraph 5.2.2.2 (LO)
W (→ `ν)+ jets, gen. HT ∈ [200, 400] GeV 359.7 * 1.21 (k-factor [204]) MadGraph 5.2.2.2 (LO)
W (→ `ν)+ jets, gen. HT ∈ [400, 600] GeV 48.91 * 1.21 (k-factor [204]) MadGraph 5.2.2.2 (LO)
W (→ `ν)+ jets, gen. HT ∈ [600, 800] GeV 12.05 * 1.21 (k-factor [204]) MadGraph 5.2.2.2 (LO)
W (→ `ν)+ jets, gen. HT ∈ [800, 1200] GeV 5.501 * 1.21 (k-factor [204]) MadGraph 5.2.2.2 (LO)
W (→ `ν)+ jets, gen. HT ∈ [1200, 2500] GeV 1.329 * 1.21 (k-factor [204]) MadGraph 5.2.2.2 (LO)
W (→ `ν)+ jets, gen. HT > 2500 GeV 0.03216 * 1.21 (k-factor [204]) MadGraph 5.2.2.2 (LO)
DY (→ ``)+ jets ∗, gen. HT ∈ [100, 200] GeV 147.4 * 1.23 (k-factor [204]) MadGraph 5.2.2.2 (LO)
DY (→ ``)+ jets ∗, gen. HT ∈ [200, 400] GeV 40.99 * 1.23 (k-factor [204]) MadGraph 5.2.2.2 (LO)
DY (→ ``)+ jets ∗, gen. HT ∈ [400, 600] GeV 5.678 * 1.23 (k-factor [204]) MadGraph 5.2.2.2 (LO)
DY (→ ``)+ jets ∗, gen. HT > 600 GeV 2.198 * 1.23 (k-factor [204]) MadGraph 5.2.2.2 (LO)
WW 118.7 (NNLO QCD) [208] Pythia 8.212
ZZ 16.523 (NLO from MCFM) [209–211] Pythia 8.212
WZ 47.13 (NLO from MCFM) [209–211] Pythia 8.212
∗ With m(``) > 50 GeV

Table 6.2: A list of all simulated background samples used in this search. The left column
indicates the physical process and the middle column lists the corresponding cross sections
to which the samples are normalised. If these are based on dedicated calculations and
not taken from the MC generator, the corresponding reference is provided. For multijet
events, the cross sections are calculated from the inclusive cross section for the respective
p̂T bin and the filter efficiency εf to select the specific process. For W (→ `ν)+ jets and
DY (→ ``)+jets events, the LO cross sections returned by MadGraph are provided along
with the k-factors to calculate the NLO cross sections.

sections of the remaining processes, for which no reference is provided, were calculated

by the ME generator used to produce the corresponding samples. For the W + jets and

DY+jets samples, so-called k-factors [204] are then used to calculate the NLO cross section

from the LO cross sections returned by the ME generator.

The TT and BB̄ signal samples are generated for VLQ masses between 700 GeV and

1800 GeV in steps of 100 GeV with the MadGraph event generator. Around 8 × 105

events were simulated per mass point of the T or B quark. The intrinsic branching

fractions of the T quarks in the simulated signal samples are 33% for all three decay

modes, T → bW , T → tH and T → tZ. Unless stated otherwise, the signal samples
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are reweighted in plots and tables to correspond to a branching fraction of 100% for the

T → tH decay mode in order to illustrate the sensitivity of this search to signal events

containing such decay chains. This reweighting is also carried out to interpret the final

result for different branching fraction scenarios of the TT or BB̄ system.

For TT production (the procedure is equivalent for BB̄ production), this reweighting

is done by splitting each signal sample based on generator information into six different

samples corresponding to the six possible final states of the TT decay chain (tHtH, tHtZ,

tHbW , tZtZ, tZbW and bWbW ). These six samples are then re-combined with appro-

priate weights to obtain the correct event composition for the desired branching fraction

assumption. For instance, to obtain a signal sample under the assumption of a branching

fraction of 100% for the T → tH decay, only signal events in the tHtH final state are used

which are then scaled by a factor of 1/(0.33 × 0.33).

Pythia is used to simulate parton showering, the hadronisation of quarks and gluons,

and the decay of unstable particles for all simulated samples. It is also used to simulate

the underlying event using the CUETP8M1 tune [212, 213]. For samples simulated with

MadGraph at NLO precision (which include the single top samples in the s- or t-channel),

the FxFx merging scheme [160] is used as matching scheme between MadGraph and

Pythia, for all other samples generated with MadGraph, the MLM scheme [159] is

used. The PDFs used in all samples to calculate the pp scattering cross section were

calculated by the NNPDF collaboration [152].

6.3 Event selection

In this section, the event selection for this search is explained. Section 6.3.1 describes

the trigger used in this search and the selection requirements for electrons and muons.

The preselection is presented in Section 6.3.2. Its purpose is to reject a large fraction

of background and to significantly reduce the size of the initial data set for the further

analysis. H tagging, which is the main selection requirement to discriminate signal-like

from background-like events, is explained in Section 6.3.3. The final event categorisation

is summarised in Section 6.3.4, which increases the sensitivity of this search by splitting

the remaining data sample after all selection steps into categories with different signal-to-

background ratios.

6.3.1 Trigger and lepton selection

Electrons and muons2 originating from top quark decays are often in close proximity to

the nearest jet, as shown previously in Fig. 6.1. The lepton selection applied in this search

2In the following, whenever the term “lepton” is used, hadronic τ lepton decays are excluded from the
definition and only electrons, muons and leptonic τ lepton decays are included.
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is adapted to these final states in order to maintain a large selection efficiency for the TT

signal. Both the trigger and the offline lepton selection have been optimised for a high

signal efficiency in a dedicated study which is summarised in App. B.1.

On trigger level, the presence of at least one electron or muon candidate is required which

is reconstructed by the HLT trigger (see Section 3.2.6) without any isolation requirements

(see Section 5.2 for the definition of relative isolation). The muon trigger requires a

minimum pT of the muon candidate of 45 GeV and it must have |η| < 2.1. The electron

trigger requires an electron candidate with pT > 45 GeV and |η| < 2.4, and in addition

two jets with pT > 200 GeV and pT > 50 GeV, respectively. These additional jets are

necessary to keep the trigger rate below the maximum allowed trigger rate since usually

more electron candidates are reconstructed by misidentifying jets as electrons. The two

triggers are also referred to in the following as µ trigger and e+jets trigger. Events in

this search are split into a muon and an electron channel which are treated independently

in the statistical analysis in Section 6.6. These are also referred to as µ channel and e

channel in figures and tables. If lepton candidates of both flavours are present, so that an

event is selected by both triggers, it is assigned to the muon channel.

The lepton candidate with the highest pT in the event is referred to as primary lepton

in the following. In case of a muon, the primary lepton must have pT > 47 GeV and |η|
< 2.1, and for an electron, pT > 50 GeV and |η| < 2.5 is required. These requirements

ensure that the selected leptons are in a kinematic region where the trigger efficiency is

nearly constant. Furthermore, muon candidates are required to pass the identification

requirements described in Section 5.3 while electron candidates must meet the criteria

described in Section 5.4.

As the lepton candidates are not required to be isolated from nearby hadronic activity,

a considerable number of background events can result from multijet production in which

a soft lepton is emitted e. g. in a b quark decay. It is possible to distinguish such processes

from t→ b`ν processes and reject a significant fraction of multijet events using a combined

selection on two variables referred to as “2D isolation requirement” [214]. The first variable

is the angular separation ∆R(`, j) between the primary lepton ` and the closest jet j. The

other variable, ∆pT(`, j), is the cross product of the primary lepton momentum and the

unit vector pointing in the direction of the closest jet. For a lepton from a t quark decay,

where the associated b quark is the closest jet in the majority of the cases, one of these

variables usually becomes relatively large. Thus, for an event to pass the 2D isolation

requirement, either ∆R(`, j) > 0.4 or ∆pT(`, j) > 40 GeV is required.

The efficiency for the trigger selection described above has been measured by the CMS

Collaboration using a Tag-and-Probe method similar to the measurement of the lepton

identification efficiency which is described in Section 5.3. Scale factors were derived in

these measurements which are applied in this search to correct for observed differences of
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the trigger efficiencies between data and simulation.

The efficiency of the e+jets trigger has been measured in a control sample enriched in

events from tt̄ + jets production by requiring exactly one electron and one muon candi-

date [215]. The “tag” events are selected by a muon trigger and very restrictive offline

identification criteria are imposed on the electron candidate to select a data sample with

only a negligible contribution from non-tt̄ events. The trigger efficiency is then defined as

the fraction of these events that also pass the e+jets trigger. The efficiency of the e+jets

trigger was found to be approximately 96% and the ratio of the inclusive efficiencies in

data and simulation εdata/εMC was measured to be 0.99 ± 0.02. No dependency on the

pT or |η| of the electron candidate has been observed and this ratio is applied as a scale

factor to all events in the electron channel in this search.

The efficiency of the muon trigger used in this search has been measured in a similar way,

but in a data sample enriched in DY → µµ̄ events. Events are selected by a single-muon

trigger and by requiring one muon candidate with very restrictive identification criteria.

The “probe” muon is then selected using the same identification criteria as described in

Section 5.3. The efficiency of the tested muon trigger is then provided by the fraction

of events in which the second muon would have been selected by this trigger. It has

been found to be approximately 92% in data and approximately 95% in simulation with a

slight dependency on the pT and η of the muon. The corresponding scale factors applied

to events in the muon channel in this search account for this pT and η dependence.

The efficiency of the 2D isolation requirement has also been measured by selecting a

sample enriched in DY → `` events where one of the two leptons has to fulfill very tight

selection requirements [215]. The selection efficiency is then determined from the second

lepton in the event. The 2D isolation requirement can be interpreted as a requirement on

∆pT(l, j) > 40 for events with ∆R(l, j) < 0.4. Therefore, the efficiencies of the ∆pT(l, j)

selection are measured in different bins of ∆R(l, j) for values below 0.4. These efficiencies

have been found to be compatible between data and simulation within the uncertainties

of the measurement and no further scale factor is applied in this search.

6.3.2 Preselection

The trigger and lepton selection as well as the 2D isolation requirement described in

Section 6.3.1 are combined with additional kinematic selection requirements in the so-

called preselection. This significantly reduces the number of background events for the

further analysis of the data.

TT events usually have a large number of AK4 and AK8 jets and therefore, at least two

AK8 jets and at least three AK4 jets are required. All jets have to pass the identification

criteria outlined in Section 5.5.

The large number of high-pT AK4 jets in TT events, along with the high-pT lepton
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Variable e channel µ channel

pT (prim. lepton) > 50. GeV > 47. GeV
pT (1st AK4 jet) > 250. GeV —
pT (2nd AK4 jet) pT > 70. GeV —

2D isolation req. ∆R(l, j) > 0.4 or ∆pT(l, j) > 40 GeV
ST > 800 GeV
N(AK8 jets) ≥ 2
N(AK4 jets) ≥ 3

Table 6.3: Summary of all selection requirements applied in the preselection.

and a large missing transverse energy arising from the associated neutrino, results in high

values for ST which is required to be ST > 800 GeV in the preselection. A summary of all

selection criteria in the preselection can be found in Table 6.3.

Distributions of all variables that are used in the preselection can be found in Figs. 6.2

to 6.6. In each of these distributions, all selection criteria listed in Table 6.3 are applied

except for the requirement on the variable that is shown. The pT spectra of the primary

electron and muon can be found in Fig. 6.4. Distributions for ∆R(l, j) and ∆pT(l, j)

can be found in Figs. 6.2 and 6.3 for the muon and electron channel, respectively, where

two-dimensional distributions for the multijet background and a TT signal sample with

a T quark mass of 800 GeV are shown in the top row. The projections of ∆R(l, j) and

∆pT(l, j) are displayed in the bottom row of Figs. 6.2 and 6.3. The large discrepancy

between data and simulation in the rejected region below ∆R(`, j) < 0.4 and ∆pT(`, j) <

40 GeV, points at a poor modelling of the simulated multijet background which is the

dominant background process in this region. This effect is accounted for by assigning a

systematic uncertainty which is discussed in detail in Section 6.4.

N-1 distributions for the number of AK4 and AK8 jets can be found in Fig. 6.5. The ST

variable is shown in Fig. 6.6 in which trends are visible in the ratio between the data and

simulated background. This ratio appears to linearly fall towards high ST values. These

trends are further scrutinised and discussed in detail in Section 6.5.

The number of remaining expected background and signal events after each selection

step are shown in the cutflow tables in Tables 6.4 and 6.5. The signal yield is normalised

to the theoretically predicted cross section for each mass point and the intrinsic branching

fractions of the samples (33% to each decay mode bW , tZ an tH) are assumed. In total,

16,733 data events are left in the electron channel and 15,735 in the muon channel after

the preselection. The expected total background yields are 18,550 and 18,571 events,

respectively, while for a TT signal with a T quark mass of 800 GeV, 53 and 78 events are

expected.

To verify the modelling of the number of pileup interactions in the simulation, the

number of reconstructed vertices corresponding to pp interactions is shown in Fig. 6.7.
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Figure 6.2: Two-dimensional distributions of ∆R(`, j) and ∆pT(`, j) for multijet (top left)
and signal events (top right) for a T quark mass of 1200 GeV in the muon channel. All
other selection criteria of the preselection are applied for each distribution (N-1). The
bottom row shows the individual distributions of ∆R(`, j) (bottom left) and ∆pT(`, j)
(bottom right) including data, before applying the 2D isolation requirement. The signal
samples are normalised to their theoretically predicted cross section and the intrinsic
branching fractions of the samples (33% to each decay mode bW , tZ an tH) are assumed.

The pileup reweighting procedure described in Section 5.9 is applied and the shapes of

the distributions for data and simulation are in good agreement, though an offset in

the normalisation of the simulation can be seen. This offset is related to the previously

mentioned trends in the ST distribution which are discussed in Section 6.5. Figure 6.8

depicts the number of recorded data events that pass the preselection over the entire data

taking period. The average data yield is shown in intervals corresponding to integrated

luminosities of approximately 50 pb−1. This yield is found to be approximately constant

over the whole data-taking period, indicating a stable and good performance of CMS

detector during the data acquisition.
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Figure 6.3: Two-dimensional distributions of ∆R(`, j) and ∆pT(`, j) for multijet (top left)
and signal events (top right) for a T quark mass of 1200 GeV in the electron channel.
All other selection criteria of the preselection are applied for each distribution (N-1). The
bottom row shows the individual distributions of ∆R(`, j) (bottom left) and ∆pT(`, j)
(bottom right) including data, before applying the 2D isolation requirement. The signal
samples are normalised to their theoretically predicted cross section and the intrinsic
branching fractions of the samples (33% for each decay mode) are assumed.
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Figure 6.4: N-1 distribution of the pT of the primary muon candidate (left) and of the pri-
mary electron candidate (right) before applying the pT(prim. lep.) > 47/50 GeV require-
ment. The signal samples are normalised to their theoretically predicted cross section and
the intrinsic branching fractions of the samples (33% for each decay mode) are assumed.
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Figure 6.5: N-1 distributions of the number of AK4 jets (top row) before applying the
N(AK4 jets) ≥ 3 requirement and AK8 jets (bottom row) before applying the N(AK8
jets) ≥ 2 requirement in the muon (left column) and electron (right column) channel.
The signal samples are normalised to their theoretically predicted cross section and the
intrinsic branching fractions of the samples (33% for each decay mode) are assumed.
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Figure 6.6: N-1 distribution of ST in the muon (left) and electron (right) channel before
applying the ST > 800 GeV requirement. The signal samples are normalised to their
theoretically predicted cross section and the intrinsic branching fractions of the samples
(33% for each decay mode) are assumed.
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Figure 6.7: Number of reconstructed vertices corresponding to pp interactions in the muon
(left) and electron (right) channels after the preselection. The signal samples are nor-
malised to their theoretically predicted cross section and the intrinsic branching fractions
of the samples (33% for each decay mode) are assumed.
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Figure 6.8: Number of data events passing the preselection per integrated luminosity in-
terval, shown in bins of ∼ 50 pb−1.

6.3.3 H tagging

The most important selection technique in this search used to discriminate signal-like from

background-like events, as mentioned in Section 6.1, is referred to as H tagging. Due to

the large expected mass of the T quark, the Higgs boson from the T quark decay has a

large Lorentz boost in the TT system. As a result, the subsequent b quarks from a H → bb̄

decay become very collimated and can often not be reconstructed in two separate AK4

jets anymore. The purpose of the H tagging algorithm is therefore to collect all decay

products of the H → bb̄ decay in a single AK8 jet and then identify individual subjets

within this jet corresponding to the two b quarks.

In order to remove constituents that are likely to originate from soft and wide-angle
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radiation within the jet, the softdrop algorithm (see Section 5.8) is applied to all AK8 jets

in an event. The AK8 jet mass after applying the softdrop algorithm (the groomed mass)

is then close to the Higgs boson mass for actual H → bb̄ decays. The softdrop algorithm

returns up to two subjets which correspond to these hard constituents in actual H → bb

decay processes.

So-called Higgs boson candidate jets are selected in a first step by requiring the groomed

mass of the AK8 jet to be between 60 and 160 GeV and its pT to be greater than 300 GeV.

These two requirements already reject a considerable number of background events (e. g.

from gg → bb̄ processes) while maintaining very high efficiencies of approximately 80%

and 90%, respectively, for H → bb decays where both b quarks are contained in one AK8

jet.

In the next step, the CSV b tagging algorithm (see Section 5.7) is applied to to the sub-

jets returned by the softdrop algorithm, which constitutes the most important component

of the H tagging algorithm to discriminate signal from background events. Requiring one

of the subjets to be b-tagged greatly reduces the contribution from background processes

without top quarks produced in the hard scattering process. In this way, however, a large

portion of tt̄ + jets events is selected in which only a part of the t → bqq′ decay chain is

merged into the AK8 jet as this results in a reconstructed mass lower than the mass of

the top quark. Requiring two b-tagged subjets rejects a large portion of these events but

also has a relatively low signal acceptance, depending on the chosen working point for the

b tagging algorithm (see Section 5.7 for a definition of the considered working points).

A study is then performed to investigate which working point for the b tagging algorithm

and which requirement for the number of b-tagged subjets (either one or two) maximises

the sensitivity to T → tH events. This is done by comparing expected limits at 95% C.L.

for a number of selection configurations after the preselection in which H-tagged AK8 jets

with different subjet b-tagging requirements are compared. The pT and mass requirements

previously described are always included in the H-tagging definition in this study.

1 loose b tag At least one H tag is required where at least one subjet is b-tagged using

the loose b-tagging working point.

1 medium b tag At least one H tag is required where at least one subjet is b-tagged using

the medium b-tagging working point.

2 loose b tags At least one H tag is required where two subjets are b-tagged using the

loose b-tagging working point.

2 medium b tags At least one H tag is required where two subjets are b-tagged using

the medium b-tagging working point.

1 loose b tag + 2 loose b tags Events are split into two categories: in the first category,
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at least one H-tagged AK8 jet is required where two subjets are b-tagged using the

loose b-tagging working point. In the second category, at least one H-tagged AK8

jet is required with exactly one b-tagged subjet (with the same working point) and

no H-tagged AK8 jet with two b-tagged subjets.

1 medium b tag + 2 medium b tags Events are split into two categories: in the first

category, at least one H-tagged AK8 jet is required where two subjets are b-tagged

using the medium b-tagging working point. In the second category, at least one H-

tagged AK8 jet is required with exactly one b-tagged subjet (with the same working

point) and no H-tagged AK8 jet with two b-tagged subjets.

Expected limits at 95% C.L. are then calculated using asymptotic CLs procedure (see

App. A.3).In the limit calculation, normalisation uncertainties of 100% for multijet pro-

duction and 20% for all other background processes are assigned. For the TT signal, a

branching fraction of 100% for the T → tH decay is assumed.

The results of this study are shown in Fig. 6.9, comparing the expected upper cross

section limits on TT production for T quark masses ranging from 700 to 1800 GeV. One

can see that the “1 medium b tag + 2 medium b tags” configuration provides the lowest

expected limit on th T quark mass. Consequently, this categorisation is chosen in the

further analysis. An H-tagged jet is defined in the following as an AK8 jet that fulfills

the mass and pT criteria defined previously and has at least one b-tagged subjet.

Distributions of the variables that are used in the H tagging algorithm can be found

in Figs. 6.10 to 6.12 for simulated events after the preselection. For each variable, the

distribution is shown for the pT-leading AK8 jet that satisfies all H tagging criteria ex-

cept for the requirement on the displayed variable. Figure 6.10, for example, shows the pT

distributions of the pT-leading AK8 jet with a groomed jet mass between 60 and 160 GeV

and either at least one, or exactly two b-tagged subjets. In Figs. 6.11 to 6.12, the corre-

sponding distributions for the groomed AK8 jet mass and the number of b-tagged subjets,

in each case for the pT-leading AK8 jet, are shown. The TT signal (for a mass of the T

quark of 800 GeV) is shown for two cases: the solid curves shows TT events where at least

one Higgs boson is present in the final state, the dashed curve shows all other TT events.

The branching fraction assumed for the T quark is the intrinsic branching fraction in the

signal samples, 33% to each decay mode.

In the distributions of the groomed jet mass of the pT-leading AK8 jet in Fig. 6.11, it

can be seen that signal events with T → tH decays exhibit a clear peak at 125 GeV. Signal

events without a Higgs boson in the decay chain have a less pronounced peak at 90 GeV

which is caused by events containing Z → bb̄ decays. The distribution of the number of b-

tagged subjets of the pT-leading AK8 jet with a groomed jet mass between 60 and 160 GeV

in Fig. 6.12 shows the very high signal-to-background ratio achieved when requiring two b-

tagged subjets. These distributions thus illustrate the discrimination power of the variables
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Figure 6.10: pT distributions of the pT-leading Higgs boson candidate jet with Mjet in [60,
160 GeV] and at least one (left) or exactly two (right) b-tagged subjets after combining
muon and electron channel. The TT signal is normalised to the theoretical cross section.
The intrinsic branching fractions of the signal samples of 33% to each decay mode are
assumed.

used in the H tagging algorithm between T → tH and background processes.

The efficiency of the H tagging algorithm for Higgs bosons as a function of the generated

Higgs boson pT is shown in Fig. 6.13. The denominator for this efficiency is defined as all

H → bb decays in which the generated Higgs boson can be matched to a nearby AK8 jet.

An AK8 jet and a generated Higgs boson are considered to be matched if they are within
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Figure 6.11: Distributions of the jet mass of the pT-leading Higgs boson candidate jet
with pT > 300 GeV and at least one (left) or exactly two (right) b-tagged subjets after
combining muon and electron channel. The TT signal is normalised to the theoretical
cross section. The intrinsic branching fractions of the signal samples of 33% to each decay
mode are assumed.
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Figure 6.12: Number of b-tagged subjets of the pT-leading Higgs boson candidate jet (Mjet

in [60, 160 GeV], pT > 300 GeV) after combining muon and electron channel. The TT
signal is normalised to the theoretical cross section. The intrinsic branching fractions of
the signal samples of 33% to each decay mode are assumed.

∆R < 0.8 of each other and if both generated b quarks from the Higgs boson decay are

contained within this AK8 jet (applying the same ∆R < 0.8 requirement between the jet

axis and each generated b quark). The decreasing efficiency towards high values for pT

can be explained with the decreasing b tagging efficiency for higher jet pT values which is,

amongst other things, caused by a deteriorating tracking efficiency for pion tracks with a

very high pT (see e. g. Ref. [130]).

H tagging identification efficiencies for various processes are listed in Table 6.6 and are

determined in simulated signal and background samples after applying the preselection.

The efficiencies for specific decay processes in this table are calculated with respect to

processes in which the specified decay products are all contained within the AK8 jet that
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Figure 6.13: H tagging efficiencies as a function of the generated Higgs boson pT for
H → bb decays in which both b quarks are merged into the H-tagged AK8 jet. Efficiencies
are shown when requiring at least one (left) and exactly two (right) b-tagged subjets in the
H-tagging algorithm. Events in the denominator have to pass the preselection described
in Section 6.3.2.

is H-tagged (except for the processes that are marked as “inclusive”). The efficiencies of

the H tagging algorithm in selecting H → bb decays are approximately 60% and 25%,

respectively, when requiring either at least one or exactly two b-tagged subjets. The

corresponding misidentification efficiencies for the most important background process

from hadronically decaying top quarks are approximately 21% and 1.3%, respectively.

The high misidentification efficiency when requiring ≥ 1 b-tagged subjet is caused by

top quark decay processes in which only two of the decay products of the top quark are

contained within the AK8 jet, one of which being the b quark. This leads to the jet

having an invariant mass within the range selected by the H tagging algorithm. Top

quark decay processes that are selected by the H-tagging algorithm when requiring two

b-tagged subjets have one subjet wrongly identified as b jet which explains the rather low

misidentification rate in this case.

It can also be seen that the misidentification rate for processes involving two b quarks

(e. g. Z → bb̄ or g → bb̄ decays) is relatively large. This is due to the fact that these efficien-

cies were measured after the preselection i. e. in a sample of events in which a considerable

portion of processes entering the denominator of the efficiency calculation already have

a large pT. This results in a relatively large number of such events passing the pT and

mass requirements in the H tagging algorithm and explains the high misidentification ef-

ficiencies (in particular for g → bb̄ splitting processes). These are, however, relatively rare

processes so that the overall contribution from events containing such processes is rather

low.
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Process H tag eff. (≥ 1 b tag) H tag eff. (2 b tags)

H → bb̄ 60% 25%

t→ bqq̄′ (inclusive) 21% 1.2%

t→ bqq̄′ (fully merged) 20% 1.4%

t→ bqq̄′ (b + q in jet) 32% 2%

W → incl. 4% 0.1%

W → cs 6% 0.2%

W → ud 1.5% < 0.1%

Z → bb̄ 55% 24%

Z → qq̄ 8% 0.5%

g → incl. 7% 0.4%

g → bb̄ 40% 13%

Table 6.6:H tagging efficiencies for various decay processes. The mass and pT requirements
as described in the main text are applied in the H tagging algorithm. Events in the
denominator have to pass the preselection described in Section 6.3.2.

6.3.4 Event categorisation

Following the strategy outlined in Section 6.3.3, events passing the preselection are split

into three exclusive categories:

• The H2b category contains events with at least one H-tagged AK8 jet with exactly

two b-tagged subjets.

• The H1b category contains events with at least one H-tagged AK8 jet with exactly

one b-tagged subjet and no H-tagged AK8 jet with two b-tagged subjets.

• The 0H category contains events without aH-tagged AK8 jet and with /ET > 100 GeV.

The /ET requirement in the 0H category is necessary to reject background events from

multijet production which would otherwise constitute a considerable fraction of events in

this category. The 0H category can contain events which fail any of the H tagging criteria

i. e. the pT requirement, the mass requirement or the requirement of at least one b-tagged

subjet. Distributions of ST for simulated signal and background processes can be found

in Fig. 6.14.

The H2b category has the highest signal-to-background ratio and is the primary source of

the sensitivity in this search. The dominant background process in this category is tt̄ +jets

production with events containing a hadronically decaying top quark misidentified as a

Higgs boson by the H-tagging algorithm. Events from single top, W + jets and DY+ jets

production constitute minor contributions in both the H1b and H2b categories. Additional

jets produced in association with the gauge bosons are misidentified by the H tagging
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Figure 6.14: Distributions of ST in the 0H (top left), H1b (top right) and H2b (bottom)
categories for simulated signal and background events. The TT signal is normalised to
the corresponding theoretical cross section, assuming a branching fraction of 100% for the
T → tH decay.

algorithm in such processes. A significant fraction of these events are selected due to

g → bb̄ processes misidentified by the H tagging algorithm. This is also the main cause of

selected multijet events in which the reconstructed leptons either originate from leptonic

b or c quark decays that pass the 2D isolation requirement or arise from jets misidentified

as leptons, which occurs more frequently in the electron than in the muon channel.

In the 0H category, the background contributions from tt̄ +jets and W +jets production

have an approximately equal share. Assuming a branching fraction of 100% for the T → tH

decay mode, the signal-to-background ratio in the H2b category is approximately 10 times

higher than in the H1b category and approximately 30 times higher than in the 0H category.

The H2b category and the high-ST region of the H1b category are therefore considered as

signal regions while the 0H category and the low-ST region of the H1b category can be used

to fix the normalisation of the background rates and constrain systematic uncertainties in

the statistical interpretation of the data.

To further maximise the sensitivity of the event selection for TT production, the event

selection is optimised by varying several kinematic requirements and evaluating their im-

pact on the expected sensitivity. The details of this study can be found in App. B.2.
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Requirement/category H2b H1b 0H

N(b-tagged AK4 jets) ≥ 1 ≥ 1 ≥ 1

N(H tags, 1 b) ≥ 1 == 0 == 0

N(H tags, 2 b) — ≥ 1 == 0

/ET — — > 100 GeV

Table 6.7: Selection criteria applied in the three event categories after the preselection.

Concluding from this, an additional b-tagged AK4 jet is required in all three categories.

This b-tagged AK4 jet must be separated from the nearest H-tagged AK8 jet (if one is

present in the event) by requiring a ∆R > 0.8 between the two jets. This is necessary

as AK4 jets and AK8 jets are reconstructed independently of each other and therefore

frequently overlap so that e. g. the same t → bW process can result in both a b-tagged

AK4 jet and an H-tagged AK8 jet.

The final event selection is then defined by first requiring events passing the preselection

to have at least one b-tagged AK4 jet, which has to have a ∆R to the nearest H-tagged

AK8 jet of at least 0.8 if one is present. Events that pass this selection are then assigned

to one of the three event categories based on the selection requirements summarised in

Table 6.7.

Distributions of the number of b-tagged AK4 jets (with ∆R > 0.8 to the nearest H-

tagged AK8 jet) and the number of H-tagged AK8 jets with either at least one or exactly

two b-tagged subjets after the preselection can be found in Fig. 6.15.

Signal efficiencies for all possible decays of the TT system in the three categories are

listed in Table 6.8. They are shown for two TT signal samples with a high and low T

quark mass, respectively. The denominator in this efficiency is defined as the number of

signal events with the corresponding TT decay before the preselection and the numerator

is given by the number of these signal events selected in the three event categories. It

can be seen that the selection efficiency in the H2b category is highest for T T̄ → tHtH

events and lowest for T T̄ → bWbW while the opposite is the case in the 0H category, thus

illustrating a good performance of the H tagging algorithm.
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Figure 6.15: Distributions of the number of H-tagged AK8 jets with at least one b-tagged
subjet (top left) and with exactly two b-tagged subjets (top right) for simulated events
after the preselection. The number of b-tagged AK4 jets with ∆R > 0.8 to the nearest
H-tagged AK8 jet is shown on the bottom. The signal is normalised to the theoretically
predicted cross section and a branching fraction of 100% is assumed for the T → tH decay.

Process 0H category H1b category H2b category

TT̄ (0.8 TeV) → tHtH (6.2± 0.8)% (6.7± 0.8)% (2.3± 0.5)%
TT̄ (0.8 TeV) → tHtZ (6.9± 0.8)% (5.9± 0.6)% (1.6± 0.4)%
TT̄ (0.8 TeV) → tHbW (8.6± 0.8)% (5.1± 0.5)% (1.3± 0.3)%
TT̄ (0.8 TeV) → tZtZ (7.8± 0.8)% (4.8± 0.5)% (0.9± 0.2)%
TT̄ (0.8 TeV) → tZbW (9.1± 0.7)% (3.8± 0.4)% (0.5± 0.1)%
TT̄ (0.8 TeV) → bWbW (10.9± 0.8)% (2.5± 0.3)% (0.12± 0.04)%

TT̄ (1.2 TeV) → tHtH (6.9± 1.0)% (8.0± 1.1)% (2.8± 0.6)%
TT̄ (1.2 TeV) → tHtZ (7.7± 1.0)% (7.2± 0.8)% (2.0± 0.4)%
TT̄ (1.2 TeV) → tHbW (9.3± 1.1)% (5.7± 0.6)% (1.5± 0.3)%
TT̄ (1.2 TeV) → tZtZ (8.8± 1.0)% (5.8± 0.7)% (1.0± 0.3)%
TT̄ (1.2 TeV) → tZbW (10.5± 1.0)% (4.3± 0.5)% (0.6± 0.1)%
TT̄ (1.2 TeV) → bWbW (12.4± 1.0)% (2.5± 0.3)% (0.11± 0.05)%

Table 6.8: TT event selection efficiencies in the three event categories for two T quark
mass points, split into the six possible decays of the TT system. Efficiencies are calculated
with respect to the expected number of events of each decay mode before any selection.
Uncertainties include both statistical and systematic uncertainties (which are discussed in
Section 6.4) in the simulated samples.
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6.4 Systematic uncertainties

The rate of simulated signal and background processes and the shape of corresponding

physical observables usually depend on a number of parameters such as the simulated b

tagging efficiency (which is corrected to match the one in data) or the renormalisation

scale used in the ME calculation. These parameters can carry uncertainties which are

referred to as systematic uncertainties. These uncertainties have to be taken into account

in the statistical interpretation of the final result or when visually inspecting the data.

Systematic uncertainties can either affect the rate of a given process or the shape of

physical observables, or both at the same time. Shape uncertainties are accounted for by

re-computing the distributions of the affected observables with a given parameter (e. g. the

b tagging efficiency scale factor) varied either up or down by one standard deviation of the

associated systematic uncertainty. This results in two additional templates per physical

process, event category and systematic uncertainty for the given observable, one for the

up- and one for the down-variation of the respective uncertainty. These templates can

then be used in the statistical evaluation of the data in a technique referred to as vertical

template morphing (see also App. A) and to create bands in distributions of physical

observables to illustrate the impact of systematic uncertainties.

This section contains an overview over the systematic uncertainties which are considered

in the evaluation of the background modelling (which is described in Section 6.5.3). All

described sources of systematic uncertainties are treated as uncorrelated. A summary

of these uncertainties along with approximate ranges for different processes in the three

event categories is given at the end of this section in Table 6.9. Additional systematic

uncertainties due to the modelling of the tt̄ + jets and W + jets background processes are

described in Section 6.5.2.

There are two groups of systematic uncertainties considered in this search: uncertain-

ties of the first group, which are referred to as experimental systematic uncertainties,

are due to uncertainties in the simulated detector response which usually arise from un-

certainties in corresponding measurements. Uncertainties of the second group, so-called

theoretical systematic uncertainties, are due to uncertainties in the theoretical calcula-

tions of the underlying physical process (e. g. from missing orders in the calculation of the

matrix element). The individual systematic uncertainties are described in the following.

Furthermore, this section provides comparisons of the unvaried, so-called nominal ST dis-

tributions of various processes in the H2b category with the templates representing the up-

and down-variations by one standard deviation of some of the most important systematic

uncertainties.
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6.4.1 Experimental uncertainties

Cross Section The normalisation of a given background process is proportional to the

corresponding theoretically predicted production cross section, which carries some

uncertainty on its own. These uncertainties are outlined in the following:

Multijet production Due to the poor modelling of this process in simulation (as e. g.

can be observed in Figs. 6.2 and 6.3) a conservative systematic uncertainty of

100% is assigned in the production cross section of this process. The impact

of this uncertainty on the final sensitivity of this search has been tested and

found to be negligible as the contribution of multijet events in the final event

categories is rather small.

DY+ jets, diboson, single top Production cross sections for these processes were

measured at the LHC at
√
s = 8 TeV and

√
s = 13 TeV and good agreement

was found between the theoretical predictions and the measured values. In

accordance with the uncertainties in these measurements, normalisation uncer-

tainties of 6% for DY+ jets, 15% for diboson and 16% for single top production

are assigned in this search [216–222].

tt̄+ jets, W+ jets The modelling of these background processes is evaluated using

dedicated control regions which are described in more detail in Section 6.5.

Systematic uncertainties due to this modelling are discussed there as well.

Luminosity The integrated luminosity corresponding to the data set used in this search

has been measured using the Pixel Counting Method and calibrated in so-called Van

der Meer scans during dedicated runs of the LHC (see Section 3.1). The uncer-

tainty in this measurement is 2.3% [126] which is assigned as an uncertainty on the

normalisation of all simulated processes (including signal and background).

Trigger The measurement of the selection efficiency scale factors for the triggers used in

this search is explained in more detail in Section 6.3.1. For the e + jets trigger, no

clear dependency of the measured scale factors on pT or η was found and an overall

scale factor of 0.99 is applied to all simulated events in the electron channel in this

search. The uncertainty in the fit to calculate the scale factor, which was found to

be 2%, is assigned as an uncertainty on the normalisation of all simulated processes

in the electron channel.

For the µ trigger, the corresponding scale factors as well as their associated uncer-

tainties have a dependency on pT and η of the triggered muon so that both the

normalisation and the shape of physical observables are affected. The impact is

rather low and the resulting systematic uncertainty is below 1% in all event cate-

gories.
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Lepton identification The identification efficiency scale factors for both electrons and

muons have been measured as described in Sections 5.3 and 5.4. The uncertainties

associated in these measurements affect both the event rate and the shapes of the

physical observables. Their impact on the event rate ranges from 1–2% depending

on the process and category so that this also constitutes a rather small uncertainty.

Jet energy corrections Differences between data and simulation in the detector response

for jets are corrected for based on dedicated measurements (see Section 5.6). The

associated uncertainties in the jet energy scale and resolution can affect both the

event rates and the shapes of physical observables in simulated events. A detailed

description of these uncertainties and their sources can be found in Ref. [183].In order

to evaluate the impact of the uncertainties in the jet energy scale and resolution, the

four-vectors of all both AK4 and AK8 jets are varied simultaneously by one standard

deviation of the corresponding systematic uncertainty and all analysis steps are re-

executed each time. The correction factors for the jet energy scale and the jet

energy resolution are varied independently of each other so that the uncertainties

from these two sources are treated as uncorrelated. This can lead to events being

rejected or new events being selected in the final event selection. Additionally, this

can lead to event migrations from one event category to another. The impact of

these systematic uncertainties on the event rates of various processes ranges from

1–5% for jet energy scale uncertainties depending on the category and is below 1%

for jet energy resolution uncertainties.

AK8 jet mass In addition to the systematic uncertainties in the energy scale and resolu-

tion of AK8 jets, also the groomed jet mass after applying the softdrop algorithm

carries an uncertainty. As explained in Section 5.8, the scale and resolution of the

groomed jet mass have been measured in data. The systematic uncertainty in the

mass scale of AK8 jets is composed of two uncertainties which are added in quadra-

ture: the uncertainty in the jet energy scale and an additional uncertainty of 2%

due to the difference between the peaks of the groomed AK8 jet mass in data and

simulation. To evaluate its impact, the groomed jet masses of all AK8 jets in an

event are simultaneously varied up or down by a factor of 0.02 corresponding to one

standard deviation of the this uncertainty. The systematic uncertainty in the jet

mass resolution was found to be 10.3% and is evaluated by varying the groomed jet

masses of all AK8 jets simultaneously using the equation

mjet,smeared = mjet,ptcl + u · (mjet,reco −mjet,ptcl) (6.1)

where u is 1± 0.103 depending on whether the up- or down-variation of this uncer-

tainty is evaluated. In both cases, the final event categorisation is re-executed after
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varying the corresponding parameter to evaluate the impact of these uncertainties.

The systematic uncertainties in the mass scale and resolution are treated as uncor-

related. For both uncertainties, this can lead to event migrations from the H1b and

H2b categories to the 0H category and vice versa. Their impact on the event rates

in the H1b and H2b categories ranges from 1–15% for the jet mass scale uncertainty

and from 1–12% for the jet mass resolution uncertainty. In the 0H category, their

impact stays below 1% for both sources of uncertainties.

Since the processes of interest in this search are boosted hadronic H → bb decays,

the jet mass can also be affected by neutrinos from leptonic bottom quark decays. It

is therefore not ensured that the measured jet mass scale and resolution for jets from

boosted hadronic W boson decays is equal to the one for jets from H → bb decay

chains. Potential differences between jets from W → qq̄′ and H → bb decays have

been estimated in a search for heavy resonances decaying to two Higgs bosons [223].

This was performed by evaluating boosted hadronic W and Higgs boson decays

simulated with two different hadronisers, Pythia 8 and Herwig++. While for

boosted W decays, the scale and resolution of AK8 jets matched to generated W

bosons was found to be consistent between Pythia 8 and Herwig++, a significant

difference between the two hadronisers was observed for boosted Higgs boson decays,

both in the scale and resolution of the jet mass of matched AK8 jets. To account

for this effect, a normalisation uncertainty of 10% was assigned corresponding to the

different selection efficiency for theH tagging algorithm between the two hadronisers.

As the mass window defined in the H tagging algorithm of the search in Ref. [223] is

considerably narrower than the one in this search ([105, 135] GeV compared to [60,

160] GeV), a lower normalisation uncertainty of 5% is assigned in this search.

B tagging Uncertainties in the b tagging efficiency and misidentification rate both for

AK4 jets and subjets of AK8 jets constitute one of the largest sources of systematic

uncertainties in this search since b tagging is one of the key elements in discrimi-

nating signal-like from background-like events. Since the heavy-flavour and light-

flavour identification efficiencies were measured using two different methods (see

Section 5.7), the corresponding systematic uncertainties are treated as uncorrelated.

Systematic uncertainties in the derived scale factors for AK4 jets and subjets of AK8

jets are, however, treated as fully correlated as corresponding measurements were

performed in a nearly identical data sample. Systematic uncertainties are evaluated

by varying the scale factors calculated for each event up and down by one standard

deviation of the uncertainty in the measurement.

The resulting up- and down-variations of the ST observable in the H2b category can

be seen for tt̄ + jets and TT events in Fig. 6.16. The systematic uncertainty in the
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Figure 6.16: Comparisons of the templates for the up- and down-variations corresponding
to the systematic uncertainties in the heavy-flavour (top row) and light-flavour b tagging
efficiency (bottom row). These are shown in the H2b category for the tt̄ + jets background
(left) and the TT signal (right) for a T quark mass of 1200 GeV. The ratio between the
individual variations and the nominal distribution per bin is shown in the bottom pads of
each distribution.

rate ranges from 3–14% for the heavy-flavour identification efficiency and from 1–3%

for the light-flavour identification efficiency.

6.4.2 Theoretical Systematic Uncertainties

In this subsection, systematic uncertainties in the theoretical assumptions that were used

to simulate the MC samples are described. These affect both the production cross section

as well as the shapes of physical observables of the simulated processes.

The systematic uncertainties in the µR/F energy scales and the PDF set used in this

search (which are explained in the following) are treated differently for simulated signal

and background samples: for background processes, their impact on the event rate is

fully taken into account. For the TT signal, they are treated as uncertainties that affect

exclusively the shape of physical observables. Their impact on the signal acceptance
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after the event categorisation is taken into account which results in an uncertainty in the

signal yield in the three categories. The reason for this is that the uncertainties in µR/F

scales and PDFs are included in the theoretically predicted cross section when statistically

interpreting the final results.

Pileup Reweighting In order to calculate the expected number of interactions per bunch-

crossing which is needed to perform pileup reweighting in the simulation (see Sec-

tion 5.9), an inelastic pp scattering cross section of 69 mb is assumed. The uncer-

tainty in this cross section is 5% which is evaluated by deriving the weights in the

pileup reweighting procedure with the inelastic pp scattering cross section varied up

or down by 5% and re-computing physical observables with these weights.

µR/F Scale A considerable fraction of the systematic uncertainty both in the rate of a

process and in the shape of physical observables is due to the choice for the renor-

malisation and factorisation energy scales µR/F. As explained in Chapter 4, the

renormalisation scale µR enters into the partonic cross section and determines e. g.

the strength of the running coupling constant αs through the corresponding renor-

malisation group equations. The factorisation scale µF is a parameter providing

the scale up to which higher-order QCD effects are absorbed into the PDFs in the

calculation of pp scattering processes. Both values are usually set to the momen-

tum transfer Q2 of the simulated hard scattering process. However, there is no a

priori constraint on the values for these scales and therefore, possible variations of

their values and the impact of these variations on physical observables are taken into

account as systematic uncertainties.

This systematic uncertainty is evaluated by considering six variations of the scales

µR and µF: either simultaneous up or down variations by factors of 2 or 1/2 or

independent variations of one scale while fixing the other one3. The observables

used in this search are re-computed for all six cases by using corresponding event

weights that were calculated by the matrix element generators and stored in the MC

samples. The final up- and down-variations of an observable are then determined by

calculating the envelope of the six variations bin by bin. For the multijet, diboson

and single t + W samples, however, these weights were not calculated in the ME

simulation so that this uncertainty cannot be evaluated for these processes. It is

deemed to be covered, however, by the uncertainties in the normalisation assigned

to the simulated processes.

The impact of this uncertainty on the shape of the ST observable is shown in Fig. 6.17

and the associated uncertainty in the event rates for background processes ranges

3Variations in opposite directions, i. e. one scale varied up while the other one is varied down, are not
considered as they are not deemed physical.
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Figure 6.17: Comparisons of the templates for the up- and down-variations corresponding
to the systematic uncertainties in the renormalisation and factorisation energy scales µR/F.
These are shown in the H2b category for the tt̄ + jets background (left), the W + jets
background (right) and the TT signal (bottom) for a T quark mass of 1200 GeV. The
ratio between the individual variations and the nominal distribution per bin is shown in
the bottom pads of each distribution.

from 20–30%. For the signal, the impact on the acceptance is rather small and stays

below 1% in all categories.

PDF An important source of systematic uncertainties is due to the form of the PDFs

used in the calculation of the pp scattering process (see 4.2). The PDFs used in this

search were calculated by the NNPDF collaboration [152] and supplemented by a

set of 100 replicas. These replicas are obtained by repeating the fit to extract the

nominal PDF with different seeds for the initialisation of the random numbers used

in the minimisation of the fit.

The replicas are used to determine the systematic uncertainty in the used PDF

set. This is done by re-computing physical observables for each of these replicas

using corresponding event weights stored in the MC samples. From the resulting
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Figure 6.18: Comparisons of the templates for the up- and down-variations corresponding
to the systematic uncertainties in the PDF set used. These are shown in the H2b category
for the tt̄ + jets background (left), the W + jets background (right) and the TT signal
(bottom) for a T quark mass of 1200 GeV. The ratio between the individual variations
and the nominal distribution per bin is shown in the bottom pads of each distribution.

100 distributions for each observable, the templates corresponding to the up- and

down-variations by one standard deviation of this uncertainty are constructed by

calculating the root mean square of all replica distributions per bin of the observable.

The impact of the uncertainty in the PDF ranges from 2–8% in the rate of back-

ground processes and from 2–9% in the acceptance of the signal. Their impact on

the ST distribution in the H2b category can be seen for the tt̄ + jets and W + jets

backgrounds as well as the TT signal for a T quark mass of 1200 GeV in Fig. 6.18.

All systematic uncertainties described in this section along with their approximate impact

on the rates of three different processes (tt̄ + jets, W + jets and TT with a T quark mass

of 800 GeV) over the three event categories are summarised in Table 6.9.
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Source
Experimental uncertainties

tt̄ + jets W + jets
TT

(M(T) = 800 GeV)
Trigger (e) (R) 2% 2% 2%
Trigger (µ) . 1% . 1% . 1%
e identification eff. 1-2% 1-2% 1-2%
µ identification eff. 1-2% 1-2% 1-2%
Jet energy scale 2–5% 2–4% . 1%
Jet energy res. . 1% . 1% . 1%
AK8 jet mass scale 1–8% 0–15% 1–2%
AK8 jet mass res. 0–5% 0–12% ≈ 1%
H tag: W→ H (R) 5% 5% 5%
b tag eff., h.-fl. 4–14% 3–15% 7–13%
b tag eff., l.-fl. 1–3% 3–4% ≈ 1%
Luminosity (R) 2.3% 2.3% 2.3%

Source Experimental normalisation uncertainties
DY+ jets rate (R) 3%
diboson rate (R) 15%
Single top rate (R) 20%
Multijet rate (R) 100%

Source
Theoretical uncertainties

tt̄ + jets W + jets
TT

(M(T) = 800 GeV)
Pileup reweighting . 1% . 1% . 1%
µR/F scales 33–40% 21–26% . 1% (accept.)
PDF 2–6% 4–8% 2–9% (accept.)

Table 6.9: Summary of systematic uncertainties with representative ranges. Approximate
values are shown for three processes: tt̄ + jets, W + jets and TT production (for a T
quark mass of 800 GeV). They indicate the range of the systematic uncertainty over the
three event categories. The symbol ‘R’ indicates uncertainties on the normalisation of a
process.

6.5 Background modelling and HT reweighting

Standard Model background processes in the three event categories are estimated using

simulated samples. As the ST variable is used in the final statistical evaluation of the

data, it needs to be verified that this observable is modelled accurately, especially in its

tails where potential TT production would be visible. This is done using two control

regions enriched in events from tt̄ + jets and W + jets production which is described

in Section 6.5.1. As discrepancies between data and simulation are observed in these

regions, a reweighting procedure based on the HT variable is performed which is discussed

in Section 6.5.2. The final determination of systematic uncertainties in the background

model is outlined in Section 6.5.3.
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6.5.1 Control regions

To evaluate the modelling of the two main backgrounds for this analysis, tt̄ + jets and

W + jets, two control regions are defined after the preselection. A veto on an H-tagged

jet is applied in order to be orthogonal to the H1b and H2b categories, as these are the

signal regions in this search (see Section 6.3.4). Furthermore, a missing transverse energy

greater than 100 GeV is required in both control regions to reduce the contribution from

multijet production in these regions. The control regions are finally defined by the following

requirements

• In the tt̄ + jets control region, at least two b-tagged AK4 jets are required.

• In the W + jets control region, a veto on a b-tagged AK4 jet is applied.

Events in the tt̄ + jets control region therefore constitute a subset of the events in the

0H category which is, however, not considered as signal region due to its low signal-to-

background ratio over the whole range of ST.

tt̄ + jets and W + jets production constitute 84% and 71% in their respective con-

trol regions so that a large purity in these processes is ensured. The inclusive signal-to-

background ratios in these regions are approximately 3% and < 1%, respectively, for a

T quark with a mass of 800 GeV assuming the theoretically predicted cross section and a

branching fraction of 100% for the T → tH decay. As the TT signal appears primarily in

high-ST regions where the background contribution is smaller, potentially present signal

could bias assessments of the background model based on the tt̄ + jets control region.

The impact of the presence of signal events is therefore investigated in dedicated tests

which are summarised in App. C.3. These tests include a reweighting of the simulated

background processes which is described in detail in Section 6.5.2. Any potential bias due

to present signal is found to be negligible compared to other systematic uncertainties and

both control regions are considered to provide valid assessments of the background model.

Distributions of ST in these two regions are shown in Fig. 6.19. The uncertainty bands

in these plots show both the statistical uncertainty in the MC samples and the total

uncertainty after combining the statistical and systematic all uncertainties described in

Section 6.4. In both control regions, a trend is visible in the ratio between the data

and simulated background distributions. The simulation shows an excess of events which

seemingly grows for higher values of ST. This trend appears to be partially covered by

the systematic uncertainties in the expected background. This is, however, due only to

the very large uncertainty in the event rate associated with the systematic uncertainty in

the µR/F energy scales.

To evaluate the modelling of the shape of the ST distribution, it is therefore tested

whether this discrepancy is still covered by the systematic uncertainties when only consid-

ering the shape-only contributions of systematic uncertainties. This is done by comparing
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Figure 6.19: ST distributions in the tt̄ +jets (left) and W +jets (right) control regions after
combining electron and muon channel. The dark gray band in the ratio plot corresponds
to the statistical uncertainty in the MC samples, the hatched band illustrates the total
uncertainty after combining statistical and systematic uncertainties in the simulation.

the data and simulated samples after normalising all histograms to unity, including the

data distribution as well as the nominal background distribution and the templates for the

systematic up- and down-variations. This way, uncertainties in the rate of the background

prediction are cancelled out automatically.

Including only experimental systematic uncertainties (see Section 6.4.1), one can see

in Fig. 6.20 that their impact on the shape of the ST distribution is far to small to

explain the observed shape discrepancies between data and simulation. Considering only

theoretical systematic uncertainties (see Section 6.4.2), which is shown in Fig. 6.21, one

observes a larger uncertainty in the shape of the ST observable, however, this also does

not cover the shape discrepancy between data and simulation. The same can be observed

when combining both groups of uncertainties and considering them all at once (shown in

Fig. 6.22). This indicates that the observed shape discrepancy between the data and the

simulation is either due to a systematic effect which is not covered by any of the considered

systematic uncertainties, or that some of the considered uncertainties are considerably

underestimated.

In addition to these visual assessments, two tests are performed to quantify this mis-

modelling of the tt̄ + jets and W + jets background processes: in the first test, a binned

maximum-likelihood (MLE) fit of the background-only hypothesis is performed to test how

much the simulated background templates would have to varied within the systematic un-

certainties to accommodate the observed discrepancies (a more detailed description of this

statistical technique can be found in App. A.1). The second test consists of so-called

Goodness-of-fit (GOF) tests which provide p-values for the hypothesis that an observed

data spectrum results from a given background model. The GOF tests used in the follow-

ing are explained in more detail in App. A.4.
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Figure 6.20: ST distribution in the tt̄ +jets (left) and W +jets (right) control regions after
combining the electron and muon channels. All histograms, including data, nominal and
up and down variation histograms are normalised to unity so that only the shape effects of
systematic uncertainties are displayed. The hatched band represents the experimental
systematic uncertainties in the background prediction.
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Figure 6.21: ST distribution in the tt̄ +jets (left) and W +jets (right) control regions after
combining the electron and muon channels. All histograms, including data, nominal and
up and down variation histograms are normalised to unity so that only the shape effects
of systematic uncertainties are displayed. The hatched band represents the theoretical
systematic uncertainties in the background prediction.
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Figure 6.22: ST distribution in the tt̄ +jets (left) and W +jets (right) control regions after
combining the electron and muon channels. All histograms, including data, nominal and
up and down variation histograms are normalised to unity so that only the shape effects of
systematic uncertainties are displayed. The hatched band represents the total systematic
uncertainties (combining experimental and theoretical uncertainties) in the background
prediction.

The MLE fit is performed using the data and MC distributions in the two control

regions, split into electron and muon channel, so that four independent distributions are

simultaneously fitted. The systematic uncertainties described in Section 6.4 are assigned

as nuisance parameters and the final evaluation of the background modelling is based on

the comparison of the pre-fit and post-fit values of these nuisance parameters. Additional

uncertainties in the rates of the tt̄ + jets and W + jets processes are assigned with a flat

prior. All other normalisation uncertainties are given log-normal priors while all nuisance

parameters corresponding to uncertainties in the shape of the ST distribution are given

Gaussian priors.

The differences between the post-fit values and their prior values, expressed in units

of one standard deviation of their prior uncertainties, can be found in Fig. 6.23 for each

nuisance parameter. Figure 6.23 also shows the constrained post-fit uncertainties in the

same units. It can be seen that some post-fit values are shifted considerably with respect

to their prior values, with e. g. the post-fit values for the tt̄ + jets rate and the µR/F

scale uncertainties being more than or close to two standard deviations away from their

prior values. This illustrates how the fit attempts to match the shapes of the background

distributions to the shape of the data distribution by strongly morphing the templates

corresponding to these systematic uncertainties.

The performed GOF tests are a χ2 test and a Kolmogorov-Smirnov (KS) test which is

particularly sensitive to discrepancies that are correlated between the bins of two distri-

butions. These tests return test statistic values which depend on the compatibility of an

observed or simulated spectrum with a given model. They are first performed using the
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Figure 6.23: Post-fit nuisance parameters values after simultaneously fitting the
background-only hypothesis in the tt̄ + jets and W+jets control regions. The fit pa-
rameters are expressed as deviations from their pre-fit values (corresponding to a value of
zero) in units of the corresponding prior uncertainty. The bands representing one and two
standard deviations of the prior uncertainty of each parameter are shown in green and
yellow, respectively.

data in the two control regions with the simulated background samples used as background

model. The returned test statistic value is then compared with a distribution of outcomes

of 5000 toy experiments in which pseudo-data are randomly generated from the simulated

background samples and compared with the same background model. All systematic un-

certainties described in Section 6.4 are taken into account in both tests. The results are

shown in Fig. 6.24 where it can be seen that the returned test statistic value for the data

is relatively large compared to the outcomes of the toy experiments. The corresponding

p-values are 11% for the χ2 test and 3.4% for the KS test. The results both of the MLE fit

and the GOF tests thus indicate a mismodelling of the tt̄ + jets and W + jets background

processes.

A possible source of the discrepancy in the tt̄ + jets control region is a mismodelling

of the pT spectra of top quarks in simulated tt̄ + jets events which has been observed in

measurements of the differential tt̄ + jets production cross section in LHC Run I [224,

225]. A similar effect was found again in the first measurements using the 13 TeV data

set [226,227]. In both measurements, a softer pT spectrum has been observed in the data

compared to simulated tt̄ + jets events.
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Figure 6.24: Test statistic values for two GOF tests performed using the data (indicated
by the dashed line) observed in the tt̄ + jets and W + jets control regions and compared
to the outcomes of 5000 toy experiments using pseudo-data sampled from the background
templates in these two regions. The results of the χ2 test are shown on the left and the
results from the Kolmogorov-Smirnov are shown on the right.

A procedure was developed to correct for this effect in search analyses which is referred

to as top-pT reweighting. This procedure is described in App. C.1 and it is tested whether

applying this method provides a better modelling of the ST variable in the tt̄ +jets control

region. It is found, however, that the top-pT reweighting has only a minor impact on the

shape of ST so that this cannot account for the observed discrepancies.

6.5.2 HT reweighting

The components of the ST variable, which are the primary lepton pT, /ET and HT, are

shown in Fig. 6.25. A significant trend is observed in particular in the HT distribution

in both control regions which is not covered by the band representing the systematic

uncertainties in the background expectation.

The mismodelling of the HT observable can originate from various sources which can

be studied by examining various kinematic distributions related to AK4 jets. The number

of AK4 jets and the pT spectra of the first three AK4 jets are shown in Fig. 6.26. One

can see that all these observables seem to be slightly overpredicted in the simulation

towards higher values. It is therefore difficult to identify a single source for the observed

discrepancies, suggesting that they are caused by a combination of several effects.

To account for this mismodelling and to determine an appropriate systematic uncer-

tainty, a reweighting procedure similar to the previously mentioned top-pT reweighting

method is applied to correct the shape and normalisation of the ST variable. This is re-

ferred to as HT reweighting and carried out by deriving event scale factors with a linear
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Figure 6.25: Various distributions in the tt̄ +jets (left) and W +jets (right) control regions
after combining electron and muon channels. From top to bottom HT, pT(prim. lep.) and
/ET are shown. The statistical uncertainty in the simulation is shown as gray band and the
total uncertainty, combining the statistical uncertainty and all systematic uncertainties
described in Section 6.4, is shown as hatched band.
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Figure 6.26: Various distributions in the tt̄ + jets (left) and W + jets (right) control
regions after combining electron and muon channels. From top to bottom the number of
AK4 jets and the pT spectra of the first, second and third AK4 jet (in order of their pT)
are shown. The statistical uncertainty in the simulation is shown as gray band and the
total uncertainty, combining the statistical uncertainty and all systematic uncertainties
described in Section 6.4, is shown as hatched band.
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function of HT

SF(HT) = a+ b ·HT. (6.2)

These scale factors are applied to both the tt̄ + jets and W + jets background processes

using separate parameters a and b for the two processes. To derive these parameters, the

function 6.2 is fitted to the HT distributions in the corresponding control regions for the

two background processes over the entire HT range.

A linear function is chosen since the trend in the ratio between data and simulation

exhibits a linear behaviour. This is also reflected in the results of the fits which return

reasonable χ2/Ndof values of order ∼1 as is shown in the following. The result of fitting

Eq. (6.2) in the tt̄ + jets control region yields the following parameter values for a and b:

afinal = 1.12± 0.09

bfinal = (−3.1± 0.9) · 10−4GeV−1

χ2/Ndof = 10.4/11

(6.3)

For the W + jets background, the following parameters are found from the fit in the

W + jets control region:

afinal = 1.08± 0.04

bfinal = (−2.6± 0.4) · 10−4GeV−1

χ2/Ndof = 16.6/13

(6.4)

Visualisations of the fits in the two control regions can be found in Fig. 6.27. To prevent

the scale factor from becoming negative and as there are only very few data events in the

last bin in both control regions, the scale factors are determined using function 6.2 only

up to an HT value of 3000 GeV. For events with larger HT values, a constant scale factor

is applied which corresponds to SF(HT = 3000 GeV).

A systematic uncertainty in this procedure is assigned by defining an unreweighted dis-

tribution as up-variation, and a distribution reweighted with the scale factor in quadrature

as down-variation of one standard deviation of the uncertainty.

As it is not clear whether the trends in tt̄ + jets and W + jets are caused by the same

effect or not, this systematic uncertainty is considered to be fully correlated between the

two background processes as this provides a more conservative result than treating them

as independent of each other.

After applying this HT reweighting procedure, a good agreement between data and MC

simulation is found in the ST distributions in the two control regions as can be seen in

Fig. 6.28. The impact of the systematic uncertainty in the HT reweighting procedure on

the event yields of the tt̄ + jets and W + jets background processes ranges from 15 to 20%

depending on the event category.
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Figure 6.27: HT distributions in the tt̄ + jets control region (left) and the W+jets control
region (right) in the combined lepton channels. A visualisation of the fit of Eq. (6.2) is
shown in the data/MC ratio plot with a constant scale factor for HT values > 3000 GeV.
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Figure 6.28: Distributions of ST in the tt̄ + jets (left) and W + jets (right) control re-
gions after applying the HT reweighting procedure. The TT signal is normalized to the
theoretical cross section and the electroweak isospin singlet branching fraction scenario is
assumed with a branching fraction of 50% for the T → bW decay and 25% for the T → tH
and T → tZ decays (see also Section 2.4.1). The bottom pad shows the difference be-
tween data and simulated background in each bin in units of one standard deviation of
the total uncertainty after combining the statistical uncertainties in the data and the total
uncertainty (statistical and systematic) in the simulated background. For illustration pur-
poses, several background processes are grouped together: the “TOP” group incorporates
tt̄ + jets and single top background processes, “EWK” includes W + jets, DY+ jets and
diboson production and “QCD” denotes the background from multijet production. Plots
are shown as published in Ref. [2].

To estimate whether potential presence of signal could significantly bias the fit and

modify the derived scale factors, various signal injection tests are performed in which the

linear fit is performed several times, with different signal hypotheses injected into the data
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in the control regions. These studies are summarised in App. C.3. The potential changes

are found to be negligible compared to the systematic uncertainty in the HT reweighting

procedure.

As the HT reweighting procedure is intended to correct the simulation of the hard scat-

tering process in the high-HT phase space, uncertainties in the µR/F energy scales and the

PDFs are not considered in the final statistical evaluation of the data. These uncertain-

ties are, however, sufficiently covered by the HT reweighting uncertainty, especially in the

high-ST region. This is shown in Fig. 6.29 which provides a comparison of the templates

corresponding to the up- and down-variations by one standard deviation of the systematic

uncertainties in the PDFs, µR/F energy scales and the HT reweighting procedure. This

shows how the uncertainty in the HT reweighting procedure is the dominant uncertainty

in the tails of the ST distribution.

6.5.3 Final estimation of normalisation uncertainties

Remaining differences between data and simulation after the HT reweighting procedure,

especially in the low-ST regions, are accounted for by assigning additional normalisation

uncertainties to the tt̄ + jets and W + jets background processes. These uncertainties

are determined from a binned MLE fit of the background-only hypothesis in the two

control regions with the HT reweighting procedure applied, similar to the one described

in Section 6.5.1. The systematic uncertainty in the HT reweighting procedure is included

as nuisance parameter in this fit while the µR/F and PDF uncertainties for the tt̄ + jets

and W + jets background processes are not considered. Apart from this, all systematic

uncertainties described in Section 6.4 are included as nuisance parameters as well.

Additionally, for the tt̄ + jets and W + jets background processes, log-normal uncer-

tainties in their normalisations with flat priors are assigned so that the corresponding

nuisance parameters can float freely in the fit. The resulting constrained uncertainties in

these parameters are then defined as the final systematic uncertainties in the rates of these

two background processes.

The results of the MLE fit are shown in Fig. 6.30. It can be seen that after applying the

HT reweighting procedure, the post-fit values of all nusiance parameters show a healthy

behaviour with no value lying outside of one standard deviation of its prior uncertainty.

The resulting post-fit uncertainties in the normalisation parameters for the tt̄ + jets and

W + jets background processes are 8.7% and 6%, respectively. These uncertainties are

then assigned as uncertainties in the normalisation of the corresponding processes in the

final statistical interpretation of the results described in Section 6.6.
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Figure 6.29: Comparisons of the templates for the up- and down-variations of the sys-
tematic uncertainties in the HT reweighting procedure, µR/F scales and PDFs. These are
shown for the tt̄ + jets background (left) and W + jets background (right). The ratio
between the individual shifts and the nominal distribution per bin is shown in the bottom
pads of each distribution.
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Figure 6.30: Post-fit nuisance parameters values returned by the MLE fit of the
background-only hypothesis in the tt̄ + jets and W+jets control regions after applying
the HT reweighting procedure. The fit parameters are expressed as deviations from their
pre-fit values (corresponding to a value of zero) in units of the corresponding prior un-
certainty. Not all nuisance parameters affect all background processes at the same time:
the systematic uncertainty in the HT reweighting procedure only affects the tt̄ + jets and
W +jets background processes while the uncertainties in the PDFs and µR/F energy scales
are only considered for DY+ jets and single top background processes.
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6.6 Results and statistical interpretation

Distributions of ST in the three event categories (see Section 6.3.4) after applying the HT

reweighting procedure are shown are shown in Fig. 6.31. The signal in some of these and

the following distributions are shown assuming the branching fractions for the scenario

that the T quark appears in an electroweak isospin singlet (see also Section 2.4.1). For the

interpretation of the results, also the isospin doublet scenario is considered. The isospin

singlet scenario corresponds to a branching fraction of 50% for the T → bW decay and

25% for the T → tH and T → tZ decays while for an electroweak isospin doublet, these

branching fractions would be 50% to the T → tZ and T → tH decays (and 0% for the

T → bW decay).

No significant excess of the data above the SM expectation is observed in either of the

three categories which would hint at the presence of TT signal.

Distributions of the two variables most sensitive to T → tH decays that are used in

the H-tagging algorithm are shown in Fig. 6.32 for events that pass the preselection after

applying the HT reweighting procedure. These are the number of b-tagged subjets for

the pT-leading Higgs boson candidate jet (see Section 6.3.3) and the mass of the pT-

leading AK8 jet with two b-tagged subjets before the mass requirement in the H-tagging

algorithm. The TT signal is split into two curves: the solid curve shows TT events where

at least one Higgs boson is present in the decay chain and the dashed curve shows TT

events without any T → tH decays. Good agreement is found between the data and

simulated background processes in both of these distributions.

Event yields in all three categories are listed in Table 6.10 for data and simulated pro-

cesses. The uncertainties in the simulated processes shown in this table represent the total

uncertainty in each process after combining statistical and the systematic uncertainties

constrained to their post-fit values after applying the MLE fit described in Section 6.5.3.

From the observed data in the three event categories, upper limits on the cross section

of TT production at 95% C.L. are calculated. These are computed as a Bayesian credible

with a lower bound at zero. The details of this method are described in App. A.2. The

ST distributions in all three event categories are used as in the corresponding likelihood

fit. The electron and muon channel are considered separately, resulting in a total of six

independent categories in the final likelihood fit. The binning in the ST distribution is

chosen to ensure that the statistical uncertainty in the MC does not exceed 30% in any

bin which is necessary to ensure the validity of the Barlow-Beeston light method [228,229]

to treat the statistical uncertainty in the simulation (see also App. A.2). The signal is

assigned a flat prior and all systematic uncertainties are included as nuisance parameters

with Gaussian priors for uncertainties that affect the shape of the ST distribution and

log-normal priors for uncertainties in the normalisation of simulated processes.

Expected and observed upper limits at 95% C.L. on the TT production cross section
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Figure 6.31: Distributions of ST in the 0H (top), H1b (left) and H2b (right) categories after
combining electron and muon channel. The bottom pad shows the difference between data
and simulated background in each bin in units of one standard deviation the total uncer-
tainty after combining the statistical uncertainties in the data and the total uncertainty
(statistical and systematic) in the simulated background. The distributions in the H1b

and H2b categories are shown as published in Ref. [2]. The TT signal in all distributions is
normalised to the theory cross section. In the 0H category, a branching fraction of 100% is
assumed for the T → tH decay. In the H1b and H2b categories, the branching fractions for
the electroweak isospin singlet scenario (see Section 2.4.1) are assumed. For illustration
purposes, several background processes are combined grouped together in the H1b and H2b

categories: the “TOP” group incorporates tt̄ + jets and single top background processes,
“EWK” includes W + jets, DY+ jets and diboson production and “QCD” denotes the
background from multijet production.
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Figure 6.32: Distributions of the number of b-tagged subjets of the pT-leading Higgs bo-
son candidate jet (left), and the groomed jet mass of the pT-leading AK8 jet with pT >
300 GeV and two b-tagged subjets (right). The T quark signal is normalised to the pre-
dicted cross section, with the branching fractions corresponding to the electroweak isospin
singlet scenario (see Section 2.4.1). The bottom pad shows the difference between data
and simulated background in each bin in units of one standard deviation the total uncer-
tainty after combining the statistical uncertainties in the data and the total uncertainty
(statistical and systematic) in the simulated background. For illustration purposes, sev-
eral background processes are combined grouped together: the “TOP” group incorporates
tt̄ + jets and single top background processes, “EWK” includes W + jets, DY+ jets and
diboson production and “QCD” denotes the background from multijet production. Plots
are shown as published in Ref. [2].

Process 0H category H1b category H2b category

TT̄ (0.8 TeV) 45.7± 3.6 22.1± 2.1 4.6± 0.9
TT̄ (1.2 TeV) 3.1± 0.3 1.5± 0.2 0.32± 0.06

tt̄ + jets 1864.3± 173.1 1021.8± 122.3 28.2± 6.4
W + Jets 417.5± 31.8 33.2± 6.6 2.0± 0.7
DY + Jets 33.6± 8.6 11.8± 3.6 0.5± 0.3
Multijet 150.8± 143.4 79.5± 81.7 7.0± 7.5
Single t 272.8± 50.2 83.3± 18.6 2.9± 1.5
Diboson 13.4± 4.7 1.1± 0.8 0.0± 0.1

Total background 2752± 342 1230± 188 41± 13

Data 2556 1204 43

Table 6.10: Event yields in the three event categories after combining electron and muon
channels. Uncertainties include statistical and all systematic uncertainties listed in Ta-
ble 6.9 constrained to their post-fit values after applying the MLE fit described in Sec-
tion 6.5.3. For the TT signal, the theoretically predicted production cross section and a
branching fraction of 100% for the T → tH decay is assumed.
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Figure 6.33: Upper 95% C.L. limits on the cross section of T quark pair production as-
suming a branching fraction of 100% for the T → tH decay (top left), for the branching
fractions of the isospin singlet scenario (top right) and for the branching fractions of the
isospin doublet scenario (bottom). The theoretical cross section is displayed as dashed
line and is computed at NNLO (see Table 2.1).

are calculated assuming various branching fraction scenarios for the T quark. The three

most important benchmark points considered are the branching fractions for the isospin

singlet and the doublet models and a branching fraction of 100% for the T → tH decay.

Limits for other branching fraction combinations are obtained by varying the branching

fractions to the three decay modes tH, tZ and bW by 20% while respecting the condition

that the sum of all three branching fractions is always 100%.

The expected and observed upper cross section limits for the three benchmark points

can be found in Fig. 6.33. The seemingly correlated upwards shift of the observed limit

above the expected limit for T quark masses greater than 1200 GeV can be explained by

one data point in the H2b category in the bin between ST = 2500 GeV and ST = 3000 GeV.

Overall, the observed limit is contained within the band corresponding to one standard

deviation of the expected limit, confirming the compatibility of the observed data with

the standard model expectation.
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Figure 6.34: Lower 95% C.L. limits on the mass of the T quark for various branching
fraction combinations. Expected limits are shown on the left, observed limits on the right.
Each point in the plane represents a different branching fraction scenario for the T quark
decay where the x-axis denotes the branching fraction of the T → tH decay and the y-axis
the branching fraction of the T → bW decay. The remainder to one is then the branching
fraction for the T → tZ decay.

These limits are compared to the theoretically predicted cross section for TT production

calculated at NNLO. As a result, pair production of T quarks can be excluded for T quark

masses below 890 GeV (860 GeV expected) assuming a branching fraction of 100% for the

T → tH decay and 790 GeV (770 GeV) for the electroweak isospin doublet scenario. For

the isospin singlet scenario, the sensitivity of this search is not large enough to exclude T

quarks with masses above 700 GeV.

Lower limits on the mass of the T quark, up to a precision of 10 GeV, for all possible

branching fraction scenarios can be found in Fig. 6.34. This search becomes more sensitive

the higher the branching fraction of the T → tH decay becomes. As TT production is only

considered for T quark masses above 700 GeV, exact mass limits can only be calculated

where computed cross section limits and the theoretically predicted cross section intersect

at values above 700 GeV.

The observed data distributions can also be interpreted for models that predict BB̄

production. This search could be sensitive to this production mode e. g. for decays of the

BB̄ system to bHtW . Upper cross section limits for the electroweak isospin singlet and

doublet scenarios (with branching fractions of 50% to tW and 25% to bH and bZ for the

isospin singlet scenario and 50% to both bH and bZ for the isospin doublet scenario) are

shown in Fig. 6.35. The sensitivity is not yet large enough to exclude BB̄ production for

any of these scenarios for B quark masses above 700 GeV.

A preliminary version of these results has been published by the CMS Collaboration

in a Physics Analysis Summary [1]. The results shown in that reference differ slightly

from the ones presented in this chapter as few modifications have been introduced since
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Figure 6.35: Upper 95% C.L. limits on the cross section of B quark pair production as-
suming the branching fractions for the isospin singlet scenario (left) and for the isospin
doublet scenario (right). The theory cross section is shown as dashed line and is computed
at NNLO.

then. To improve the sensitivity to branching fraction scenarios for which this search is

not sensitive, this search is combined with a complementary search targeting T → bW

decays. This combination and its results are described in more detail in Chapter 7. A

more detailed discussion of the results derived in this thesis follow at the end of Chapter 7

where the results of the combined TT search are also compared to other results from the

CMS and ATLAS Collaborations.





7 Combination with single-lepton search for

T T̄ → bW + X

To expand the sensitivity of the search presented in Chapter 6 to decay modes of the T

quark other than tH, it is combined with a complementary search which was released as

preliminary result by the CMS Collaboration in Ref. [230]. The search presented in this

reference also targets vector-like TT production in the single-lepton final state, but vetoes

on H-tagged AK8 jets and uses a technique called W tagging in order to identify hadronic

T → bW decays.

The search presented in Ref. [230] provides the basis for the so-called boosted W channel

in the combined search while the search presented in Chapter 6 forms the boosted H

channel. This combined search is also sometimes simply referred to as combination in

the following. Section 7.1 describes the event selection in the boosted W channel which

follows for a large part the selection in [230]. Section 7.2 outlines the combination strategy

and describes e. g. the treatment of systematic uncertainties across the two channels and

Section 7.3 presents the results of the combined search.

7.1 Event selection in the boosted W channel

The analysis strategy in the boosted W channel has been developed by a different analysis

group within the CMS Collaboration and released individually as preliminary result in

Ref. [230]. This section provides a short summary of the event selection and analysis

techniques used in the boosted W channel to allow a more detailed understanding of the

results of the combination.

The purpose of the boosted W channel is to select TT events where the T quark has

a large branching fraction for the T → bW decay. Events must pass a single electron or

single muon trigger that selects electrons (muons) with pT > 27 GeV (20 GeV), |η| < 2.1

(2.4) that are isolated from nearby hadronic activity.

After the trigger selection, exactly one electron or muon with a pT > 40 GeV and

|η| < 2.1 or 2.4, respectively, is required. An electron must pass several identification

criteria based on a multi-variate identification technique while a muon must fulfill the

selection criteria described in Section 5.3 and additional requirements to further reduce

the contribution from misidentified muons. Furthermore, for both lepton flavours, a mini-

isolation requirement has to be fulfilled where hadronic activity is measured in a cone

around the lepton with a variable cone size depending on the pT of the lepton. Events
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with more than one lepton, where the additional leptons pass looser selection criteria,

are rejected in order to combine this search with a dedicated multi-lepton search in the

future. Three or more AK4 jets are required that must have transverse momenta greater

than 300, 150 and 100 GeV, respectively. The missing transverse energy in the event has

to surpass 75 GeV and ∆R > 1 between the lepton and the jet with the second highest

pT is required. Finally, events must not contain any H-tagged AK8 jet with at least one

b-tagged subjet using the same H tagging definition as described in Section 6.3.3. This

requirement is important to ensure the orthogonality of the boosted W and boosted H

channels which allows for a straightforward combination of the two channels.

To identify boosted T → bW decays, a technique called W tagging is employed which

is similar to the H tagging algorithm used in the boosted H channel and aims to identify

hadronic boosted W boson decays. In order to be W -tagged, an AK8 jet has to have a

pruned mass between 65 and 105 GeV, where pruning [196] is a grooming algorithm similar

to the soft-drop algorithm, and must fulfill a N -subjettiness requirement τ2/τ1 < 0.6 (see

Section 5.8).

Simulated events are corrected with similar or identical scale factors to match measured

efficiencies in the data as events in the boosted H channel, e. g. for b tagging and trigger

efficiencies (see the descriptions in Chapter 5). Most of these scale factors were derived

from the same measurements. In addition, as similar discrepancies between data and

simulation have been observed in control regions in the boosted W channel, events in the

boosted W channel are also corrected with the HT reweighting procedure described in

Section 6.5.2, using the same parameters.

The background estimation in the boosted W channel relies on MC simulation in the

same way as the boosted H channel. To evaluate its modelling, four separate control

regions are defined by inverting the ∆R requirement described above and selecting events

with a ∆R(lepton, 2nd jet) < 1, and requiring different numbers of b-tagged AK4 jets

and W -tagged AK8 jets. Two of these control regions are enriched in tt̄ + jets events by

requiring either exactly one or ≥ 2 b-tagged AK4 jets, the other two control regions are

enriched in W + jets events by requiring exactly zero b-tagged AK4 jets and either zero

or ≥ 1 W -tagged AK8 jets, respectively. After applying all corrections to the simulation,

including the HT-reweighting, good agreement between data and simulation is observed.

Systematic uncertainties in the normalisation of the two background processes are assigned

to account for remaining differences in the event yields between data and simulation.

Other sources of systematic uncertainties are mostly identical to the ones considered in

the boosted H channel described in Section 6.4. More details about these systematic

uncertainties, and how correlated uncertainties between the two channels are treated, are

presented in Section 7.2.

After passing the selection requirements described above, events are categorised accord-
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Sample 0 W, 0 b 0 W, 1 b 0 W, 2 b 0 W, ≥ 3 b

TT (0.8 TeV) 2.49 ± 0.68 5.3 ± 1.3 3.9 ± 1.0 1.42 ± 0.38

TT (1.2 TeV) 0.228 ± 0.064 0.42 ± 0.11 0.261 ± 0.067 0.093 ± 0.025

TOP 103 ± 41 205 ± 78 111 ± 41 16.3 ± 6.8
EWK 460 ± 160 80 ± 30 10.7 ± 4.0 0.59 ± 0.25
QCD 14.1 ± 6.3 6.2 ± 3.7 < 1 < 1

Total Bkg 570 ± 170 292 ± 84 122 ± 41 16.9 ± 6.8
Data 588 288 131 14

Sample ≥ 1 W, 0 b ≥ 1 W, 1 b ≥ 1 W, 2 b ≥ 1 W, ≥ 3 b

TT (0.8 TeV) 3.26 ± 0.89 6.6 ± 1.7 4.2 ± 1.1 1.02 ± 0.27

TT (1.2 TeV) 0.335 ± 0.092 0.52 ± 0.13 0.269 ± 0.070 0.063 ± 0.017

TOP 71 ± 26 111 ± 42 56 ± 20 7.6 ± 3.3
EWK 180 ± 50 29.0 ± 8.4 4.4 ± 2.0 0.25 ± 0.11
QCD 12.6 ± 7.0 3.5 ± 2.6 0.15 ± 0.18 < 1

Total Bkg 263 ± 57 143 ± 43 60 ± 20 7.8 ± 3.3
Data 274 155 45 7

Table 7.1: Data and expected background yields in each category of the boosted W chan-
nel after combining electron and muon channels. Uncertainties include statistical and all
systematic components summarised in Table 7.2. For the TT signal, the theoretically
predicted production cross sections are assumed with the singlet branching fraction com-
bination. The labels “TOP”, “EWK” and “QCD” denote three groups of background
processes. Taken from Ref. [2].

ing to the number of W -tagged AK8 jets and b-tagged AK4 jets passing the medium

working point (see Section 5.7). First, events are split into two categories depending on

whether they have at least one W -tagged AK8 jet or not. These two categories are then

further divided into four subcategories with 0, 1, 2 or ≥ 3 b-tagged AK4 jets, respectively,

resulting in a total of eight categories. The background composition differs from category

to category with the main background contributions arising from tt̄ + jets and W + jets

production, similar to the boosted H channel.

For illustration purposes these background processes are combined with some of the

minor backgrounds in the following figures and tables, forming in total three groups of

backgrounds: the “TOP” group incorporates tt̄+jets and single top background processes,

“EWK” includes W + jets, DY+ jets and Diboson production and “QCD” denotes the

background from multijet production. The data and predicted background yields in each

of these eight categories is shown in Table 7.1. It can be seen that background processes

in the EWK group are the dominant contribution in categories with low b tag and W

tag multiplicities, while background processes from the TOP group grow more and more

important for categories with higher numbers of b tags and W tags. These are also the

categories with the highest signal-to-background ratio.

To discriminate signal-like from background-like events, a variable “min[M(`, b)]” is
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defined as the smallest invariant mass between the lepton and any of the b-tagged AK4

jets. In categories with zero b-tagged AK4 jets, the minimum invariant mass between

the lepton and any AK4 jet, “min[M(l, j)]”, is used. For the tt̄ + jets background, the

distribution of this variable peaks around the t quark mass while for TT signal events

with the lepton from a T → bW decay, this distribution rises towards large values for

min[M(`, b)]. Distributions of min[M(`, b)] in all eight categories are shown in Fig. 7.1.

7.2 Combination strategy and treatment of systematic

uncertainties

In the final statistical interpretation, all categories from the boosted W channel and the

H1b and H2b categories from the boosted H channel (see Section 6.3.4) are combined in a

simultaneous likelihood fit. The 0H category is not considered as this has a large overlap

with the boosted W channel and is covered by the corresponding categories.

Combining the boosted W and boosted H channels provides a good coverage of many

possible final states of the TT system. Each of the two channels provides a good sensitivity

for signal models with large branching fractions to tH and bW decay modes, respectively,

and serves as a background enriched region to constrain systematic uncertainties in the

opposite case. There is also some sensitivity for T → tZ decays if the Z boson decays

hadronically as it can then either be H-tagged, if it decays to bb̄, or W -tagged if it decays

to any other pair of quarks. Splitting each category into an electron and muon channel

results in 16 categories in the boosted W channel and four categories in the boosted H

channel, so that there is a total number of 20 categories.

A large number of the systematic uncertainties that affect simulated samples in the

boostedH channel are also assigned in the boostedW channel. If not mentioned otherwise,

these uncertainties are treated as fully correlated between the two channels as they are

considered to originate from the same source and are estimated based on identical or very

similar measurements. There are, however, a few differences which are outlined in this

section.

Due to different versions of the software used to reconstruct physical objects in the two

channels, slightly different b tagging efficiencies are found between them. As a result, the

H tagging efficiencies for signal, when requiring at least one b-tagged subjet, differ between

the two channels by a factor of approximately 3%. Since the veto on an H-tagged jet in

the boosted W channels defines the orthogonality between the two channels, this can lead

to a bias of the combined signal efficiency of the two channels. This effect is therefore

taken into account by assigning a systematic uncertainty of 3% on the normalisation of

the signal in the two channels. As a variation of the H tagging efficiency would lead to

opposite changes of the signal yield in the two channels (since, in case of an up-variation,
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Figure 7.1: The bottom pad shows the difference between data and simulated background
in each bin in units of one standard deviation of the total uncertainty after combining the
statistical uncertainties in the data and the total uncertainty (statistical and systematic)
in the simulated background. For illustration purposes, several background processes
are combined grouped together: the “TOP” group incorporates tt̄ + jets and single top
background processes, “EWK” includes W + jets, DY+ jets and Diboson production and
“QCD” denotes the background from multijet production. Taken from Ref. [2].
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more signal events would enter the boosted H channel and more would be vetoed in the

boosted W channel), this systematic uncertainty is treated as fully anti-correlated between

the two channels.

Due to this difference in the H tagging efficiency, it is also possible that data events are

selected in both channels at the same time. The number of such “overlapping” data events

was explicitly checked and 24 out of in total 2749 events were found to be selected in both

channels. As all of these events are in the less sensitive H1b category of the boosted H

channel, the impact of this overlap is deemed negligible and no further action is taken to

prevent it.

In the boosted W channel, an additional systematic uncertainty is assigned due to

measured differences in the efficiency of the mini-isolation requirement for leptons between

data and simulation. The uncertainty in this measurement is rather small and as a result a

systematic uncertainty on the rate of all simulated samples of 1% is assigned in the boosted

W channel. The systematic uncertainties in the trigger selection efficiencies are treated

as fully correlated even though different triggers are used in the two channels. Since the

triggers in the boosted W channel only differ by the additional lepton isolation requirement

and a lower pT threshold, the data samples used to measure these efficiencies have a very

large overlap meaning that the measurements of the efficiencies for both triggers are not

statistically independent.

Furthermore, as the jet mass scale and resolution has been measured to give similar

values for jets groomed with the soft-drop and with the pruning algorithms [202], the

associated systematic uncertainties are treated as fully correlated across the two channels

of the combination. The boosted W channel does, however, not require an additional

uncertainty in the groomed mass correction like that applied in the boosted Higgs channel.

The selection efficiency of the τ2/τ1 requirement used in the W tagging algorithm has

also been measured in data and compared with simulation [185] to derive scale factors.

The uncertainty in this measurement is propagated to the observables in the boosted W

channels, affecting both their shapes and rates. An additional systematic uncertainty is

assigned when extrapolating the measured scale factors to AK8 jets that have a larger pT

(> 300 GeV) than the jets in the sample used for the measurement. This uncertainty is

derived by comparing selection efficiencies between simulated samples that were generated

with the Pythia and Herwig++ hadronisers and also affects both the event rate and

the shape of physical observables.

As mentioned in the previous section, systematic uncertainties in the normalisation of

the tt̄ + jets and W + jets background processes are estimated from control regions and

assigned in the final statistical interpretation. For minor background processes coming

from DY+ jets, single top and Diboson production, the same systematic uncertainties in

their rate as in the boosted H channel (described in Section 6.4.2) are assumed. All these
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normalisation uncertainties are treated as fully correlated between the two channels.

To estimate the background from multijet production, simulated samples are used that

were produced with the MadGraph generator and have sufficient information stored to

estimate systematic uncertainties in the µR/F energy scales and PDFs used to generate

these samples. As these uncertainties are rather large, no additional systematic uncertainty

in the rate of multijet production is assumed in the boosted W channel.

As the tt̄ + jets and W + jets samples in the boosted W channel are corrected with the

same HT reweighting procedure used in the boosted H channel (see Section 6.5.2), the

systematic uncertainty associated with this procedure is also assigned in the boosted W

channel. As the observed trends are most likely due to the same effect in the two search

channels, this uncertainty is treated as fully correlated between the two channels.

Finally, systematic uncertainties due to the µR/F energy scales and PDFs used in the

generation of DY+jets, single top and all signal samples are treated in the same way as for

the boosted H channel (see Section 6.4.2) and are correlated between the two channels.

For backgrounds from tt̄ + jets and W + jets production, no uncertainty is assigned to

account for variations in the PDFs used to simulate these samples as this is assumed to

be covered by the large systematic uncertainty in the HT reweighting procedure. The

systematic uncertainty in the µR/F energy scales is, however, assigned as its effect on

the min[M(`, b)] variable is of the same order as the uncertainty in the HT reweighting

procedure.

A summary of all systematic uncertainties and how they are treated between the two

channels can be found in Table 7.2. In order to test there are no differences in the treatment

of systematic uncertainties between the two channels, an MLE fit of the background-only

hypothesis is performed simultaneously in all 20 categories (see App. A.1 for a description

of this method). Systematic uncertainties that affect only the rates of physical processes

are assigned log-normal priors in this study while all other systematic uncertainties are

assigned Gaussian priors. The results of this test can be found in App. E which confirm

the validity of the treatment of systematic uncertainties in this combination.

7.3 Results and statistical interpretation

No significant excess above the standard model background expectation is observed in any

of the categories in the boosted W and boosted H channels. Upper cross section limits

on TT production at 95% C.L. are calculated as Bayesian intervals (see App. A.2) with a

lower bound at zero by performing a simultaneous binned likelihood fit of the min[M(`, b)]

variable in the boosted W categories and of the ST variable in the boosted H channel to

the data. The statistical treatment resembles the one described in Section 6.6: A flat prior

is assigned to the signal cross section and systematic uncertainties are treated as nuisance

parameters that are marginalised in the likelihood fit. Uncertainties affecting only the rates
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Source
Experimental uncertainties

boosted W boosted H Correlated

Luminosity X X X
W tagging: τ2/τ1 X — —
W tagging: τ2/τ1 pT-dep. X — —
H tag: W→ H — X —
Trigger eff. X X X
Lepton identification eff. X X X
AK8 jet mass scale X X X
AK8 jet mass res. X X X
Jet energy scale X X X
Jet energy res. X X X
b tag eff., h.-fl. X X X
b tag eff., l.-fl. X X X
b tagging: H tag eff. diff. X∗ X∗ X∗

Source
Normalisation uncertainties from control regions
boosted W boosted H Correlated

tt̄ + jets rate X X X
W + jets rate X X X

Source
Experimental normalisation uncertainties

boosted W boosted H Correlated

DY+ jets rate X X X
Diboson rate X X X
Single top rate X X X
Multijet rate — X —

Source
Theoretical uncertainties

boosted W boosted H Correlated

HT reweighting X X X
Pileup reweighting X X X
PDF X X X
µR/F scales X X X
∗correlated to heavy-flavour b tagging uncertainty in boosted H channel,
anti-correlated in boosted W channel

Table 7.2: Summary of correlated and uncorrelated uncertainties in the combination of
the boosted W and boosted H channels. Not all uncertainties are applied to all samples
within a category.
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Figure 7.2: The expected and observed upper limits at 95% C.L. on the cross section of TT
production assuming a branching fraction of 100% for the T → tH (left) and the T → bW
(right) decay mode in the combination of the boosted W and boosted H channels. The
limits are compared to the theoretically predicted cross section for TT production which
is shown as dashed line.

of physical processes are assigned log-normal priors while all other systematic uncertainties

are assigned Gaussian priors.

Upper limits on the cross section of TT production at 95% C.L. are shown in Figs. 7.2

and 7.3 for a few benchmark points of the T quark branching fraction. Assuming a

branching fraction of 100% either for the T → bW decay or for the T → tH decay, T

quarks can be excluded up to masses of 910 GeV (870 GeV expected) or 890 GeV (860 GeV),

respectively. For the branching fractions corresponding to the electroweak isospin singlet or

doublet scenario (see Section 2.4.1), the observed (expected) lower mass limits are 860 GeV

(790 GeV) or 830 GeV (780 GeV), respectively. These branching fraction combinations are

50% to bW and 25% to both tZ and tH for in the isospin singlet scenario and 50% to

both tZ and tH (and 0% to bW ) for the isospin doublet scenario.

Expected and observed lower limits on the mass of the T quark for various possible

branching fractions are shown in Fig. 7.4. Comparing these limits with the corresponding

branching fraction scans for the individual channels of the combination, one can clearly

see how the two channels complement each other so that, particularly, the sensitivity for

TT production with sizable branching fractions to bW is improved.

The combination of the two search channels provides a significant improvement over

the individual results of the boosted H channel (which are equal to the ones discussed in

Section 6.6) for a wide range of assumed branching fractions of the T quark. For very

high branching fractions for the T → tH decay close to 100%, the lower mass limits are

completely driven by the boosted H channel alone (and equivalently by the boosted W

channel for very high branching fractions for the T → bW decay).
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Figure 7.3: The expected and observed upper limits at 95% C.L. on the cross section
of TT production for the electroweak isospin singlet (left) and doublet scenario (right)
after combining the boosted W and boosted H channels. The limits are compared to
the theoretically predicted cross section for TT production (calculated at NNLO) which is
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scales indicated by the shaded area. Published in Ref. [2].
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Figure 7.4: Lower 95% C.L. limits on the mass of the T quark for various branching fraction
combinations obtained from the combination of the boosted W and boosted H channels.
Expected limits are shown on the left, observed limits on the right. Each point in the
plane represents a different branching fraction scenario for the T quark decay where the
x-axis denotes the branching fraction of the T → tH decay and the y-axis the branching
fraction of the T → bW decay. The remainder to one is then the branching fraction for
the T → tZ decay. Published in Ref. [2].

Upper limits on the BB̄ production cross section for the electroweak isospin singlet and

doublet models can be found in Fig. 7.5 and expected and observed lower mass limits

for a variety of branching fractions of the B quark are shown in Fig. 7.6. One can see
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Figure 7.5: The expected and observed upper limits at 95% C.L. on the cross section
of BB̄ production for the electroweak isospin singlet (left) and doublet scenario (right)
after combining the boosted W and boosted H channels. The limits are compared to the
theoretically predicted cross section for BB̄ production (calculated at NNLO) which is
shown as red line, with the uncertainties in the PDFs and renormalisation and factorisation
scales indicated by the shaded area. Published in Ref. [2].

that the sensitivity to this signal model is considerably enhanced by combining the two

search channels. For the isospin singlet scenario, B quarks with masses below 730 GeV

(720 GeV expected) are excluded while for the isospin doublet scenario, the sensitivity of

the combined search is not high enough to exclude B quarks with masses above 700 GeV.

The corresponding branching fractions are equivalent to the branching fractions to decay

modes with the same heavy bosons of T quarks appearing in the same electroweak isospin

multiplet (see also Section 2.4.1). This results in exclusion limits for B quark masses above

700 GeV for a significant number of branching fraction combinations, while in the boosted

H channel alone, B quarks with masses above 700 GeV cannot be excluded.

The results presented in this chapter have been published by the CMS Collaboration

and submitted to the Journal of High Energy Physics [2]. A comparison of these results

to previous searches at
√
s = 8 TeV as well as to more recent results at 13 TeV follows in

the next section.

7.4 Comparison to other VLQ searches

For TT quark production with large branching fractions of the T quark to tH, the observed

and expected limits calculated in this search come close to the results of previous searches

performed at the LHC.

For the branching fractions assuming that the T quark appears in an electroweak

isospin singlet, the CMS Collaboration excluded T quarks with masses approximately
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Figure 7.6: Lower 95% C.L. limits on the mass of the B quark for various branching fraction
combinations obtained from the combination of the boosted W and boosted H channels.
Expected limits are shown on the left, observed limits on the right. Each point in the
plane represents a different branching fraction scenario for the B quark decay where the
x-axis denotes the branching fraction of the B → bH decay and the y-axis the branching
fraction of the B → tW decay. The remainder to one is then the branching fraction for
the B → bZ decay.

below 730 GeV (800 GeV expected) at
√
s = 8 TeV, in a data set corresponding to L =

19.7 fb−1 [99]. The lower mass limits for a T quark appearing in an isospin doublet found

in the same search are 760 GeV (820 GeV expected). The observed limits on the T quark

mass are extended in this search to 860 GeV and 830 GeV while the expected sensitivity

is slightly lower than in the previous searches.

Assuming a branching fraction of 100% for the T → tH decay, an observed (expected)

lower limit on the T quark mass at 95% C.L. was set to 770 GeV (840 GeV) by the CMS

Collaboration at
√
s = 8 TeV with a data set corresponding to L = 19.7 fb−1 [99]. This

result is even surpassed by the result of this search which sets a lower mass limit of 890 GeV

(860 GeV). A search carried out by the ATLAS collaboration at
√
s = 8 TeV studied a

data set corresponding to L = 20.3 fb−1 and quotes an observed (expected) lower mass

limit of 950 (885) GeV [101] which is just slightly stronger than the result of this search.

The relatively high limit on the T quark mass obtained in this search is primarily caused

by a significant increase in the theoretical cross section for TT production from 8 TeV to

13 TeV e. g. by more than a factor of 10 for the M(T) = 900 GeV mass point [99].

Comparing the lower mass limits for vector-like B quarks with the results from the 8 TeV

analyses both from ATLAS and CMS [100–102] shows that the 13 TeV results do not yet

reach the sensitivity previously achieved: while in this search, lower limits on the B quark

mass can only be set for few branching ratio combinations ranging from 720 to 790 GeV

(710 to 780 GeV expected), the 8 TeV search from CMS excludes B quark masses up to

values ranging from 740 to 900 GeV (710 to 890 GeV expected) for all possible branching
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fraction scenarios of the B quark. This is, however, expected as this search has not been

optimised for BB̄ production so that dedicated searches for this signal mode would likely

be able to compete with the 8 TeV results as well.

More recent results on pair production using pp collision data from the 2016 data-

taking period at the LHC were released by the ATLAS collaboration. Several analyses

were performed that were optimised for different decay modes of vector-like T quarks and

used data sets corresponding to integrated luminosities between L = 13.3 fb−1 [231–233]

and L = 36.1 fb−1 [234]. These searches set lower mass limits for the T quark of 1200 GeV

(1160 GeV expected) for a branching fraction of 100% for the T → tH decay and 1160 GeV

and 1020 GeV (1110 GeV and 960 GeV expected) for the branching fraction combination

corresponding to the isospin singlet and doublet models, respectively. These limits are

significantly stronger than the ones derived in the combination in this thesis as they are

based on a much larger data sample. Including the full data set recorded in 2016 would

therefore allow to exclude pair production of vector-like T quarks in a similar mass regime

also with this search.

Exclusion limits on VLQ production were also set for other types of vector-like quarks

besides T and B quarks and for other production modes. At
√
s = 13 TeV, the CMS

Collaboration excluded pair production of X5/3 quarks for masses below 1160 GeV if the

X5/3 quarks are assumed to have only left-handed couplings and below 1100 GeV for

exclusive right-handed couplings [235] (see also Section 2.4.1).

The single production mode of vector-like quarks has been studied as well in direct

searches at the LHC. No evidence for this process has been observed yet and upper limits

on the production cross section at 95% C.L. were derived by the ATLAS Collaboration

at
√
s = 8 TeV [103–106] and by both the ATLAS and CMS Collaborations at

√
s =

13 TeV [202, 236–239]. A recent measurement by the CMS Collaboration using the LHC

data set recorded in 2016 excludes single production of vector-like T quarks decaying

to tZ for various assumptions of their couplings to SM quarks [240]. Lower limits are

set on the T quark mass, depending on the assumed couplings to SM quarks, ranging

from 1200 to 1400 GeV assuming it appears in an electroweak isospin singlet and from

850 to 950 GeV if it appears in an isospin doublet. The single production mode will

become increasingly important in future searches to maintain a high sensitivity for very

heavy vector-like quarks as then, the corresponding production cross section can possibly

become considerably larger than the pair production cross section.

Based on the results of this search and the ones that were obtained with the data

set recorded in 2016, it is most likely that the sensitivity to vector-like quarks will be

significantly improved over the next few years. With the data set that the LHC is expected

to deliver after the upgrade to the High Luminosity LHC, it is therefore well possible that

this sensitivity can be expanded to VLQ masses around 1.5 TeV and maybe even beyond.





8 Conclusions

This thesis presents a search for pair-produced vector-like T quarks which was carried

out using proton-proton collision data delivered by the LHC in 2015 at a centre-of-mass

energy of
√
s = 13 TeV. These data were recorded with the CMS detector and correspond

to an integrated luminosity up to L = 2.6 fb−1.

Vector-like T quarks appear in many extensions of the Standard Model in which the

Higgs boson is a bound state of an unknown strong dynamics and their observation would

give deep insights into the structure of physics beyond the Standard Model. In order

to solve the problem of the unnaturally low electroweak scale, they must have masses

of order 1 TeV which would make them observable at the LHC at
√
s = 13 TeV. They

are assumed to decay via three decay modes, bW , tZ and tH, with branching fractions

depending on their transformation properties under the electroweak symmetry group. The

search presented in this thesis was optimised for the T → tH decay by using dedicated

substructure analysis techniques.

At least one muon or electron was required in the trigger selection step to suppress

the contribution from multijet background processes. More kinematic requirements were

imposed in an offline preselection to select events with a large number of high-pT jets as

such final states are characteristic for TT events. To this end, an observable denoted as

ST, defined as the pT sum of the lepton, the missing transverse energy and the pT of all

AK4 jets, was employed.

Higgs bosons emitted in the decay of a T quark often possess a high transverse momen-

tum due to the large mass difference between the two particles. The dominant decay mode

of the Higgs boson, H → bb, was targeted and AK8 jets were used to capture all its decay

products within a single jet to maximise the sensitivity to the presence of such high-pT

Higgs bosons. The softdrop grooming algorithm was used to remove soft and wide-angle

radiation products within these AK8 jets and reconstruct subjets corresponding to the

two b quarks from the Higgs boson decay. AK8 jets were then defined as H-tagged if they

had at least one b-tagged subjet and a groomed jet mass close to the Higgs boson mass.

The two dominant SM background processes, tt̄ + jets and W + jets production, were

estimated from MC simulations and the corresponding modelling of the ST observable was

evaluated in two control regions. The observed ST distributions showed trends in the ratio

between data and simulation, exhibiting an overestimation of the data in the simulation

towards high ST values. These trends were found to be related to a mismodelling of the

HT variable, defined as the sum of the transverse momenta of all AK4 jets in an event. A
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procedure denoted as HT reweighting was introduced to correct for this mismodelling by

reweighting simulated events based on their HT using a linear function.

The events passing the preselection were split into three orthogonal event categories.

Events with no H-tagged jet were sorted into the 0H category, while events with at least

one H-tagged jet were assigned into the H1b or H2b categories, depending on whether they

had an H-tagged jet with one or two b-tagged subjets.

No significant excess of the data above the SM expectation was observed in either of

the three event categories. Upper cross section limits at 95% C.L. were set by perform-

ing a simultaneous likelihood fit of the signal+background hypothesis to the data in all

three event categories using the ST variable. Systematic uncertainties in the simulation, of

which the dominant contribution was found to be the uncertainty in the HT reweighting

procedure, were considered and marginalised using a Bayesian method. The resulting up-

per cross section limits were interpreted as lower limits on the T quark mass by comparing

them to the theoretically predicted TT production cross section. Assuming a branching

fraction of 100% for the T → tH decay, T quarks with masses below 890 GeV were ex-

cluded. Furthermore, a lower mass limit of 790 GeV was set assuming the electroweak

isospin doublet scenario, in which the T quark has branching fractions of 50% for the

T → tZ and T → tH decay modes.

The search was then combined with a complementary search targeting T → bW decays

in the single-lepton final state which used substructure techniques to identify boosted

hadronic W boson decays. These two searches were considered as individual channels of

a global combination and labelled boosted H and boosted W channel in the combined

search.

No excess of the data over the SM expectation was observed in neither the boosted W

nor the boosted H channel and upper cross section limits at 95% C.L. were derived in a

Bayesian calculation similar to the one described above. This was done by performing a

simultaneous likelihood fit of the signal+background hypothesis using a variable referred

to as min[M(`, b)] in all categories of the boosted W channel and the ST variable in the

H1b and H2b categories of the boosted H channel (with the 0H category not considered

as it was covered by the boosted W channel). Systematic uncertainties were correlated

between the two channels where appropriate, including the systematic uncertainty in the

HT reweighting procedure, and marginalised in the final likelihood fit.

These cross section limits were compared with the theoretical prediction for TT produc-

tion for all possible branching fraction combinations for the T quark decay. Lower limits

on the T quark mass were set to values ranging from 710 to 940 GeV, depending on the

assumed branching fraction combination. A lower mass limit of 860 GeV was found for

the electroweak isospin singlet branching fraction scenario, corresponding to a branching

fraction of 50% for the T → bW decay and 25% to the T → tZ and T → tH decays.
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For the isospin doublet assumption, masses below 830 GeV were excluded. The data were

also interpreted assuming a signal model with vector-like B quark pair production, which

were excluded for masses below 730 GeV assuming the isospin singlet branching fraction

scenario.

These are amongst the first results derived for vector-like quark pair production at
√
s =

13 TeV. The observed lower limits on the mass of vector-like T quarks are comparable

to the ones obtained by the CMS experiment with a data set corresponding to L =

19.7 fb−1 at
√
s = 8 TeV and at some points even exceed them. The much larger data

set, which the LHC is expected to deliver in the next few years, will certainly increase

the sensitivity of this search to vector-like T quark production to masses above 1 TeV.

Indeed, other searches that studied the data set collected in 2016 already indicate that

vector-like quarks are excluded up to masses just above this scale [231–235, 240]. The

higher these lower mass limits become, however, the more difficult will it be to observe

vector-like quarks in the pair production channel as the corresponding cross section shows

a steeply falling behaviour towards larger masses. Therefore, single production searches

will grow increasingly important in order to be sensitive to vector-like quarks in the very

high mass region of ∼ 2 TeV at the LHC.

In any case, as naturalness suggests that vector-like quarks should have masses around

the TeV scale, the next few years might very well shed light onto the question, whether

the laws of nature follow a natural theory, or not.





Appendix





A Statistical Methods

In this section, some of the statistical methods employed in this thesis are explained.

Section A.1 describes the maximum-likelihood method to estimate certain parameters

which is mainly used to assess the modelling of the background in this thesis given a set of

systematic uncertainties. Section A.2 describes limit estimation using Bayesian inference

which is used for the statistical interpretation of the data in the final event categories in

this thesis. In Section A.3, limit determination with the asymptotic CLs method [241]

is explained which is a very fast method but only valid under certain conditions and

therefore used mainly for studies of expected sensitivities in this thesis. All these methods

are performed in this thesis using the Theta [242] framework. A detailed review about

all statistical methods used in this thesis can be found e. g. in Ref. [243].

A.1 Maximum-likelihood method

The maximum-likelihood method is a statistical tool to estimate the true values for a set

of unknown parameters given a sample of measured data. It is based on the likelihood

function

L(x|θ) =

N∏
i=1

f(xi|θ) (A.1)

where θ is the set of parameters that one would like to estimate (they define what is

commonly referred to as model), x = {x1, . . . , xN} is a set of measured data (usually xi

gives the data yield in bin i of an observable with N bins) and f(xi,θ) is a probability

density function (p.d.f.) according to which the data x are distributed.

This p.d.f. is often assumed to follow a Poisson distribution

f(xi|λi(θ)) =
λi(θ)xie−λi(θ)

xi!
(A.2)

in each bin where λi(θ) is the expectation value in bin i which depends on the parameters

of the model. An estimate for the parameters θ is then given by finding the corresponding

values that solve
∂ lnL(x|θ)

∂ θ
= 0 (A.3)

to maximise the likelihood L(θ) which is usually done numerically.
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The likelihood function can be expanded by an additional term

L(x|θ(ν),ν) =
N∏
i=1

f(xi|θ(ν))D(ν) =
N∏
i=1

M∏
j=1

f(xi|θ(νj))d(νj |ν̂j , σνj ) (A.4)

to incorporate a set of M systematic uncertainties in the parameters θ. The param-

eters ν are also referred to as nuisance parameters so that each nuisance parameter

j corresponds to an individual source of systematic uncertainty. The additional terms

D(ν) =
∏
j d(νj |ν̂j , σνj ) follow a given probability distribution with mean ν̂j and width

σνj . νj is a free parameter in the maximisation of the likelihood function which influences

the parameters θ(ν) through a given response function (which is explained further below).

The parametrisation of this response function in νj is usually chosen such that its mean

value and standard deviation are ν̂j = 0 and σνj = 1, respectively, so that νj = 0 cor-

responds to the nominal value for θ and the values νj = ±1 correspond to one standard

deviation of the systematic uncertainty j.

For uncertainties that only affect the rate of certain background processes but not

the shape of physical observables (rate uncertainties), log-normal terms d(νj |ν̂j , σνj ) are

included in D(ν). Uncertainties that can have an impact on both, shape and rate, of

physical observables (shape uncertainties) are incorporated by including Gaussian terms.

The likelihood function L(x|θ(ν),ν) defined in Eq. (A.4) is not only used in the MLE

method but has a broad range of applications e. g. when calculating Bayesian intervals

(see App. A.2).

In the cases in which the MLE method is used in this thesis, the parameters θ(ν)

correspond to the predicted background yields in the bins of a given observable which de-

pend on a set of systematic uncertainties parametrised by ν. This prediction is obtained

by producing templates of the desired observable using MC generators (this is described

in more detail in Chapter 4). As only a finite number of MC events can be simulated,

there is an additional statistical uncertainty in the model θ in addition to the systematic

uncertainties. This statistical uncertainty is equivalent of the uncertainty of a Poisson

distribution with the mean corresponding to the number of simulated MC events in each

bin. It can be treated in the same way like other systematic uncertainties with the differ-

ence that there is one parameter νj per bin of the observable as statistical fluctuations are

not correlated between bins. Variations of other systematic uncertainties, however, are

usually correlated across all bins of the observable so that there is only one parameter νj

per systematic uncertainty, independent of the number of bins. If the number of simulated

events is large enough, the distribution of the variation parameter νj can be approximated

by a Gaussian distribution which is referred to as Barlow-Beeston light method [228,229].

This condition is ensured by choosing a proper binning for the physical observable under

consideration.
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The previously mentioned response function can be trivially derived for rate uncertain-

ties since a variation of the parameter νj corresponds to a correlated shift of the rate across

all bins of the observable. For shape uncertainties, in order to approximate the response

function, a method called vertical template morphing is employed. In this procedure, the

physical observable under consideration is re-computed twice for each shape uncertainty,

varying the parameter affected by the uncertainty (e. g. a scale factor for a given selection

efficiency) up and down by one standard deviation of the systematic uncertainty. The re-

sulting templates correspond to the values νj = ±1 of the parameter associated with this

systematic uncertainty in the likelihood function in Eq. (A.4). The response function for

the parameter θ(νj) is then given by interpolating between νj = −1, νj = 0 and νj = +1

with a cubic function and by linearly extrapolating beyond νj = ±1.

The main application of this method in this thesis is to assess the modelling of simulated

background processes for certain physical observables. This is done by including systematic

uncertainties using the vertical template morphing outlined above and evaluating the

shifts of the parameters νj from Eq. (A.4) and their post-fit uncertainties. Shifts of these

parameters within one or two standard deviations of their prior values are expected and

indicate a good modelling while extreme shifts beyond two standard deviations hint at

some problems of the background model.

A.2 Bayesian limit setting

After having collected data and performed an event selection in order to have a sample

where it would be possible to observe effects of new physic models, one usually wants to

make some quantitative statement about the possibility of such signal models to exist. In

order to do this, one can construct a hypothesis H(µ) as a function of the signal strength

µ so that a hypothesis that the presence of signal would correspond to µ > 0 and the

null-hypothesis (or background-only hypothesis) corresponds to µ = 0. In the context

of high-energy physics, µ is usually proportional to the production cross section of the

signal process. The goal of any statistical inference is either to reject a given hypothesis

(usually the null-hypothesis when deciding whether or not to claim a discovery) or derive

so-called confidence intervals that contain the true value for µ at a certain confidence

level (C.L.). There are two main approaches to carry out these two tasks, the frequentist

and the Bayesian approach. In the analyses in Chapters 6 and 7, the latter approach is

adopted which is therefore described in more detail in the following.

The central concept in Bayesian inference is summarised in Bayes’ theorem

P (A|B) =
P (B|A)P (A)

P (B)
(A.5)

which gives a relation for the conditional probabilities of two events A and B given their
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total probabilities P (A) and P (B).

This can be translated into a statistical test of the parameter µ and gives

p(µ|x) =
L(x|µ)π(µ)∫
L(x|µ′)π(µ′) dµ′

(A.6)

where p(µ|x) is the posterior probability as a function of the parameter µ, L(x|µ) is the

likelihood function depending on the signal strength µ (constructed in a similar way as

in Eq. (A.1)) and π(µ) is the prior probability as a function of µ. The denominator is

needed to normalise the posterior probability to values between 0 and 1. In the Bayesian

approach, the posterior probability p(µ|x) can be thought of as degree of belief that the

signal strength takes a certain value.

The prior probability π(µ) encodes the knowledge in the signal strength parameter µ

before the statistical test. This is usually assumed to have the values

π(µ) = 0 for µ < 0

π(µ) = 1 for µ ≥ 0
(A.7)

which is commonly referred to as flat prior.

Expected background processes and systematic uncertainties can be incorporated in the

likelihood function in a similar manner as described in Section A.1 by defining

L(x|µ) =

∫
L(x|µ(ν),θ(ν))π(ν) dν (A.8)

which is called the marginal likelihood. ν is a set of nuisance parameters corresponding to

systematic uncertainties which can influence the signal strength µ(ν) and the background

parameters θ(ν). π(ν) is the prior probability distribution function for the parameters ν

that can be constructed equivalently to the parameter D(ν) from Eq. (A.4). Statistical

uncertainties in MC templates are usually also incorporated in ν using the Barlow-Beeston

light method [228,229].

Bayesian credible intervals are then computed at a given confidence level α by calculating

the integral of the posterior probability

1− α =

∫ µ1

µ0

p(µ|x) dµ (A.9)

In the context of high energy physics, upper limits, e. g. on the cross section of a certain

process, are usually reported at 95% C.L. by setting 1 − α = 0.95 and µ0 = 0, leaving

the upper bound µ1 as free parameter. If the upper limit on a parameter is below the

theoretically predicted value, the corresponding signal model is considered excluded at

this confidence level.

The value computed using the measured data sample is referred to as observed limit.
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In order to test the sensitivity of a given selection or in order to put this observed limit

into context and compare it to one’s expectation, expected limits can be calculated using

pseudo-data sampled from the null-hypothesis in a so-called toy experiment. In the search

presented in Chapter 6, 1000 toy experiments are run when computing limit intervals using

the Bayesian method while in the the search presented in Chapter 7, 5000 toy experiments

are performed. The median value from all these experiments is quoted as the central value

for the expected upper cross section limit and the intervals that contain 68% and 95%

of all calculated values are presented as bands that correspond to one and two standard

deviations, respectively, from the central value.

Integrals of the form Eq. (A.9) are usually calculated numerically using a method called

Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) in which the integral is approximated by a random

walk process with a large number of steps. In each step, the function value at a certain

point of the parameter space is calculated and added to the integral and the next point is

randomly chosen based on the underlying probability distribution. For this calculations,

usually 10000 iterations per Markov Chain are undertaken. As the MCMC method gives

only an approximate value for the integral which can fluctuate around the true value, ten

Markov Chains are run and each time an observed limit is calculated (where the median

of the individual results is reported as result) while for toy experiments, only one Markov

Chain is calculated.

A.3 Asymptotic CLs limit setting

Applying the Bayesian method described in App. A.2 to derive upper cross section lim-

its can result in a high computational overhead as performing many toy experiments or

calculating integrals with the MCMC method usually takes a significant amount of time.

If one is instead rather interested in obtaining fast and only approximate results, one can

use so-called asymptotic methods to perform these calculations. This section provides an

overview over the method, a detailed description can be found in Ref. [241].

These methods are based on frequentist methods and rely on the profile likelihood ratio

λb(µ) =
L(µ, ˆ̂ν)

L(µ̂, ν̂)
(A.10)

where L is the likelihood function defined in Eq. (A.4), µ is the signal strength for the

process of interest (so that µ = 0 corresponds to the background-only hypothesis) and ν

is a set of nuisance parameters. µ̂ and ν̂ are the values for which L has its maximum while

ˆ̂ν is the set of nuisance parameter values that maximise L for a given µ.

One can then define a test statistic qµ = −2 lnλb(µ) for µ ≥ µ̂ and qµ = 0 for µ < µ̂

to evaluate the desired confidence intervals. In the limit of large statistics, the profile
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likelihood ratio is normally distributed and this test statistic becomes approximately

−2 lnλb(µ) ≈ (µ− µ̂)2

σ2
(A.11)

with µ̂ and σ being the mean and standard deviation, respectively, of the Gaussian curve

of the profile likelihood ratio. The standard deviation σ can be calculated from the co-

variance matrix of the estimators for µ and the nuisance parameters ν Upper limits on

the parameter µ at a given confidence level 1−α can then directly be calculated from this

test statistic setting qµ to

qµ = µ̂+ σ · Φ−1(1− α) (A.12)

where Φ(x) is the cumulative distribution of the standard Gaussian with zero mean and

unit variance. The upper limit at 95% C.L., for instance, corresponds to the value of

µ for which qµ = µ̂ + 1.68σ. One can also derive expected upper exclusion limits by

defining a so-called Asimov pseudo-data set. In this, the pseudo-data yields in every bin

of the considered observable are set to their expectation values given by the considered

background model and qµ is calculated for this data set.

When performing a search with a signal model s and a background model b in which

one would like to quote an upper exclusion limit on the signal+background hypothesis,

it is useful to quote the CLs =
CLs+b

CLb
confidence interval [244, 245]. This way, one can

avoid setting too strong limits in case of a downwards fluctuation of the data below the

expected background.

A.4 Goodness-of-fit tests

The compatibility of an observed data spectrum with a given model can be quantified

using so-called goodness-of-fit (GOF) tests. The χ2 test statistic is defined as [246]

−2 lnλχ2 = 2
∑
i

fi − di + di ln(di/fi) (A.13)

where di and fi correspond to the observed and expected yields, respectively, in the bins i

of an observable and it is assumed that fi follows a Poisson distribution. This test statistic

follows a χ2 distribution in the limit of large data samples.

Another goodness-of-fit test is the Kolmogorov-Smirnov (KS) test [247]. It is based on

the empirical distribution function

FN (y) =
1

N

N∑
i=1

A(y, xi) (A.14)

of a free parameter y and for an observable with N bins with observed values xi in those
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bins. A(y, xi) is equal to 1 if xi ≤ y and equal to 0 otherwise.

The KS test then returns the test statistic

λKS = sup
y
|FN,d(y)− FN,b(y)| (A.15)

where FN,d and FN,b are the empirical distribution functions for the observed data and

expected background distributions and supy gives the maximum value over the entire

y-range.

Both tests can be combined with the MLE method described in App. A.1 to first compute

the background expectation with nuisance parameters set to their maximum-likelihood

estimates and then evaluate the respective test statistic. These tests are performed for

the observed data spectrum and for a large number of toy experiments with pseudo-data

sampled from the background prediction. The ratio

p =

∑∞
i=λd

λi∑∞
i=0 λi

(A.16)

with the returned test statistic value for the data λd and for the toy experiments λd then

provides the p-value for the observed data spectrum in light of the background expectation.





B Optimisation studies for the search for

T T̄ → tH + X

B.1 Lepton selection optimisation study

In order to maximise the trigger and offline lepton selection (see Section 6.3.1) with respect

to a high selection efficiency of TT production, an optimisation study has been performed

by comparing the signal efficiency of various selection configurations for two T quark mass

points. The selection configurations that are tested for the muon channel are defined in

the following and summarised in Table B.1.

Non-isolated muon The trigger and offline requirements as well as the 2D isolation re-

quirement are applied as described in Section 6.3.1.

Isolated Muon Events are selected by a trigger requiring an isolated muon candidate

with pT > 20 GeV and by requiring a reconstructed offline muon candidate with pT

> 40 GeV and a relative isolation of less than 0.15 (see Section 5.2).

In the electron channel, three setups were tested in total which are defined as:

Non-isolated electron The trigger and offline requirements along with the 2D isolation

requirement are applied as described in Section 6.3.1.

Non-isolated high-pT electron Events need to pass a trigger that requires an electron

candidate with a pT of at least 105 GeV without any requirements on its relative

isolation. The 2D isolation requirement as described in Section 6.3.1 is applied to

reduce the contribution from multijet background events.

Isolated electron Events are selected by a trigger requiring an isolated electron candidate

with pT > 27 GeV and |η| < 2.1. Offline, the electron must have pT > 40 GeV and

a relative isolation of < 0.0987 or 0.0902, depending on whether it is reconstructed

in the barrel part of the detector or in endcap.

In order to compare the signal efficiencies for TT production for all these selection com-

binations in a phase space close to the final selection of this search, additional kinematic

selection requirements are imposed. ST > 800 GeV is required as well as at least three AK4

jets and two AK8 jets, one of which has to have a pT of at least 300 GeV. Furthermore,

at least one generated electron for the electron selection and at least one generated muon
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Table B.1: Selection requirements for the trigger and lepton optimisation study. The
first block lists the baseline selection that all events entering in the denominator have
to pass while the second block provides the individual selection criteria for the selection
configurations studied.

Selection/setup Non-iso. µ Iso. µ Non-iso. e Non-iso. high-pT e Iso. e

Generator req. ≥ 1 µ ≥ 1 e

ST > 800 GeV

N(AK4 jets) ≥ 3

N(AK8 jets) ≥ 2

AK8 jet pT > 300 GeV

Min. lepton pT (Trigger) 45 GeV 20 GeV 45 GeV 105 GeV 27 GeV

Min. lepton pT (Offline) 47 GeV 40 GeV 50 GeV 115 GeV 40 GeV

Add. jet pT — —
200 (250) GeV, 50

(75) GeV ∗ — —

Max. rel. isolation — 0.15 — — 0.0987 (0.0902)∗∗

2D Isolation Criteria
∆R(l, j) > 0.4 or

∆pT(l, j) >
40 GeV

—
∆R(l, j) > 0.4 or

∆pT(l, j) >
40 GeV

∆R(l, j) > 0.4 or
∆pT(l, j) >

40 GeV
—

∗ Online (offline) pT requirements on the pT-leading and -subleading AK4 jet .
∗∗ Relative isolation requirements for electrons reconstructed in the barrel (endcap) part of the detector.

for the muon selection is required. These generated leptons are required to originate from

t quark decays as these are the main target in the search in Chapter 6.

Table B.1 lists these general selection requirements as well as the individual criteria

for all tested trigger and offline selection setups. In the calculation of efficiencies for the

different selection setups, the denominator is given by events that pass the general selection

requirements so that the fraction of these events passing the additional individual selection

steps yield the corresponding efficiency.

Figure B.1 shows the selection efficiency of all considered selection configurations for

two mass points of the T quark as a function of the primary lepton pT. Inclusive selection

efficiencies for several mass points are summarised in Table B.2. It can be seen that in the

muon channel, the efficiency of the non-isolated selection is higher for both the high and

the low mass point compared to the isolated selection. For the electron channel, this is

only the case for the high-mass signal, but the advantage of the isolation selection for the

low-mass hypothesis is only small. Although the high-pT electron selection provides by far

the best efficiency for electrons with pT above 115 GeV, the low-pT non-isolated electron

selection has the higher inclusive efficiency (as can be seen in Table B.2) as a large portion

of TT events produce leptons with pT values below 115 GeV.
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Figure B.1: Selection efficiencies for different selection setups described in the main text.
Efficiencies are shown for a T quark mass of 800 GeV (left) and 1600 GeV (right) in the
electron (top row) and muon (bottom row) channel.

Table B.2: Inclusive signal efficiencies for two mass points of the T quark (800 and
1600 GeV) for different trigger and lepton selections described in the main text. The
efficiencies are calculated with respect to the number of events that pass the general selec-
tion outlined in the main text. The lepton in these denominator events always originate
from a top quark decay in a T → tH, tZ process.

Selection M(T) = 800 GeV M(T) = 1600 GeV

Non-Iso. Muon 60.8 62.9
Iso. Muon 56.2 43.2
Non-Iso. High-pT Electron 45.4 65.4
Non-Iso. Electron 60.2 70.7
Iso. Electron 64.9 53.8
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B.2 Selection optimisation study

This section describes the optimisation of the event selection after the preselection and

after defining the H1b and H2b categories described in Section 6.3.4. Additional require-

ments on various kinematic variables are tested and their impact on the sensitivity with

respect to TT production is evaluated by calculating expected upper cross section limits

at 95% C.L.. The selection providing the highest lower mass limit on the T quark mass is

considered to be the best selection.

The tested selection requirements are:

• the number of AK4 or AK8 jets,

• the value for /ET,

• the pT of the primary lepton,

• the pT of the leading/subleading AK4 jet,

• the number of b-tagged AK4 jets.

When testing the sensitivity of additional b tagging requirements on AK4 jets, a ∆R

of at least 0.8 is required between a b-tagged AK4 jet and the nearest H-tagged AK8 jet.

This is necessary in order to avoid double-counting a b-tagged AK4 jet also as H-tagged

AK8 jet since the two types of jets are reconstructed independent of each other and can

therefore overlap.

Events have to pass the preselection described in Section 6.3.2 and are categorised into

H1b and H2b categories (and split into an electron and muon channel) for this study.

Expected limits at 95% C.L. are then calculated using the asymptotic CLs procedure (see

App. A.3) using events that pass an additional selection requirement from the list of tested

selections. A rate uncertainty of 100% is assigned to multijet production and of 20% to

all other background processes. No other systematic uncertainties are considered for this

study. For the TT signal, a branching fraction of 100% for the T → tH decay is assumed

to maximise the sensitivity for this decay mode.

The results are shown in Fig. B.2. It can be seen that only the requirement of at

least one additional b-tagged AK4 jet provides a significant improvement of the selection.

Requiring at least four AK4 jets or at least three AK8 jets would improve the sensitivity

only marginally and is not considered in this analysis.
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Figure B.2: Expected sensitivities when varying various kinematic variables. From top left
to bottom right: ST, N(AK4 jets), N(AK8 jets), N(b-tagged AK4 jets), pT(prim.lep.), /ET,
pT(1st AK4 jet), pT(2nd AK4 jet).





C Studies on the background modelling in the search

for T T̄ → tH + X

C.1 Top-pT reweighting study

A reweighting procedure referred to as top-pT reweighting has been developed in the scope

of differential cross section measurements for tt̄ + jets production [224–227] to account for

observed differences between the top quark pT spectra in data and simulation. It is tested

whether this reweighting procedure can improve the mismodelling of the ST distribution

discussed in Section 6.5.1 as ST is clearly correlated with the top quark transverse momenta

in tt̄ + jets events.

In this procedure, simulated tt̄ + jets events are scaled down according to correction

factors that are calculated per event with the following equation:

SF(pT) = ea−b·pT(t1) × ea−b·pT(t2) (C.1)

where t1 and t2 refer to the two generated top quarks. The parameters a and b were

found to be a = 0.0615 and b = 0.0005. The upper uncertainty assigned to this procedure

corresponds to an unscaled distribution while the lower uncertainty is determined by

applying the correction factor in quadrature. A comparison of the templates corresponding

to the upper and lower uncertainties in the top-pT reweighting procedure with the nominal

distribution in the tt̄ + jets control region is shown in Fig. C.1.

Performing the top-pT reweighting procedure results in the distributions for ST in the

tt̄ + jets control region shown in Fig. C.2. On the left, one can see the actual distri-

bution of the data and the corresponding expected background yield. On the right, the

ST distribution with all histograms normalised to unity are shown to allow for a shape-

only comparison of the data and simulation as described previously. The uncertainty

band in both cases includes only the uncertainty in the top-pT reweighting procedure and

the uncertainty in the µR/F energy scales as this constitutes the dominant source of the

uncertainty in the background prediction.

One can see that applying top-pT reweighting reduces the overall rate of the tt̄ + jets

background but has only a limited effect on the shape of the ST distribution. This suggests

that a mismodelling of the pT spectrum of simulated top quarks is most likely not the only

source of the discrepancies observed in the ST distributions in the tt̄ +jets control regions.
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Figure C.1: Comparison of the nominal ST distribution with the templates corresponding
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Figure C.2: ST in the tt̄ + jets control region after combining the electron and muon
channels with top-pT reweighting applied. The left plot shows the distributions with
absolute event yields, the right plot with all histograms normalised to unity to evaluate
the shapes of the data and MC histograms with shape-only systematic uncertainties. Only
the systematic uncertainties in the µR/F scales and the top-pT reweighting procedure are
taken into account.
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C.2 Control distributions after HT reweighting

This section contains control distributions in Figs. C.3 to C.5 for a number of kinematic

variables in the tt̄ + jets and W + jets control regions (defined in Section 6.5.1) after

applying the HT reweighting method described in Section 6.5.2. Overall, good agreement

between data and simulated background processes is observed.
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Figure C.3: Distributions in the tt̄ + jets (left) and W + jets (right) control regions after
combining electron and muon channels and applying the HT reweighting procedure. HT

(top row) and pT (primary lepton) (bottom row) are shown. The statistical uncertainty in
the simulation is shown as gray band and the total uncertainty (combining statistical and
systematic components) is shown as hatched band. The systematic component includes
the uncertainty in the HT reweighting procedure.
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Figure C.4: Distributions in the tt̄ + jets (left) and W + jets (right) control regions after
combining electron and muon channels and applying the HT reweighting procedure. /ET

(top row) and the number of AK4 jets (bottom row) are shown. The statistical uncertainty
in the simulation is shown as gray band and the total uncertainty (combining statistical and
systematic components) is shown as hatched band. The systematic component includes
the uncertainty in the HT reweighting procedure.
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Figure C.5: Various distributions in the tt̄ +jets (left) and W +jets (right) control regions
after combining electron and muon channels and applying the HT reweighting procedure.
From top to bottom the pT spectra of the first, second and third AK4 jet (in order of
their pT) are shown. The statistical uncertainty in the simulation is shown as gray band
and the total uncertainty (combining statistical and systematic components) is shown as
hatched band. The systematic component includes the uncertainty in the HT reweighting
procedure.
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C.3 Signal injection bias test

In order to test the potential bias of the linear fit described in Section 6.5.2 in the presence

of signal, the fit is executed again multiple times with various signal hypotheses injected

into the data. The resulting impact on the derived parameters for the HT reweighting is

then compared to the original parameters without any signal injected. A sizable signal-

to-background ratio is found only in the tt̄ + jets control region while this ratio is < 1%

over the whole HT range in the W + jets control region. Therefore, these tests are only

performed for the tt̄ + jets reweighting parameters as potential signal is unlikely to have

any effect on the W + jets reweighting parameters.

These tests are performed by adding signal templates to the data distribution in the

tt̄+jets control region that correspond to TT or BB̄ signal models with different branching

fraction scenarios. The resulting distributions can be found in Figs. C.6 to C.81: Figs. C.6

and C.7 show the HT distributions in the tt̄ + jets control region with TT signal injected

assuming B(T → tH) = 100% and B(T → bW ) = 100%, respectively, for three different

mass points. Figure C.7 shows the same distribution with a BB̄ signal injected assuming

B(B →tW) = 100%.

The B(T → tH) = 100% hypothesis is considered as this is the signal hypothesis to

which the search in Chapter 6 is most sensitive to. In the B(T → bW ) = 100% scenario

as well as for BB̄ production with a branching fraction of 100% for the B→ tW decay2,

a large portion of the signal could fail the H tag veto applied in the tt̄ + jets control

region, leading to a large portion of signal events entering that region. It is assumed

that the results of testing these three scenarios sufficiently cover other branching fraction

combinations.

The corresponding fit parameters a and b (using the function Eq. (6.2) described in

Section 6.5.2) are listed in Table C.1 compared with the actual parameters used in this

analysis (see also the values 6.3 and 6.4 in Section 6.5.2). One can see that there are small

differences for the lowest considered mass point while these vanish for higher mass points.

Overall, the observed differences are within the uncertainties of the corresponding fits and

negligible compared to the large systematic uncertainty applied to the HT reweighting

procedure.

1In the following, the symbol Bis used to indicate the branching fraction of a given decay mode.
2This is equivalent to the production of two X quarks, see also Section 2.4.1.
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Figure C.6: Comparison of the HT distributions for three different TT hypotheses injected
(assuming B(T → tH) = 100%): Signal with M(T ) = 800 GeV injected (top left), with
M(T ) = 1200 GeV injected (top right) and with M(T ) = 1600 GeV injected (bottom).

Table C.1: Fit parameters without and with signal samples for various mass points and
branching fraction assumptions injected. The first line shows the fit parameters without
any signal injected which correspond to the values 6.3 and 6.4 used in Chapters 6 and 7.
The parameter a denotes the constant term in the linear function, b is the coefficient in
the linear term.

Signal hypo./params. a b (·10−4GeV−1)

no sig. inj. 1.12± 0.09 (−3.1± 0.9)

M(T) = 800 GeV, B(T → tH) = 100% 1.10± 0.09 (−2.7± 0.9)
M(T) = 1200 GeV, B(T → tH) = 100% 1.12± 0.09 (−3.1± 0.9)
M(T) = 1600 GeV, B(T → tH) = 100% 1.12± 0.09 (−3.1± 0.9)

M(T) = 800 GeV, B(T → bW ) = 100% 1.11± 0.09 (−2.8± 0.9)
M(T) = 1200 GeV, B(T → bW ) = 100% 1.12± 0.09 (−3.1± 0.9)
M(T) = 1600 GeV, B(T → bW ) = 100% 1.12± 0.09 (−3.1± 0.9)

M(B) = 800 GeV, B(B →tW) = 100% 1.10± 0.09 (−2.6± 0.9)
M(B) = 1200 GeV, B(B →tW) = 100% 1.12± 0.09 (−3.1± 0.9)
M(B) = 1600 GeV, B(B →tW) = 100% 1.12± 0.09 (−3.1± 0.9)
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Figure C.7: Comparison of the HT distributions for three different TT hypotheses injected
(assuming B(T → bW ) = 100%): Signal with M(T ) = 800 GeV injected (top left), with
M(T ) = 1200 GeV injected (top right) and with M(T ) = 1600 GeV injected (bottom).
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Figure C.8: Comparison of the HT distributions for three different BB̄ hypotheses injected
(assuming B(B→ tW) = 100%): Signal with M(T ) = 800 GeV injected (top left), with
M(T ) = 1200 GeV injected (top right) and with M(T ) = 1600 GeV injected (bottom).





D List of prior uncertainties in the search for

T T̄ → tH + X

Prior systematic uncertainties in the rates of physical processes for all categories used in

the statistical interpretation of the data described in Section 6.6 are shown in Tables D.1

to D.6.

Table D.1: Summary of systematic uncertainties in the 0H category in the electron
channel.

proc./ns. par. PDF
µRF scale

var.
b tag eff.,

h.-fl.
b tag eff.,

l.-fl.
AK8 jet
mass sc.

AK8 jet
mass res.

JEC JER HT rew.
Pileup
rew.

e id. eff.

Z + jets +6.55
−6.33

+21.10
−15.91

+2.64
−2.63

+3.27
−3.26

−0.11
−0.30

−0.17
−0.18

+2.16
−1.39

+2.18
−2.32 ±0.0 +1.44

−1.65
+1.28
−1.28

Diboson — — +3.53
−3.52

+1.19
−1.19 ±0.0 ±0.0 +0.02

−2.89
+3.13
−0.00 ±0.0 +6.87

−6.24
+2.64
−2.64

Multijet — — +2.89
−2.87

+1.88
−1.88

−0.15
+0.07

+0.05
−0.17

+2.30
−2.88

+1.99
+0.61 ±0.0 −0.81

+1.79
+1.52
−1.52

Single t +0.75
−0.76

+2.41
−3.15

+3.92
−3.87

+0.61
−0.61

+0.12
−1.03

−0.21
−0.71

+1.01
−1.41

+0.59
−0.51 ±0.0 +0.41

−0.23
+1.15
−1.15

tt̄ + jets — — +4.31
−4.24

+0.71
−0.71

+0.17
−0.73

+0.08
−0.49

+2.06
−2.48

+0.46
−0.34

+18.53
−14.17

+0.34
−0.39

+1.02
−1.02

W + jets — — +2.91
−2.90

+2.70
−2.69

−0.08
−0.48

−0.07
−0.33

+1.59
−3.71

+0.49
−0.52

+17.85
−14.09

+0.48
−0.58

+1.35
−1.35

TT̄ M(T)=0.8 TeV +2.94
−2.95

+0.91
−0.90

+7.64
−7.40

+0.82
−0.82

+0.96
−1.57

+0.28
−0.70

+0.58
−0.83

+0.17
−0.78 ±0.0 +0.46

−0.64
+1.05
−1.05

TT̄ M(T)=1.2 TeV +4.62
−4.65

+0.73
−0.74

+8.37
−8.09

+0.90
−0.90

+0.65
−0.91

+0.69
−1.10

−0.16
+0.33

+0.15
−0.35 ±0.0 +0.03

−0.29
+1.11
−1.11

TT̄ M(T)=1.6 TeV +6.53
−6.46

+0.56
−0.56

+9.72
−9.35

+1.16
−1.15

+0.51
−1.71

+0.24
−0.58

−0.00
+0.04

+0.23
−0.54 ±0.0 +0.85

−0.81
+1.15
−1.15

Table D.2: Summary of systematic uncertainties in the H1b category in the electron
channel.

proc./ns. par. PDF
µRF scale

var.
b tag eff.,

h.-fl.
b tag eff.,

l.-fl.
AK8 jet
mass sc.

AK8 jet
mass res.

JEC JER HT rew.
Pileup
rew.

e id. eff.

Z + jets +7.02
−6.75

+21.91
−16.47

+7.26
−7.02

+4.12
−4.00

+0.62
+7.84

+1.10
+5.70

+2.99
−3.78

+0.20
−0.08 ±0.0 −0.43

+0.37
+1.37
−1.37

Diboson — — +5.86
−5.81

+5.21
−5.20 ±0.0 ±0.0 +0.01

−0.01
+0.01
−0.01 ±0.0 +19.90

−21.41
+1.03
−1.03

Multijet — — +7.96
−7.68

+2.46
−2.40

−0.59
+0.82

−2.18
+6.58

+1.98
−1.17

−0.10
+0.16 ±0.0 −1.26

+0.92
+1.09
−1.09

Single t +1.20
−1.20

+5.25
−5.09

+6.97
−6.73

+0.82
−0.82

−0.15
+3.71

+0.43
+3.40

+1.35
−4.47

−0.14
−0.39 ±0.0 +0.97

−0.54
+1.15
−1.15

tt̄ + jets — — +6.93
−6.71

+1.01
−1.01

−0.80
+2.54

−0.41
+1.77

+3.17
−3.89

−0.10
+0.09

+18.61
−14.53

−0.14
+0.14

+1.04
−1.04

W + jets — — +8.06
−7.78

+4.20
−4.08

+2.34
+12.05

+2.11
+7.95

+2.60
−4.01

−0.03
+0.14

+19.14
−15.23

+1.06
−1.24

+1.39
−1.39

TT̄ M(T)=0.8 TeV +3.06
−3.04

+0.90
−0.89

+9.14
−8.77

+0.97
−0.97

−0.93
+1.46

−0.32
+0.86

+0.57
−1.15

−0.16
+0.10 ±0.0 −0.27

+0.23
+0.99
−0.99

TT̄ M(T)=1.2 TeV +4.32
−4.30

+0.71
−0.70

+9.53
−9.12

+1.15
−1.14

−0.39
+0.64

−0.59
+0.79

+0.18
−0.77

−0.18
+0.01 ±0.0 −0.35

+0.54
+1.14
−1.14

TT̄ M(T)=1.6 TeV +6.14
−5.99

+0.50
−0.49

+9.98
−9.54

+1.31
−1.31

−0.36
+1.58

−0.10
+0.38

+0.06
−0.45

−0.06
+0.01 ±0.0 +0.38

−0.34
+1.22
−1.22
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Table D.3: Summary of systematic uncertainties in H2b category in the electron channel.

proc./ns. par. PDF
µRF scale

var.
b tag eff.,

h.-fl.
b tag eff.,

l.-fl.
AK8 jet
mass sc.

AK8 jet
mass res.

JEC JER HT rew.
Pileup
rew.

e id. eff.

Z + jets +9.05
−8.75

+22.82
−16.96

+16.50
−15.72

+5.40
−5.14

+4.24
+5.23

+4.59
+7.99

+0.47
−7.95 ±0.0 ±0.0 +4.32

−4.57
+1.38
−1.38

Diboson — — +nan
+nan

+nan
+nan

+nan
+nan

+nan
+nan

+nan
+nan

+nan
+nan

+nan
+nan

+nan
+nan

+nan
+nan

Multijet — — +12.98
−12.44

+4.52
−4.50

+2.73
+8.52

+0.00
+12.02

+0.06
−12.57

−12.47
+0.01 ±0.0 +2.18

+0.26
+0.92
−0.92

Single t +0.63
−1.05

+8.24
−6.80

+17.20
−16.38

+1.82
−1.82

−1.21
+6.71

+0.00
+2.36

−0.04
−3.82

+4.21
−3.58 ±0.0 −3.20

+3.38
+1.76
−1.76

tt̄ + jets — — +14.36
−13.79

+3.11
−3.09

−1.01
+8.27

+0.75
+5.12

+2.74
−5.16

+0.03
−0.01

+20.35
−15.65

+1.26
−1.55

+1.10
−1.10

W + jets — — +14.43
−13.89

+3.68
−3.62

+11.23
+14.59

+10.86
+4.20

+2.35
−3.18

+0.00
+0.44

+20.55
−16.17

+0.75
+2.34

+1.65
−1.65

TT̄ M(T)=0.8 TeV +3.90
−3.81

+1.00
−1.01

+13.39
−12.74

+1.20
−1.19

−0.68
+1.39

−0.42
+0.76

+0.94
−0.60

+0.01
+0.01 ±0.0 −0.16

+0.10
+1.00
−1.00

TT̄ M(T)=1.2 TeV +4.90
−4.90

+0.66
−0.68

+12.74
−12.14

+1.12
−1.12

−0.58
+0.82

−0.35
+0.95

+0.61
−0.52

−0.26
+0.11 ±0.0 +0.15

+0.27
+1.02
−1.02

TT̄ M(T)=1.6 TeV +9.39
−9.12

+0.71
−0.72

+13.49
−12.79

+1.34
−1.33

−0.59
+1.00

−0.28
+0.29

−0.11
−0.66

+0.01
−0.00 ±0.0 −0.09

+0.68
+1.16
−1.16

Table D.4: Summary of systematic uncertainties in the 0H category in the muon channel.

proc./ns. par. PDF
µRF scale

var.
b tag eff.,

h.-fl.
b tag eff.,

l.-fl.
AK8 jet
mass sc.

AK8 jet
mass res.

JEC JER HT rew.
Pileup
rew.

µ id. eff. µ trg. eff.

Z + jets +6.27
−6.10

+20.07
−15.26

+2.70
−2.68

+3.30
−3.29

−0.20
−0.38

−0.28
−0.53

+1.94
−3.48

+2.44
−2.86 ±0.0 +0.05

−0.35
+1.56
−1.56

+0.85
−0.85

Diboson — — +2.97
−2.96

+3.10
−3.10

+0.00
−4.20 ±0.0 +3.54

−0.04 ±0.0 ±0.0 +6.19
−3.72

+1.69
−1.69

+0.92
−0.92

Multijet — — +3.55
−3.54

+0.98
−0.98

+0.01
−0.27

+0.14
−0.22

+2.63
−3.97

+0.54
−0.32 ±0.0 +0.09

−0.87
+1.41
−1.41

+0.76
−0.76

Single t +0.91
−0.91

+1.78
−2.57

+3.85
−3.80

+0.49
−0.49

+0.16
+0.09

+0.36
−0.27

+2.37
−2.53

+0.37
−0.34 ±0.0 −0.63

+0.97
+1.55
−1.55

+0.84
−0.84

tt̄ + jets — — +4.20
−4.14

+0.70
−0.70

+0.19
−0.71

+0.11
−0.46

+2.15
−2.75

+0.33
−0.39

+15.39
−11.97

+0.07
−0.07

+1.46
−1.46

+0.79
−0.79

W + jets — — +2.90
−2.89

+2.65
−2.65

−0.02
−0.30

−0.05
−0.22

+2.10
−3.37

+0.56
−0.45

+16.58
−13.14

+0.29
−0.27

+1.57
−1.57

+0.86
−0.86

TT̄ M(T)=0.8 TeV +2.37
−2.46

+0.81
−0.79

+7.33
−7.10

+0.83
−0.83

+0.58
−1.17

+0.47
−0.77

−0.60
−0.17

+0.39
−0.22 ±0.0 +0.26

+0.02
+1.46
−1.46

+0.79
−0.79

TT̄ M(T)=1.2 TeV +3.75
−3.83

+0.65
−0.65

+8.41
−8.12

+0.88
−0.88

+0.81
−1.71

+0.38
−1.01

−0.36
−0.03

+0.37
−0.29 ±0.0 +0.15

−0.50
+1.59
−1.59

+0.86
−0.86

TT̄ M(T)=1.6 TeV +5.93
−5.72

+0.57
−0.57

+9.57
−9.20

+1.05
−1.05

+0.33
−0.97

+0.14
−0.24

−0.12
+0.21

+0.25
−0.45 ±0.0 +0.52

−0.68
+1.68
−1.68

+0.90
−0.90

Table D.5: Summary of systematic uncertainties in the H1b category in the muon chan-
nel.

proc./ns. par. PDF
µRF scale

var.
b tag eff.,

h.-fl.
b tag eff.,

l.-fl.
AK8 jet
mass sc.

AK8 jet
mass res.

JEC JER HT rew.
Pileup
rew.

µ id. eff. µ trg. eff.

Z + jets +7.13
−6.91

+21.93
−16.44

+7.98
−7.70

+3.80
−3.70

+2.60
+7.63

+2.24
+6.71

+2.48
−4.23

−0.13
−0.58 ±0.0 +0.05

−0.55
+1.65
−1.65

+0.90
−0.90

Diboson — — +9.07
−8.83

+4.20
−4.20

+0.00
+138.88 ±0.0 +0.04

+0.33
+0.01
−0.01 ±0.0 −5.50

+0.69
+1.76
−1.76

+0.94
−0.94

Multijet — — +6.80
−6.60

+1.46
−1.45

−0.22
+21.78

+0.29
+0.61

−0.08
−2.61 ±0.0 ±0.0 −9.55

+9.57
+1.19
−1.19

+0.64
−0.64

Single t +1.12
−1.12

+4.90
−4.14

+7.10
−6.87

+0.95
−0.95

−0.94
+2.03

−1.25
+2.11

+2.86
−3.25

+0.15
−0.04 ±0.0 +0.96

−1.73
+1.59
−1.59

+0.86
−0.86

tt̄ + jets — — +6.91
−6.69

+0.95
−0.95

−0.81
+2.74

−0.51
+1.78

+3.10
−3.94

−0.05
+0.02

+16.14
−12.79

−0.05
+0.07

+1.57
−1.57

+0.85
−0.85

W + jets — — +8.21
−7.93

+4.19
−4.07

+1.41
+10.37

+2.47
+7.98

+2.71
−3.22

−0.05
+0.09

+17.99
−14.36

+0.50
−0.76

+1.54
−1.54

+0.84
−0.84

TT̄ M(T)=0.8 TeV +3.04
−3.01

+0.95
−0.91

+8.89
−8.53

+0.93
−0.92

−0.74
+1.23

−0.61
+1.06

+0.75
−0.96

−0.03
+0.07 ±0.0 +0.50

−0.62
+1.53
−1.53

+0.82
−0.82

TT̄ M(T)=1.2 TeV +3.45
−3.49

+0.65
−0.66

+9.30
−8.91

+1.06
−1.06

−0.57
+1.31

−0.19
+0.72

+0.47
−0.26

−0.02
+0.05 ±0.0 −0.48

+0.44
+1.64
−1.64

+0.88
−0.88

TT̄ M(T)=1.6 TeV +5.04
−5.12

+0.47
−0.48

+9.98
−9.54

+1.22
−1.21

−0.42
+0.82

−0.12
+0.17

+0.18
−0.48

−0.06
+0.10 ±0.0 −0.13

+0.10
+1.72
−1.72

+0.92
−0.92

Table D.6: Summary of systematic uncertainties in the H2b category in the muon chan-
nel.

proc./ns. par. PDF
µRF scale

var.
b tag eff.,

h.-fl.
b tag eff.,

l.-fl.
AK8 jet
mass sc.

AK8 jet
mass res.

JEC JER HT rew.
Pileup
rew.

µ id. eff. µ trg. eff.

Z + jets +13.95
−13.65

+23.21
−17.40

+14.62
−14.04

+4.54
−4.47

+8.80
+28.15

+3.61
+35.67

+2.91
−7.24 ±0.0 ±0.0 +1.67

+0.74
+1.67
−1.67

+0.90
−0.90

Diboson — — +23.79
−21.88

+0.26
−0.26 ±0.0 ±0.0 +0.01

−0.01 ±0.0 ±0.0 −22.78
+22.27

+2.09
−2.09

+1.31
−1.31

Multijet — — +13.40
−12.83

+1.02
−1.01

−0.06
+8.50

−0.01
+1.37

+11.33
−3.49 ±0.0 ±0.0 −4.25

+8.11
+1.19
−1.19

+0.66
−0.66

Single t +1.54
−1.54

+8.09
−7.67

+16.88
−16.15

+2.89
−2.89

−2.78
−3.35

−4.78
+2.99

+0.71
+1.53 ±0.0 ±0.0 −4.06

+3.74
+1.64
−1.64

+0.90
−0.90

tt̄ + jets — — +14.31
−13.73

+3.00
−2.97

−1.78
+7.93

+0.30
+4.99

+4.09
−4.37

−0.02
−0.02

+19.28
−14.73

−0.10
−0.05

+1.39
−1.39

+0.75
−0.75

W + jets — — +14.56
−13.96

+3.90
−3.86

+1.32
+10.89

−0.62
+12.23

+0.84
−3.36

−0.00
+1.33

+20.60
−16.02

+0.50
+0.32

+1.50
−1.50

+0.84
−0.84

TT̄ M(T)=0.8 TeV +3.80
−3.76

+0.90
−0.90

+13.01
−12.40

+0.71
−0.71

−0.56
+1.42

−0.78
+0.88

+0.64
−0.77

−0.08
+0.01 ±0.0 +0.24

+0.18
+1.44
−1.44

+0.78
−0.78

TT̄ M(T)=1.2 TeV +5.36
−5.37

+0.87
−0.89

+13.32
−12.68

+1.10
−1.10

−0.52
+1.02

−0.28
+0.51

+0.15
−0.61

−0.04
+0.06 ±0.0 +0.45

−0.56
+1.62
−1.62

+0.87
−0.87

TT̄ M(T)=1.6 TeV +6.90
−7.02

+0.48
−0.49

+13.25
−12.59

+1.10
−1.10

+0.19
+0.49

+0.14
+0.14

+0.07
−0.18

−0.00
+0.02 ±0.0 −0.38

+0.07
+1.69
−1.69

+0.91
−0.91



E Systematic uncertainty study in the combination

To confirm that the treatment of systematic uncertainties (described in Section 7.2) in

the combination of the two VLQ search channels is valid, a maximum likelihood fit of

the background-only hypothesis (see App. A.1) is performed by fitting the corresponding

observables, min[M(`, b)] in the boosted W channel and ST in the boosted H channel, in

all 20 event categories simultaneously. Systematic uncertainties that affect only the rates

of physical processes are assigned log-normal priors in this study while all other systematic

uncertainties are assigned Gaussian priors.

The resulting variations of the post-fit values of the nuisance parameters in units of one

standard deviation of their prior uncertainties are displayed in Fig. E.1. All variations are

within one standard deviation of the prior uncertainty, pointing at a healthy behaviour of

the MLE fit. As further cross-check, the resulting correlation matrix after the MLE fit is

inspected to see whether there exist any unphysical correlations. Except for a few, most

likely accidental correlations, this is not the case and further validates the treatment of

systematic uncertainties between the two search channels.
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Post-fit values
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Figure E.2: Correlation matrix for all nuisance parameters considered in the maximum-
likelihood fit. A value of zero indicates that the corresponding nuisance parameters are
found to be uncorrelated in the fit while values of +1 (-1) denote that they are fully
correlated (anti-correlated) in the fit.
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